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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to test Helen Rose Fuchs

Ebaugh's rore-exit rnoder on the experience of Hutterite
defectors, and to provide an updated, socj_ological

understanding of Hutterite defectors based on a coherent

theoretical model.

The analysis hras conducted using the 4 stages and 11

variabres of Ebaugh's generic rol-e-exit moder. rn addition,
a sociological moder of Hutterite society (developed by Boldt
and Roberts) was incruded to carry out the analysis. This
moder represents Hutterite society as a relatively
und.ifferentiated and structurally tight group.

A qualitative methodological approach was employed to
study the role-exit experience of 28 Hutterj-te defectors from

Manitoba coronies. The stages and variables of the rote-exit
model were translated into semÍ-structured, open ended

interview questions.

rn general terms, it was found that Ebaugh's role-exit
moder fit the experience of Hutterite defectors. However, ít
hras also discovered that several hypotheses regarding the
variables of duration and reversibility/irreversibifity did
not appry to the case of Hutterites. Also, the findings of
this study discovered that individuals are abandoning their
coronies as a dírect, resutt of their religious concerns. The

fÍndings also indicated that defection hras not 1inited to
/ young, single males as it was in the past but also incruded
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young, single f emal-es as werr as entire familes. The

Ínterchange between the colony and the outside emerged as a

crucial factor in exposing and fostering new perspectives and

attitudes in Hutterites.
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CEAPTER 1

THE MEANING ÀND IUPORTÀNCE OF ROLE-EXIT

This chapter introduces Helen Rose Fuchs Ebaughrs

theoretical model of the role-exj-t process as outrined in
Becoming an Ex: The Process of Rore-Exit (l-988). rt includes
discussions of the origíns of the ror-e-exit concept, its
current definition, and a description of its conceptual

components and correlates. specifically, the discussion of
the conceptts origins incrudes Merton's initiar reference to
the notion as werl as irl-ustrations of the seeds of this
concept in substantive areas such as curt defection and

divorce. Forrowing this, Brauts (Lg73) seminal discussíon of
the concept is covered. Next Ebaughrs deveropment of the
concept is reviewed, curminating in her (t-9BB:23) definition
of the term as rrthe process of disengagement from a role that
is centrar to onets serf-identity and the reestablishment of
an identity in a new rore that takes into account oners'ex-
rolerr. Ebaugh's research on this topic has led to a moder of
rore-exit that incrudes 4 stages: (i.) first doubts, (2)

seeking alternatives, (3) the turning point, and (4) creating
and adapting to the role-exit. Moreover, Ebaugh's

investigations suggest, that the experience of individuals in
each of these stages is influenced by j-l factors including the
(1) centrality of the role, (Z) voluntariness, (3)

reversibility, (4) duration, (5) single versus rnurtipre exits,
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(6) individual versus group exits, (7) degree of contror, (g)

sociar desirabirity, (9) degree of institutionarization, (10)

degree of awareness, and (11) sequentiality.
This review of the history and current conceptualization

of role-exit estabrishes the theoretical framework for the
thesis. The chapter concludes with a discussion of Ebaugh's

assertion that role-exit represents a generic social process.

The argument for the importance of generic concepts to
sociorogy, which describe fundamentar processes appropriate to
a broad range of situations, is made. Ebaughrs craim that
role-exit is a generic sociar process suggests (1) that a

sirnirar process should occur between different kinds of rore-
exits, and (2) that this hypothesis can be tested through

empirical research.

THEORETICAIJ CONTENT OF EBAUGH'S !.ÍODEIJ

The notion of rore change, invorving the transition from

one role to another by either entering a ne$/ role or exiting
an old one, has been recognized by socioÌogists for decades.

Hor^rever, sociorogists studying role change have typicarry
focused on role entrance and, in doing sor have made many

substantial contributions to the literature on socialization
(Ebaugh, l-988:6). By contrast, role-exit is a relatively
negrected concept, with a sparse research riterature and

limited conceptuar development. prior to Ebaughrs recent
work, the notion of role-exj-t hras considered by Merton and
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Blau. A brief review of how these authors first
conceptualized the notion sets the context for understanding
Ebaugh,s more elaborate examination of the concept.

rnfluential contributors to Ebaughrs role-exit model

incruded Merton and Kittrs (l-950) concept of anticipatory
socialization. Anticipatory socialization requires that an

individuar acquire and rearn the proper varues, beliefs and

norms of a status or group to which he or she aspires.
Learning these ner¡¡ rules and expectations helps the individual
learn how to act in the new role and thus makes it easier for
the person to adjust to a new status. As welr, the practice
of anticipatory socialization al-rows the person to be more

easily accepted by the nev¡ group. The notion of Mertonrs
anticipatory sociarÍzation is interpreted by Ebaugh to mean

that an individual's adoption of the,varues of a group in
which one aspired to belong but did not yet berong, suggests

a process whereby one begíns to make a role change before
actually exiting a role, (Ebaugh, L98g:xiv) " Although Merton
does not specifically focus on role-exit, his notion of
anticipatory socialization, âs werr as his reference to the
consequences and dynamics of being an rex-memberil of a group

or rrformer occupantrr of a sociar status, prays a najor part in
Ebaugrh's concept of role-exit. Ebaugh views anticipatory
socialization as onry one aspect of the rore-exit process
(since rooking forward to a new rore is not always a cornponent

of the role-exit process).
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BIau (L973) introduces the term I'ro1e-exit'r and suggests

a theoretical framework for considerÍng it. She defines role-
exit as a process that rroccurs whenever any stable pattern of
interaction and shared activities between two or more persons

ceasesrf (Blau, L97 3:21-0). BIau used ernpirical data on the

elderly to develop a theory that is generalizable to atl types

of role-exits and concludes that role-exi-t is a generic

process ín social life" Having considered Blaurs discussion of
role-exit, as weII as Mertonrs idea of anticipatory
socialization, Ebaugh further expands the concept of role-
exit. She also incorporates Glaser and Strauss'(197L) work on

status passage.

EBAUGH'S THEORETICAL IÍODEIJ OF ROIJE-EXIT

Ebaugh uses role analysis to guide her conceptualization

of role-exit. Her model incorporates a synthesis of the

structural and interactional perspectives. Using the

structural perspective, Ebaugh argues that the rol_e-taking

process is inevitable in societies that have culturarry
prescribed rules, regulations and expectations attached to
each role. However, she argues that individuals also engage

in a rore-making process where they have the frexibiríty to
interpret and adapt the rore expectations to specific
situations. rn addition, her moder incorporates the notion of
anticipatory sociarization, disengagement and oners personar

identity as being part of the role-exit process. while
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anticipatory socialization may be one aspect of the rore-exit
process, it is not sufficient to adequately understand role-
exit, sínce looking forward to a nehr role is not always a

component of the role-exit process. Anticipatory socialization
and disengagement are two dinensions of the role-exit process.

!{hile anticipatory sociarization describes the process of
rearning a ner¡r rore, disengagement focuses on the process of
leaving a rore, and does not consider what happens to identity
after disengagement.

rn considering the role-exit process, Ebaugh defines
role-exit as rrthe process of disengagement from a role that is
centrar to one's serf-identity and the reestabríshment of an

identity in a new role that takes into account oners ex-rolerl
(Ebaugh, 1988:23) . Ebaugh's understanding of role-exit has

led to a model that unfolds along 4 stages: (i-) first doubts,

(2) seeking alternatives, (3) the turning point and finalry,
(4) creating and adapting to the role-exit.

The first step., (1."., first doubts) of. the role-exit
prosess begins when individuals first consciously doubt their
commitment to a role and rearize that alternatives exist.
This process can be graduar and can take many yearsr or it
occurs over a period of a few months. Ebaugh argues that the
more control individuars have over their choíce to exit and

the more av¡are they are of their dissatisfaction, the shorter
the duration period for exiting. rndividuals rnay be motivated
to consider leaving a role by organizational changes, burnout,
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disappointment and changes in relationships or some other
meaningful event. Regardless of the reason for leâving any

major role, exÍters will- ernit cues that signal their
unhappiness, dissatisfaction, and desire for an alternate
role. These cues are often recognized by significant others,

and they react with negative or positive. reinforcement.

Negative reactions may either halt the role-exit process or
put_ it on hold. on the other hand, positive reactions may

lead the individual to the second stage of the process,

seeking alternative roles.

The conscious decision to leave a role results in a

person actively seeking possibre alternatives. At this point
it is common for individuars to practice selective perception

that reinforce their initial doubts and herps them justify
their decision. The positive or negative reactions of others

are processed in this hray and herp infruence the process of
seeking arternatives. At this point, individuars often
experience an emotio4al relief associated with the realization
that there is a freedom of choice. Folrowing this rearization
individuars shift their reference groups. As part of the
process of seeking arternatives, individuals often take part
in anticipatory sociarization. Not onry do the individuals
study norms, values, and orientations of alternative roles,
but they nay arso engage in imaginary or rear rore praying.
Ebaugh highrights severar factors that influence how rong the
process of seeking arternatives lasts. These include degree of
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social support, degree of institutionalization, reversibility
of the exit, sociar desirability of the exit, status as a l-one

traverrer or as part of a group as welr as the degree of
ahrareness of the process of 1eaving.

The third stage of the role-exit process, the turning
point, occurs after the individual has made the final- decision
to reave the existing rore. A turning point is a critical
specific event in an individuaUs rife that triggers an actual
role-exit. Turning points include specifj-c events, the last
straw, time-related factors, excuses and either/or
arternatives. rt is the turning point that gives the exiter
the justification and rationarization to reave. rn addition,
the turning point allows the individual to announce his or her

departure to others, which not only reduces cognitive
dissonance, but also alrows the individual to consider the
resources needed to exit.

The final stage of the rore-exit involves creating and

adaptíng to the ex-rore. rndividuals who reave a role carry
the residuar of their previous with them. Typically, the
previous role must be taken into account and incorporated into
the new role. This process of transforrnation is difficult for
the individuar since significant others usuarly view the
individuar in terms of the exiterrs previous identity. Ebaugh

discovered that there are 6 rnajor areas of adjustment that a

rore-exiter is confronted with at this stage, presenting

oneself in order to cue others of the rore change, accepting
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positive or negative social reactions to thej-r ex-status,
establishing intimate relationships, Iearning to change

friendship networks, relating to members of the former group

as well as fellow exes, and dealing with role residual that
remains after the exit"

Ebaugh elaborates her theoretical model by demonstrating

that the experience of individuars in each of the four stages

is influenced by eleven rnediating factors. She uses the
properties of status passage derived from the work of Graser

and strauss (L971'), as welr as her own research in arriving at
these factorsr ês follows:

l-. Centrality of the Role, refers to the saliency and

importance of an exiting role to an individual's self-
identityr'
Voluntariness, refers to the amount of choice an

individual has in whether or not to leave a role;
Reversibility, refers to whether or not an individuaÌ has

the opportunity to return to the role that has been

exited;

Duration, refers to the length of time it takes an

individual to make a decision to leave a role, and to
the rength of time it takes an individuar to adjust to
the new role;

5" singre versus murtipre exits, refers to the fact that
exiting from one role may be related to exits from other
roles;

2.

3.

4.
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7.

8.

9-
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1L.
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Individual versus group exits, refers to thé possibility
of an individual leaving alone or with other people;

Degree of control,' refers to the variable degree of
cooperation and assistance that exiters receives frorn

other individuals and institutions;
Social desirability, refers to the degree of social
approval or disapproval of the exit;
Degree of fnstitutionalization, refers to the degree to
which socíety attaches rules, regulations, and

expectations to the entire process of leaving a role;
Degree of Awareness, refers to the extent that
individuals are conscious of leaving a role; and

Sequentiality, refers to the degree of specífied
progression associated with a particular exit"

ROI,E-EXIT - A GENERIC SOCTAL PROCESS

Building on the work of prus (L987), Ebaugh (1988:l-4) has

suggested that any development of a generic social process

wilr herp describe human behaviour regardress of the specific
circumstances in which it is found. $rithout focusing on sociar
process, sociologists wirr have less insight into the
experiences of people (Prus tL987:264). understanding pararlel
activities across different situations wirr herp to highlight
similar processes in diverse settings and expand our knowredge

about group life. vüithout acquiring knowledge from a variety
of groups, the focus of understanding becomes too narrovr and
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scattered and the relationship between segments of society is
lost. Based on this reasoning Ebaugh (1-988:14) argues that
the social sciences have become too specialized into
subdivisions and subdisciplines so that there are fewer

theories or even theories of the middre range. Generic social
processes are irnportant because they focus on group life"
According to Ebaugh, one such generic social process is the

role-exit.
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TABLE 1

EBAUGH'S THEORETICAIJ ITIODEL

STAGES MEDIATING VARIABLES

I FIRST DOUBTS

Conducive Conditions

1. Organizational Change 1. Centrality of Role
2. Burn Out 2. Voluntariness
3" Disappointments 3" Reversibility

and Changes in 4. Duration
Relationships 5. Sing1e versus

4. Events Multiple Exit
6. Individual versus

Group Exit
7. Degree of Control.

II SEEKING ALTERNATMS 8. Soðiat Desirabitity
9 " Degree of

fnstitutionalization
Functions 10" Degree of Awareness

11. Sequentiality
1. !ùeighing Àlternatives
2. Conscious Cuing
3. Role of Social Support
4. Realization of Freedom to Choose
5. Weighing Pros and Cons
6. Shifting Reference croups
7" RoIe Rehearsal

III TURNING POINT

Types

1. Specific Events
2. Last Straqr
3. Time-Related Factors
4. Excuses
5. Either/or Alternatives

IV CREATING AND ADAPTING TO EX-ROLE

Areas of Adjustment

1. Presentation of Self
2. Social Reactions
3. Establishing Intimate Relationships
4. Changing Friendship Networks
5. Relating to Former croup and Fellor^¡ Exes
6. Role Residual
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CONCLUSION

The Hutterites, being a unique and atypical ethnic group,

provide an appropriate community on which to test Ebaughrs

rore-exit model. Ebaugh claims that role-exit is a qenerj-c

sociar process which coul-d appry to any group. The Hutterites
have been abre to maintain their society for over 4oo years

and are held up as an example of a highry successfur and

integrated ethnic community. However, recent evidence

indicates that the cohesiveness of Hutterite communities may

be declining. Increased rates of defection are one indicator
of this reduced solidarity.

The tight sociar structure of Hutterite communities

produces extensive social- conformity and commitment by corony

members to the colrective interest. Accordingly, rnrhen an

individuar defects from the colony, a pronounced instance of
role-exit occurs. For these reasons, examíning the experience

of Hutterite defectors provides an excellent opportunity to
test Ebaugh's generic role-exit node1.

Table 1-, summarizes Ebaughrs theoretical model. The

following chapter, chapter zt discusses the basis for
understanding Hutterite defection. chapter 3 presents

empirical research on Hutterite defection. rn chapter 4, the
methodological approach used in the research is presented.

chapter 5 will proceed through each of the 4 stages of the
role-exit model and apply each of the stages to the Hutterite
case. rn chapter 6, the 11 mediatÍng variables are discussed



and applied to the

7 presents the

defectors has for

13

Hutterite defectors. Chapter

this research on Hutteri.te

Hutterite society.

experience of

inplications
contemporary
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CHÀPTER 2

UNDERSTANDING TIIE BÀSIS FOR IIUTTERITE DEFECTIOII

Ebaugh,s role-exit model_ represents the general case of
which Hutterite defectors are a specific instance. This

chapter provides the understanding of Hutterite society
necessary to interpret the experience of Hutterite defectors.
To situate the present conditions of Hutterite society, the

chapter opens with a brief history and factuar overview of
this ethnic group. After this overview, a sociorogical model

of Hutterite society, developed by Bo1dt and Roberts, is
introduced. This model represents Hutterite society as a

relatively undifferentiated and structurally tight group. This

sociological moder provides a context for interpreting the

experience of Hutterite defectors. The inplications of this
sociorogical model for the Hutterites, ability to resist
assimiration and encourage conforrnity are then developed.

At this point, it is important to identify a number of
concepts used throughout this thesis: (1) toutsiderr refers to
aII the symbolic and physical boundaries that are not a part
of the Hutterite way of rife ì (2) rrNon-Hutteritesrr refers to
people who have never been Hutterítes; (3) "Ex-Hutteritesrl
refers to those colony members who left previousry and are no

longer living on the colony; and (4) rrDefectorsrr refers to
those people who hrere interviewed for the present study.

There are two types of defectors, rrtemporaryt and tpermanentr.
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Temporary defectors are individuals who leave the col-ony but

have no intention of staying av/ay and fully plan on returning.
Permanent defectors, on the other hand, Ieave with no

intention of returning. This is not to say that they will
never return, but their intention is to remain on the outside.

The present study only exarnines permanent defectors.

BRIEF HISTORY OF HUTTERITES

The Hutterite Brethren are a fundamentalist Christian
sect who have organized themselves into a sacred.,

Gemeinschaft-Iike society grounded upon religious beliefs.
Their origin is largeÌy German and Swiss and dates back to the

Protestant Reformation and the Anabaptist Movement in LS2B.

The Anabaptists r¡/ere a counterculture group who rejected
infant baptism and membership in state churches" As a result
of religious persecution, they wandered throughout Europe

until L874 when they rnigrated to the United States. In l_918,

some Hutterite groups migrated to canada and formed colonies.

AIl Hutterite colonies belong to one of three Leut (people),

Lehrerleut, Dariusleut, or Schmiedeleut. Basically, the Leuts

are similar since they have the same principles of community.

However, there are some differences in marriage patterns,
culture traits and rules of order (Hostetler, 1-965:9). The

Lehrerreut are located in Arberta, saskatchewan, and Montana,

Dariusreut are found mainly in Arberta and saskatcherran, and

the schrniedereut are rocated in Manitoba, North Dakota, and
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South Dakota. The present study focuses on those members from

the Schmiedel-eut located in Manitoba.

The Hutterites are a modern continuati-on of the ancient

Christian practise of communal withdrav¡a1 and collective
property rights as set forth in the Book of Acts.

Traditionally, they have followed the dress, speech, and the

customs of their 1-6th and LTth century ancestors. Hutterites
believe in the rrcommunity of goodsrr, that is, they do not

personally accumulate, own, or covet property. They aim to
accomplish the ideal of a true christian conmunity by avoiding

the corrupt world system. Hutterites turn ahray from

individual pursuits such as selfishness, competitiveness, and

regard the pursuit of pleasure and luxury as deplorable

(Barkin and Bennett, L972:460). They view their community as

a place where they give up their individuarity for a spiritual
collective existence. Reinforcement of their ideorogicaJ-

concerns takes place through an institutionalized communal

system (Hostetler, L965:241. For example, childhood

socialization in the nursery school and later in German school

discourages individuality and encourages the doctrine of the

community of goods. whire an egaritarian ethos is stressed,

the system is predicated on submission to a theocratic,
patriarchal, authoritarian rule (Hostet1er, Lg6Sz26) .

According to the most recent census information, in 199j-

there were 7,445 Hutterites riving in Manitoba. currentry,
when a colony reaches between 130-l-50 people, the community
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begins to experience problems of fractiousness and

ínefficiency. When this occurs, a ne!,/ tract of land is
acquired and developed for a new colony. Hutterite colonies

are in relatively isolated rural agricultural areas of the

province. Each colony is an auÈonomous economic unit that
uses large-scale, state of the art agricultural technology.

Basically all colonies are alike in their social organization.

Community organization is headed by a male who is elected by

the elders and then ordained as a preacher. He holds

preerninent authority over all colony members

(Hostet1er,L965226). Not only is he responsible for the

religious and spiritual aspects of the colony, but he also has

a strong influence on aII colony policies. fn addition, each

colony has an appointed rrbossrr , oy steward, who manages the

secular affairs of the colony and oversees the various (nale)

department managers. For example, there is a field boss, a hog

boss, and a dairy boss. One appointed positiono head cook, ís
held by a hroman; otherwise, from the age of i-5 onward, vromen

work on a rotation basis as cooks, kitchen workers, and

gardeners. Arr able peopre are required to work in the colony

and they are given tasks that suit their abilities"
Mackie (1-965 228-29) describes the hierarchy of a

Hutterite colony as. folro!ì¡s. At the top of the hierarchy of
each Leut is the vorsteher, or bishopn who is etected from the

avaíIable body of ordained preachers. Under the bishop, is
the councir that includes all the preachers from aIr the
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colonies in the bishop's leut. It is this body that directs
and affirms all the rules and regulations. Each colony is an

autononous economic unit that is controlled by a council of

elders that is made up of the preacher, assistant preacher,

farm boss, German school teacher, and one other member. The

council is responsible for the work organization and spirítual
life of the colony.

AII colonies are basically alike in their social

organization (Hostetler, Lg74'). Farnilies live together in
modest dwellings. !,fhen two people marry, they are given a

room and, if possible, a separate entrance. Children under

the age of 3 spend most of their time in the house, but for
aIl other members it, is primarily a place to sleep" The

Hutterites practice a degree of separation of family members

during the day. Children are raised by the collective, and

only return to their parents home at specified times during

the day. For example, children return home for an after
school snack. The basic reason for this separation is the

need to socialize the members in the ideats and behaviour

patterns of the Hutterite way of life and to free the women to
work.

There is a central kitchen where all food preparation

takes place, a central laundry, and a central bath house. AII
meals are eaten in the colony's communal dining hall. There

is an adult dining room where males sit on one side of the

room and females on the other. According to their a9e, the
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males as viel1 as the females are assigned a place at their
respective tables. Children eat in a separate room from the

adults but, they too, are assigned seats according to gender

and age. Howevern a1l colony rnembers, except young children

and their mothers, come together for a daily church service.

They gather together to worship, to listen to the preacher,s

sermon and to rrshriek the long, slow hymnsrr (Hostet1er,

1965 246) .

Hutterite society is based on religious ideology. fts
primary institution is the Hutter-ian Church" Their religious
beliefs have a profóund irnpact on their way of life and view

of the world. Traditionally, their attitudes and beliefs
about work, education, and family are restricted to the

ideology embodied in their religion. The religious tradition
of Hutterites is that absolute authority belongs to God. God

is viewed as placing everything in a divine and hierarchical
order. Hutterite behaviour, thought, speech and feeling are

dírected by this divine and hierarchical order: rrGod is Lord

over man, man is master of woman, and the older person has

authority over the youngert, (HostetJ-er, 1-974:36). The ideology

of the Hutterites clearly defines the expectations of the

colony member. fndividuals know what is expected of them with
regard to living the Hutterite way of life. In exchange for
subrnitting to the will of the community, colony members are

offered soeial support and security (Hostet1er, Lg74:45).
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A SOCTOLOGTCAÍJ !.fODEL OF HUTTERI1TE SOCIETY

Boldt and Roberts (1-979) have developed a sociologi-cal-

model of Hutterite society. This model represents Hutterite

society as a relatively undifferentiated and structurally

tight group" A tight structure where normative expectations

are imposed and received will have a lower degree of

differentiation than a loose structure where normative

expectations are proposed and interpreted. A society that is
organized around such a model will have organizational and

personal consequences.

Boldt and Roberts distinguish between structural-J-y tight
and structurally loose societies with respect to their effect
on role-relationships" The concept of structural tíghtness

refers to role-relationships that have binding expectations.

Structural tightness does not depend upon whether a society is
simple or complex; instead it refers to the character of role
expectations. In a structurally loose society role
expectations are proposed and interpreted, in a structurally
tiqht system such expectations are imposed and received. For

example, Ín a structurally loose society such as a club or a

church, membership does not require individuals to feel forced

to conply with normative expectations. Individuals, for
example, are allowed to leave if they choose. In a

structurally loose sítuation individuals have the opportunity

to exercise a degree of choice with respect to their
involvement" The expectations of Hutterites, on the other
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hand, encourage structural- tightness. The Hutterites are a

communal group where members are obliged to comply v¡ith colony

expectations, and where they do not have the opportunity for
flexibitity with regard to the rules and regulations. Boldt

and Roberts' model inplies that the more structurally tight a

society is, the less opportunity there is for assimilation
with the outside world, and the less opportunity there is for
defection.

The degree of structural tightness in a community has

important irnplications for boundary maintenance" In a tight
society where expectatíons'are imposed and received, the

autonomy of the individual is reduced" Under these conditions
it becomes easier for the'community to determine, rather than

just suggest, how the individual should behave. Vühere

expectations are imposed and receíved, individuals do not

possess the flexibifity or awareness to choose different forms

of role conduct.

A tight society, where role expectations are imposed

within a relativery sirnpre rore set, is better able to resist
external pressures toward assimilation and thus ensure that
members remain obedient and loyaI. rf the alternate $rays of
the outside world are allowed to penetrate a community, it
becomes more difficurt to impose role expectations. rf
community members are permitted to select from among

arternative sets of expectations, individuar interest will
take precedence over the colLective interest (coser,
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L975r239). The notion of role-relationships can be examined

in terms of the discussion put forth by Coser (1,975), and

Boldt and Roberts (1,g7g) .

Coser's (I975) notion of the complexity of role set

refers to the number of members of a role set and the number

of conflicting expectations" It is the variety of
expectations that íncreases the opportunity for individuals to
interact with others who may have different perceptions and

expectations. Boldt and Roberts (L979) | argue that it is not

only the number of role-relationships an individual has, but

also the nature of the connections of these relationships that
is imperative to boundary maintenance. A tight society, where

role expectations are imposed and received within a relatively
sinple role set, will resist the competition from the outside

culture and insure that members remaj-n sufficiently motj-vated

to be loyal and obedient. Individuals submerged in this type

of society are limited by both the members who influence them

and nature of the infruence. lrlhen arternate ways of modern

life are alrowed to penetrate the colonies there are no ronger

restricted role expectations. For exampre, increased movement

off the colony to shop, visit ex-Hutterites or attend doctor

appointments no longer restricts Hutterites to a lirnited set

of role expectations but allows Hutterites to be confronted

with a variety of conflicting expectations. When there is a

Iess restricted role set, there is more opportunity for
intellectual contact. Intellectual contact, in turn, promotes
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intellectual flexibility. An individual who has the ability,
willingness and opportunity will be able to develop

intell-ectual flexibility. This trait shows that an individual
has the ability to consider alternatives"

Coser (l-961) discusses 3 types of conformity, ttitudinal,

behavioral, and doctrinal conformity" Attitudinal conformity

is motivated by internalized norms and values" Social control

through the internalization of group norms results in a

situation where individuals will cornply regardless of being

observed or not" Next, behavioral conformity is a social
reaction to external pressures in the form of ¡lositive or

negative sanctions. Finally, doctrinal conformity is a

particular type of behavioral conformity (Botdt t1978) ,

described as a rroral or written statement of institutional
values and beliefs addressed to othersrr (Coser,1,96L:31-). It
is a ttritualistic drummingrr of norms and values and is
therefore a learned way of behaving" It takes place in groups

where interaction ís face-to-face, and under conditions of
observability that occurs in a structurally tight situation.
The boundaries of Hutterite colonies are not only physically

isolated, but the t,raditional Hutterite doctrine aims to
intrude upon the individual and place 'the person in a

restricted social psychological environment.

Maintaining the physical and social boundaries of the

community is influenced by the type of conformity that exists
in the community. The type of conformity members exhibit with
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respect to the norms of the group is affected by the internar
dynamj-cs of the community. A roosely structured community,

where the norrnative expectations are proposed and interpreted,
encourages the opportunÍty and fJ-exibility necessary for
attitudinal conformity. On the other hand, a t.iqhtly
structured community where nornative expectations are imposed

and received, encourages a greater outward conforrnity to the

norms but can resurt in behavioral or doctrinal conformity"

rndividuars can be taught to accept norms and values without
internatizing the norms and varues. Irlhen the rore
expectations are irnposed and received in a tight society,
there is little opportunity for autonomy, instead the
behaviour of the individuals is that of outward conformity to
the rul-es and expectations of that society.

Maintaining tightry structured physical and psychorogical

boundaries herps maintain a distinctive v¡ay of rife" The

physicar aspect of boundary maintenance incrudes the
separation and isoration present in the rerationship of the
community to the rarger society. The Hutterites are

purposefur in their atternpt to be physicatly separate from the
Iarger society. With tight symbolic and physical boundaries,

it is clear who belongs to the group and who does not. An

exampre of a symbolic boundary in Hutterite society is the
tradition that members hrear sex-specific ctothing. Hutterite
dress is generalry uniform and distinctive from the outside
culture. IrÏhile the design of the fabric may vary, the styres
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of female clothing, such as dress, apron and head coverJ-ng

follow the same pattern. Males also r¡/ear uniform styles of
clothing including black pants, suspenders, dark colored

shirts, and black hats. The style of Hutterite clothing is a

synbol that identifies individual-s as members of the Hutterite
community. In addition, physical boundaries exist in that
each colony is relatively isolated, self-sufficient, and

homogeneous. The physíca1 isolation of Hutterite colonies

discourages colony members from having regular, routine
contact with the outside world. rt is important to note that
while there are usually negative sanctions for leaving a

colony, such as shunning, Hutterite communities are not what

Goffman (1961-) calls rrtotal institutionsrr. Goffmanrs term

characterizes conmunities whose rrencompassing character is
syrnbolized by physical barriers that are buirt right into the
physical environment such as locked doors, high wal-ls or

barbed wirerr (Goffman, L96rz4). Atthough they use the device

of physicar isolation, the Hutterite communities tend to rery
rnainly on non-physical, symbolic structures, to separate

themserves, and to avoid assimilation with the outside worrd.

CONCLUSTON

The historical abitíty of Hutterite society to practice
rigorous boundary maintenance and to control its members makes

it a unique ethníc aroup in canadian society. Historicalry,
the Hutterites have been abre to maintain their curtural
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boundaries and resist assimilation. If the structural
constraints of the Hutterite colony do not cornpel the

individuals to behave according to certain normative

standards, then the opportunity to choose defection becomes a

viable alternative to remaining in the colony. Loosening of
boundaries sets the stage for defection.
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CHÀPTER 3

RESEARCH ON HUTTERITE DEFECTION

Historically, although some members of Hutterite colonies

have left their communities, it has been decades since any

empirical research on Hutterite defectors has been done.* The

most recent work was conducted by Mackie (1965, L97S), an

exploratory study that was not guided by a strong theoretical
framework. Moreover, recent social changes in Hutterite
society makes this study dated. A study of Hutterite
defectors, guided by Ebaugh's conceptual framework, would

address both of these deficiencies in the riterature on the

Hutterites. Taken together, the atheoretical nature of the
previous research, the fact that this earlier study is dated,

and the changing nature of Hutterite communities justify the

relevance of the present investigation.

I.Í.ACKIE'S RESEARCH ON HUTTERITE DEFECTION

Mackie's research considers variables within the

Hutterite social system that lead people to defect. She

identifies conditions within the coÌony that cause the system

to break down and create the possibility of defection. AJ-so,

*The total numbers of permanent and temporary defectors are not known;
however, it is clear that defection is a rare occurence relative to the
total Hutterite population.
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she identifies 2 types of defectors, accul_turated and

conservatj-ve. A goal of Mackie's research was to discover how

the smaII minority of defectors made the transition from their
community to the larger society

Mackie identifies 2 types of disorganized col-oníes where

the potentional for defection is heightened. fn one type of
colony there is díssension among the readers and the colony

becomes divided into hostire camps. Leaders are not given the

legitimacy to carry out their duties. In the other type,

leaders are accepted by the members, but the erders quarrel

among themselves. The elders promote their own interests and

desires as wel-I as the interests of a few chosen families over

the welfare of the whole colony. In the first type,

readership that has rost support of its members has the

greatest disruptive effect on the community as a whol-e. The

leadership loses its pohrer to rnotivate the membership to
cooperate in the corlective work system. The disorganized.,

unmotivated work force can no longer produce the resources

that they need, and the colony becomes weaker financialry,
physically, and emotionally. In the other type, the colony

may not deteriorate as badly as in the first, since the

leaders retain por^rer, but those families who are treated with
less regard than other families are not motivated to do any

more than is required. rn both types of colonies,
individuaristic values begin to replace corlective varues and

weaken the cohesiveness of the colony.
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rn addition to identifying types of coronies that enhance

the possibirity for defection, Mackie identifies 2 types of
defectors, acculturated and conservative defectors. Both

types of defectors are influenced by exposure to the normative

and varue system of the outside worrd. The acculturated
defectors' focus revolves around owning their own farms or
automobiles and acquiring money. on the other hand, the goal

of the conservative defector is the freedom to rive according

to their own religious idears and not those of the colonies.
Through interviews, Mackie identified the social and personal

characteristics of those Hutterites who defect from the group

and how they adjust to the outside. Adjustrnent is
operationalized as rrthe extent to which the defector indicated
by his anshrers to the int.erview schedure that he has accepted

key values of our society in preference to those advocated in
pararrel areas by his society of origin'r (Mackie , 1-g6s:90) .

The defector is questioned regarding areas such as bel_ief in
competition, acceptance of education for rnobility purposes

rather than basic literacy requirements, recent social change

and acceptance of civic duties such as voting.

RECENT SOCIATJ CITAIIGE

since Mackiets research there have been gradual but
significant changes in the social structure of the Hutterite
colonies. Decades ago it was easier for Hutterite communities

to erect and maintain distinct boundaries between themseÌves
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and the surrounding society. In the past, technofogy needs

v/ere lower, economic diversification v/as minimal and mobility
off the colonies was restricted. The changes that have

occqrred on Hutterite colonies during the past several years

have increased their exposure to contemporary society" The

traditional conditions Ì¡/ere such that the Hutterites could be

more insulated from the outside world. Today, Hutterites are

not as socially isolated and protected from the outside world.

They are faced with more than the traditional values and

beliefs of their ancestors. Disruptions to the Hutterite
system have occurred in areas of religion, economics,

education, and technology. It is changes to their traditional
way of life that can decrease solidarity and increase the

possibility of defection. The loosening of the Hutterite
doctrine promotes the avrareness of conflicting Hutterite
values.

Historically, the preacher delivers sermons verbatimr ês

did his forefathers. The sermons were written during períods

of persecution during the períod when Hutterites v/ere energing

as a distinct group (Hostetler,\965:461. The sermons do not

consider contemporary issues and are not to be questioned or

interpreted. However, it has been noted by peter, êt al.
(L982:33L) that preachers are beginning to express their
personar interpretation and opinions regarding the sermons.

In addition, Peter et aI. (l-9822332) have noted that
individuals sometimes take their notebooks to services and
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record the ideas from the sermons. These practices tend to
emphasize individualism, a characteristic that contradicts the

Hutterite ideal of a true Christian cornmunity. Answers to
these rising questions and doubts about the fundamental-

religious beliefs are often sought from prohibited outside

sources. Colony members come to town and are exposed to
alternate religious beliefs. They rnay go as far as seeking

out religious meetings, or they nay choose to visit the homes

of ex-Hutterites where they are exposed to religious programs

on radio or television, both of which are prohibited on the

colony. In addition to the increased exposure to religious
alternatj-ves, there have been changes in the direction of
greater education opportunities" In the past Hutterite
colonies provided a restricted education for their children
r¡¡hich was weII suited to social-íze members for the Hutterite
way of life, but not to prepare its rnembers for opportunities
outside of the colony" There is evidence that the traditional
education patterns are changing.

Schooling begins at age 3, when the child attends a very

careful-Iy supervised kindergarten program that ends at age 5.

Following kindergarten, Hutterite children receive German and

English schooling in the one-room school on the colony to age

15. It is compulsory under Canadian law to attend school

until the age of L5. The teachings invorve (in addition to the

regular provincial curricuturn) indoctrination in the Hutterite
hrays which incrude the rerigious principles of Anabaptism.

.s
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The Hutteri-tes al-so teach the chirdren to f arm the rand.

While the restricted education is enough to inform individuals
for the religious vrays and the agricuttural tasks of the

colony, it is too limitgd for the retatively sophisticated
economy and technology of canadj-an society. rt is known that
Hutterite colonies acquire state-of-the-art farm machinery.

The Hutterites' acceptance of modern agricurturar technorogy

is forcing them to seek additional secular education in ord.er

to be more knowledgable. It has been observed, for example,

that some Hutterite students in some instances are attending
university classes in Manitoba. rn particuJ-ar they are

pursuing education degrees so that they can teach at the
schools on the col-onies. With Hutterites obtaining educatíon

degrees it would no longer be necessary to employ outsiders to
teach on the coronies. This increase in movement off the
colony no longer restricts Hutterites to a limited set of rore
expectations, but al-Iows them to be confronted with a variety
of expectations which, in turn, exposes them to confricting
influences of the outside culture.

rn addition to changes in the traditionar aspects of
religion and education, there have been changes in dress code

and the opportunity to earn money" Today, some young men no

ronger $rear the traditional dark pants and dark shirts but are

seen on and off the coronies wearing jeans. For hromen, the
tradítional rong dutr colored dresses are being repraced with
shorter, brighter corored dresses that are often decorated
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v/ith lace. In addition, there \á¡as prevíous1y little
opportunity to acquire money of one's own. Today, nembers are

given the opportunity to earn money which becomes theirs and

is not part of the collective. Money may be earned through

helping a neighbouring farmer with chores or selling feathers

and quilts. Although it might not be a substantial amount of
money, individuals hrill not be completely integraLed and

dependent upon the system and they will have the opportunity

for some financiar independence. structuratly tight societies
need to impose the collective will on individuals and, in
doing so, they reduce individual autonomy and discretion. The

ability to acquire private property (earn money) o undermines

the abil-ity of authorities to impose their wil1.
Traditionally, the Hutterites have renounced the outside

by turning ahray and practising communal living. However, the
problem of renouncing the outside worrd has been complicated

by the infruences of the outside penetrating the Hutterite way

of life. For exarnple, increased movement off the colony to
visit ex-Hutterite fanilies and friends exposes members to
conflictíng role expectations.

Moreover, Hutterites have always insisted that their
members abstain from personal indulgences. For quite some

time now it has been known that radios are thidden, and used

by colony members. Today, other technorogicar intrusions,
such as rf ra/alkmenrr, rrdiscmenrr and computers, are also present

on the colonies. These indulgences arso expose the members to
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the ways of the outside world.

Às Boldt and Roberts (Lg7g) argue, a looser society
results in the interpretation and negotiation of rules and

regulations rather then the unquesti-oning acceptance of the
written and oral rules of the Hutterite charter. This, in
turn, resurts in individual thoughts and actions and erodes

the traditional collective focus of the Hutterite r¡ray of life.
The creation of a looser structure promotes the psychorogical

flexibirity that allows members to deverop individual
autonomy, and they have the abirity and the opportunity to
pursue alternate courses of action. This action could include
defection from the community.

Furthermore, it has been noted by siegar (L97o) and Bol-dt

(l-985) that a group threatened with hostirity and persecution

often unites and becomes internarry more cohesive. siegal
(L97o) and Boldt (1-985) consider the Hutterites as an example

of such a group. Hutterites have a history of persecution.
As previousry noted they left Europe because of religious
persecution and migrated to the united states. After !,rorId

war 1, they hrere often harassed because of anti-German

sentiments in the united states, and some consequently

migrated to canada. After world vtar rr, the returning
canadian veterans discovered that Hutterites, bej-ng pacifists,
had not participated in the hrar and they often had

opportunities to expand their agriculturar land. The

expansion of their land was seen as driving out other farmers
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who had been at war. These anti-Hutterite sentiments tended

to bind the Hutterite community together. Members accepted

the firn leadershJ-p on group survival rather then question the

Hutterite v¡ay of life. Today, however, with Human Rights

Iegislation, as well as a more educated and tolerant society,
there is less evidence of hostility and persecution toward

Hutterites. The present, Iess hostile environment creates a

more relaxed and looser social structure within the coloníes

that is less able to deflect the values of the outside world.

CONCI¡USION

The timited and dated study on Hutterite defection has

left a significant gap in the research literature. This gap

is of consequence because, as previously indicated, there have

been substantial changes in Hutterite society. The continuar
loosening of Hutterite society presents contradictions and

alternatives to the traditional Hutterite doctrine. The fact
that Hutterites are defecting indicates that they are

resisting the controlling forces of the colony.

!{hile the previous expJ-oratory study on Hutterite
defectors r¡¡as not guided by a strong theoretical framework,

the present study interviewed each defector in terms of
Ebaugh's 4 stages and li- variables. This sociologicar
framework ís used to investigate the defection experience.

Because rore-exit is a generic sociar process, its application
to Hutterite defectors has the potential of yierding insight
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society, and consequently provid.e

update of our understanding of
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CHAPTER 4

I,fETUODOLOGY

Folrowing Ebaugh's role-exit model this chapter describes

the quaritative methodorogy used to study the experj-ence of
Hutterite defectors" The snowball sampling technique for
compiling a set of 28 defectors is discussed" The topical
life history approach (Denzin, L9TB), which guides the

methodorogy, is presented. Additionally, the procedure for
transrating the stages and correlates of the rore-exit model

into semi-structured interview questions is described"

.SÀIÍPIJTNG

The field research vrag conducted from a quaritative
perspective. since there are no comprehensive rists of
Hutterite defectors, it, hras not possible to draw a

represent.ative sampre for interviews" Accordingry, snowbarl

sampling hras used. For this study, snowball sarnpling hras

appropriate because, soon after defection, Hutterites
typically estabtish a network with other defectors. since

Hutterites are not allowed to defect with any possessions,

they need to have connections on the outside to herp them

survive. They either need a job waiting for them or they
must have some financial support available. As a resurt of
the constraints on defection, it was rikery that a defector
would be familiar with others.
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Initial contact was rnade with 3 female defectors who vrere

employed at a garment factory in rural Manitoba. After being

introduced, appointments were set up to interview each woman

in her respective home. After their interviews, these vromen

were asked to supply the names of other defectors that could

be contacted by telephone. rt was soon discovered, however,

that any attempt to gain interviews in this manner $ras met

with distrust and rejection. one woman said that recentry the

Hutterites had been exposed in the nev¡spapers and she vras

reluctant to give any information. one man wondered what the

interest, lras in Hutterite defectors and he wanted to go on

with his Iife. This kind of resistance meant that an

alternate approach to enlarging the sample was required.

After exploring some alternatives, it was discovered that
being referred to a potentiar interviewee through a terephone

introduction by a previous respondent was a successful way to
establish contacts. lithen another defector estabtished

terephone contact with a potential respondent, thi; person h¡as

less suspicious and more wirring to set up an appointment for
an interview. using this procedure, 28 Hutterite defectors
$¡ere interviewed. The data collection was terminated after 28

interviews because the yield from additional interviews ï¡as

small. with this size of sample the reports of defectors had

established a clear pattern, and additional interviews r¡rere

simply producing variations of the same themes.
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}IETHODOLOGICAIJ ÀPPROÀCH

Denzin,s (L978) topical life history approach guided the

methodology of the research. unrike the comp]-ete rife history
approach which presents a fulr detailed personal account of an

individual's experience including significant feelings,
emotions, observations and a general analysis of the sel_f, the

topical life history approach considers only one period,
phase, ot event of an individual's life. Àlthough topical
life history information can be gathered from written
documents as welr as from interviewsn there are often
constraints and limitations to the rnaterial that is available.
In the case of Hutterite defectors, diaries, letters, and

other documents detailing their experience hrere not available.
Accordingly, personar interviews vrere the most appropriate
procedure for gathering information about the experience these

people had as defectors.

To guide the interviews a semi-structured interview
schedure was deveroped. This schedule was structured around

Ebaugh's rore-exit model which consists or 4 major stages, âs

well as 11 mediating variables that influence the stages of
the rore-exit model. The content of the specific questions

lras informed by previous research on Hutterite defectors as

werr as throug:h consultation with Hutterite experts. (A copy

of the interview schedule is in Appendix A. ) The interview
was semi-structured so that the interviewer had the freedom to
explore relevant and interesting replies. The schedure
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consisted of 46 questions and v/as designed to elicit
demographic Ínformation as wel-I as information regarding the

four stages of the role-exit process (1) First Doubts ì (2)

Seeking Alternatives; (3) The Turning point; (4) Creating and

Adapting to the Ex-Role. Each interview lasted approximatery

4o minutes. The folrowing sections provide the rationale used

in the 4 major sections of the interview.

First Doubts

The first stage of the role-exit process is first doubts.

This stage $¡as introduced to the interviewee by expraíning

that first doubts occur when a Hutterite begins to question,

and to have, doubts about staying on the corony. rt was noted

that most Hutterites believe that the rrHutterite Wayr is the

right way for people to rive to ensure sal-vation, but at some

point they must have started questioning and doubting the

Hutterite $ray of Iife. They hrere then asked to put themserves

back on the colony, in their minds, and to try and remember

their first doubts.

The individual was asked at approxirnately what age they
began to have doubts. This question was asked to learn when

the defector became conscious of an unacceptable situation on

the corony. Asking why they had doubts was intended to help
specify what was racking in their life. rn addition, the
interview also asked what infruenced them to begin questioning

the Hutterite $rays. Ebaugh suggests that such areas as
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organizationar changes, burnout, dj-sappointments, drastic
changes in relationships and specifj_c events are conditions
which infruences individuars to begin questioning their
current role. she also argues that the positive or negative
reactions from significant others infruences potential rore-
exiters. The l-ast question in this stage asked if there was

any discussion with others on the corony about their doubts,
and if there was discussion, horar did others react. This line
of questioning was included to discover j-f positive reactions
from significant others hrere factors in deterrnining whether an

individuar carried on to the next stage t oy vrhether it
mattered if the reactions from significant others vrere

negative or positive.

Seeking Alternatives

seeking arternatives is the second stage of the rore-exit
process. $lhen there is a clear and conscious aT¡rareness of
rore dissatisfaction, individuars wilr seek arternatives to
their present unacceptable role. Interviewees hrere introduced
to this stage by expraining to them that at some point their
doubts about the Hutterite way of rife hrere strong enough that
they actively tried to search for a hray to dear with the
doubts. rt hras stressed that this stage referred to the
possibility of leaving, and. as in the first stage, they v¡ere

asked to think about how they tried to cope with their doubts
about the Hutterite way of life.
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As Ebaugh suggests, seeking al_ternatives is a general

decision-making process. Individuals begJ-n to weigh the
rrprosrr and the rrconsrr of leaving or staying. As their options

are considered and narrowed, individuals begin to focus their
attention on other reference groups. A1so, potential role-
exiters begin to take part in anticipatory socialization by

considering the norms, values and expectations of those in the

desired role. Moreover, individuals who are close to leaving
their present role, and as a part of anticipatory
socialization, prepare for their new role through role
rehearsal. This is either through imaginary role playing or

by actually trying out new roles.

To verify Ebaughts ideas about seeking alternatives, the

intervie!ìrees srere asked what they thought it would be like to
live outside the corony. They were encouraged to consider
job, income, expenses, housing, clothing, Ianguage, loss of
family and friends, feelings of not wanting to hurt farniry and.

friends as welr as religious concerns. Also, to discover if
they had taken part in rore rehearsal, respondents were asked

if they had experimented with non-Hutterite clothing.
Respondents were arso asked if they discussed the possibirity
of leaving with anyone and, if so, with whom. This question

r¡ras asked to discover if there rrras negative or positive
support for the potential defectors and how significant others

affected the decision rnaking process.
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The Turninq Point

The third stage of the role-exit process, the turning
point, I¡¡as introduced to the interviewee as that point in
which a conclusion is reached about the good and bad points of

colony life, and a choice is made to actually leave the

colony. It vras explained that, ât this stage, Ieaving the

colony was no longer just a possibilíty but an alternative
that was selected.

To determine whether their turning point was gradual or

abrupt, respondents r¡¡ere asked hrhen they reached their
decision to leave and how long after reaching this decision

did they actually leave the colony. Also, they v/ere asked if
there was a particular event or incident on the colony that
brought them to the conclusion to actually leave. This

question was asked in order to identify the type of turning
point a potential Hutterite defector would experience. Ebaugh

suggests that there are 5 major types of turning points r¡rhich

include: (1) specific events, (Z) the last strarar, (3) time-

reLated factors, (4) excuses and (5) either/or arternatives"
In addition to the types of turning points she suggests that,
regardless of what triggers the turning point, it serves 3

basic and positive functions in the role-exit process:

announcement of the decision to others, reduction of cognitive
dissonance and rnobilization of resources. Asking mernbers how

they went about leaving the colony would determine if the

announcement of the decision to leave would resol-ve cognitive
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dissonance and mobilize the individual, both socially and

emotionally, to use available resources necessary to make the

exit. Since the rules for defecting from a Hutterite colony

are very rigid (ín that Hutterites are not allowed to leave

with any possessions) they r¡rould necessarily need to build
ttbridgesrr before leaving the colony. To determine how they

actually went about leaving the following questions were

asked: Did you leave alone or with others? Díd you have a

plan? How did you actually leave? What did you take along?

Vthere did you stay? Asking what, if anythíng, remaining

colony members did when the interviewee defected, and how the

defector felt about exiting, indicates the defector's

emotional state and determines whether they experienced what
I

Ebaugh def ines as the rrvacuumrr. She says that the vacuum

experience is the most conmon emotional- experience of the

role-exiters. It is related to the turning point and

typically occurs just before, or just after, the exit., It is

a period of feeling anxious, scared, and generally rootless.

Creating the Ex-RoIe

Creating and adapting to the ex-role is the last stage of

the role-exit process. Interviewees lrere asked questions that,
in general, relate to how they have adjusted to life outside

the colony and, in particular, how they adapted in terms of

Ebaughts 6 rnajor areas of adjustment. To be identified as an

rrexrr she suggests that an individuat must go through the 6

r
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major areas of adjustrnent to play down and extricate
themserves from the old role and successfully cope with the
challenges of a ne\â¡ role. These areas incrude: (1)

presenting the self in order to cue others of the rore change;

(2) accepting positive or negative sociar reactions to their
ex-status; (3) estabrishing intimate relationships ì (4)

learning to change friendship networks; (5) learning to relate
to members of the former group as welr as relating to other
ferlow exes and (6) dealing with rore residual that remains
after the exit.

Previously, under seeking alternatives, individuals hrere

asked w-hat they thought wourd be the good and bad points about
living outside the corony with regard to job, income, housing,
clothing, ranguage, loss of famiry and friends, feerings of
not wanting to hurt fanily and friends, and religion" Now

that they had actualry rived on the outside they were asked

what they thought were the good and bad points about living on

the outside with regard to these categories"

Hutterites are socialized in a highty integrated
rerigious communar society and, when they defect, face an

adjustment to a very different world. Their adjustment to the
outside worrd was examined by asking not only what their rife
was like on the outside, and about the good and bad points of
the outside worrd, but arso by asking questions that focused
on their identity. More specificarry, they v/ere asked if
they, as people had changed since leaving the corony and, if
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so, how, and did they think of themserves as Hutterites, êx-
Hutterites or non-Hutterites? rn addition, they were asked
how they rerated to others, both in and off the colony, since
this is an important indicator of adjustnent. on this account
respondents were asked if they stirl remained in contact with
peopre on the colony they had left, and if they remained in
contact with friends, reratives, and acquaintances from other
colonies. Finally, they hrere asked if they had contact with
other ex-Hutterites and if their rerationship with non_
Hutterites was affected by the possible knowredge that they
hrere known as ex-Hutterites.

CONCIJUSION

The interview schedule was designed to exptore Ebaugh's
4 stages and l-1 rnediating variabl.es of the rote-exit process.
using this framework, the study gained an updated, coherent
understanding of the Hutterite defection experience. To

anticipate the findings reported in the next chapter, the
methodorogy outrÍned here proved successfur in extracting
information to test Ebaughrs rore-exit model, to compare
previous data on Hutterite defection and to yield insight into
contemporary Hutterite life. The study design was effective
in that it allowed for the data to be deart with in a logical
and organized fashion.
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CITAPTER 5

ANÀTYSIS OF TITE DATA AND ROIJE-EXIT STAGES

This chapter will introduce and discuss the 4 stages of
the role-exit process: (i_) First Doubts i G) Seeking

Alternative; (3) The Turni-ng point; and (4) Creating and

Adapting to the Ex-Rore. rn addition it will show how these

stages apply to the Hutterite case. The project's findings
wilr be organized around the 4 stages and wirr be irrustrated
by evidence from the interviews. This evidence wirl
illustrate the consequences between the generic rore-exit
model and the experience of Hutterite defectors.

FIRST DOUBTS

The first step of the role-exit process begins when

individuals consciously doubt their commitment to a role and

realize that arternatives exist" This process can be gradual

and take many years or it. can occur over a period of a few

months. Ebaugh argues that the more control individuals have

over their choice to exit, and the more aware they are of
their dissatisfaction, the shorter the duration period for
exiting. There are severar conditions that may motivate an

individual to consider leaving a rore and many variabres that
influence the doubting process. Regardless of the reason for
wanting to leave any rnajor roIe, exiters will emit cues that
signal their unhappiness, dissatisfaction and desire for an
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alternate roÌe. These cues are often rearized by significant
others and are either negatively or positivery reinforced.
Ebaugh suggests that negative reactions may halt the process

altogether or put it on hold. on the other hand, positive
reactions will lead the individual to activery seek

alternatives.

Ebaugh considers 4 conditions that can infruence an

individuar to begin to doubt their role commitment and to
question the costs and benefits connected to their particular
commitment" These conditions incrude: (1) organizational
changeì (2) burnout; (3) disappointments and changes in
relationships; and (4) specific events. The conditions which
appfy to defectors are (1) organizational changes, (3)

disappointments and changes in rerationshíps, and (4) specific
events. Burnout does seem to be a probrem for Hutterite
defectors 

"

IIUTTERITE EXPERIENCE APPTJIED TO FTRST DoUBTs

organizational change v/as one reason several defectors
began doubting their commitment to the Hutterite way of life.
rn 1978 a new Bishop hras chosen by the coronies included in
this study. The position of Bishop gives the occupant control
of the spiritual and materiar rives of the Hutterites for the
rest of his Iife. According to those interviet¡ed the new

Bishop contrors with an excessive degree of authoritarian
rule. For exampre, a nerr minister was chosen on a corony and
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the Bishop refused to accept the corony's choice. He then
appointed a minister from a neighbouring corony to be an

overseer. As one defector said,

...People really got along weII. Then the Bishop,he's in charge of aIl the colonies in Manitoba, he
stepped down on us. ilyourre not going to be that
way, youtre going to ansr¡/er to me and do what Ithink. tt He put a nevr minister in charge of ourcolony. Vte had to anshrer to hin insteád of thepeople we hrere used ton so things got very bad.
You couldn't even voice your opinion. If you hadyour own opinion, you'd be punished. (#Z¡* -

changes in the structure of the organization arso
encouraged some defectors to begin questioning. A colony with
a loose structure will provide the opportunity to question the
traditionally accepted ways. For many of the Hutterites the
initiar questioning of their commitment began when they hrere

exposed to different rètigious views. The exposure came about
through the influence of such individuars as non-Hutterite
friends, neighbours.and schoor teachers, interaction with ex-
Hutterite friends, and rer-atives as werÌ as exposure to
religious radio and T.V. proçtrams and religious publications.
For many defectors, the penetration of the beliefs of the
outside urortd into the coronÍes provided an opportunity to
begin questioning the Hutterite way of rife that they had

previously taken for granted.

As Ebaugh suggests, in some cases a particular event wilr
trigger initiar doubts about rore commitnent. rn one incident

*Refer to Table 4, page 164 for defector characteristics.
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a defector had been dissatisfied v¡ith the authoritarian rule
on the colony but was rearry influenced to begin questioning

after she had been sexually abused by Hutterite men on her

colony. As she explained, rrf hras sexually molested by 3

different Hutterj-te men over a period of my l-ife and that
basically was what, made me question. t Another woman did not
have any doubts about the Hutterite h/ay of rife but her

husbandr êr ex-Hutterite, had left the colony and this caused

her to question whether her commitment was to her husband or
to the colony. rndividuals experienced disappointment not
only in regard to their relationship with other individuals
but they arso experíenced disappointment with the community.

Hutterites' rerationship with their community is stronger than

most others because the Hutterite v/ay of life is al_r-

encompassing. AIl defectors expressed disappointment with some

aspect of their community.

Ebaugh suggests that the positive and negative reactíons
of significant others plays a key role in the exit process.

During first doubts others serve severar functions which

incrude reality testing, enhancing the rewards of staying, and

suggesting alternatives "

Itlhen Hutterites first begin t,o question their commitment

to their way of rife, they may be invorved in reality testing.
Either they will interact, with others and express their doubts

or they wirr choose not to share their concerns with anyone.

while the majority of doubters attempted to share their
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doubts, many chose not to voice their concerns. Those that
did not share their doubts felt that one should not talk about

such things on a colony. Therefore, not all those who doubt

the Hutterite r¡/ay of life are infruenced by the positive or
negative reactions of significant others, ât least in the
first stage of the process. on the other hand, vrhen there is
interaction with significant others, they may be supportive of
the doubts or they may try to dissuade the individual from

questioning. rn one case the parents of a woman arlowed her

to have a TV and a stereo. She said,

I had my own TV. I had a nice stereo. My parents
knew I had it. They wouldn't take it away. They
knew that I wanted to leave and if they let me have
that they fígured they could have me back that sray.
(#s¡

The rast function of significant others is to offer
alternatives. None of the intervie$/ees hrere offered any

advice on how to deal with their doubts except to be tord that
the Hutterite way of life is the onry way to ensure sarvation
and that there are no alternatives available if the individual
remains on the colony

The majority of the defectors interviewed began to
question and experience doubts about the Hutterite way of rife
between the ages of 15 and 19. At the extremes, one defector
had doubts when she was in kindergarten, while another r¡¡as 43

years ord when she began questioning her commitment to her

role as a Hutterite. considering that the teenage lrears are
generally a time of questioning and often frustration, it is
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not surprising that the majority of defectors would have their
first doubts at that time of their rives. Also at 15 year of
âge, members are finished their formal- schooling and are no

longer considered children. After age j-s they are assigned

more responsible rores in the community and begin to be

regarded as adurts. rt is also a time to consider requesting
baptism. For mares, in particurar, this is a very important
step toward their individual commitment and submission to the
Hutterite way of life.

Asking defectors why they had doubts about remaining on

the colony produced two frequently mentioned reasons wíth a

few exceptions to these reasons" The main reason for
questioning the Hutterite r{ay of lif e hras religious doubts.
rndividuals of different ages, from various colonies, and both
sexes speak, âs if they were one when they talk about their
reJ-igious doubts. This was werl- irlustrated by a defector:

WelI, ât one point I didnrt really have doubts
about remaining on the colony...!,Ihen r was 16 years
old, that's v¡hen I was born again. I receiveã theLord Jesus christ as my personal saviour and Lord.
From then on I çtrehr to read the Bib1e for myselfand r found out itrs not rerigion that saveã theperson. The colony doesnrt saver or any religion
cannot save a person. rt's only Jesus christ trratsaves people, so from there thatrs r"¡hen it allstarted. (#tt¡

The dislike of Hutterite authoritarian rure was arso a
frequently mentioned reason for doubting the Hutterite way of
life. The rules do not arrow for the freedom of choice that
many individuars desired. onry one member vras tenpted by the
material choices of the outside world while most h¡ere tempted
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by the freedom to worship as they pleased, to have the

opportunity to travel, to be free to listen and play music, to
further their education and, in general, to have the options

and choices that life on the outside has to offer
Two defectors illustrate their doubts concerning

authoritarian rule:
lVell, you know they thought you had to hrear your
hair a certain way and...you had to v/ear darker
colors, and your skirt had to be a certain length.
I remember I bras wearing a very light jacket and
she (the ministerrs wife) took me to the side one
time and told me I shouldn't be wearing thatjacket. I{hat should f wear? The Bibte doesn't warn
against wearing certain colors. Thatrs very
obvious. The colors vre r.¡ear dontt make the person.
Just l-ittte incidents like that basical-Iy r"-r" what
turned me off. (#B)

I think my first doubts were probably just doubts
of rebellion more than anything else. I \^ras a
rebell-ious teenager. I didnrt really think about
religion at that time, not real1y seriously, so iL
was just rebellion against authority. you have to
be subject to that, so I was just rebelling against
that. That v¡as my first doubt. I wanted to get
ahray from that . Gn¡
Three of the defectors had concerns about favoritism that

s/as shown toward the farnilies of the colony readers. These

defectors questioned the unreasonable superior attitudes that
r/ûere expressed t,oward ress favored and ress privileged
famiries. Two defectors illustrate their doubts about

favoritism on their colonies:

"..I will do something and the farm bosses or the
bosses and the preacherts daughter are right beside
(ne). I will get, picked on and told ''yoú can't do
that, you canrt wear your hair 1ike that, you canrt
hrear your skirts that shortr. She sits beside me
exactly the same way as ilê, she gets by, I get
punished. (#t¡
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...the minister and the farm boss v/ere all
relatives, like brothers and sons. They ürere
running the colony, so whoever v/asn't in power, had
Iittte to say of v¡hat v/as happening, and our
family just happened to be that fanily That was one
of the first tirnes I remember wanting to leave,
getting out of that situation. (#26)

Falling in love with the English school teacher caused

one defector to begin doubting the colony J-ife, while another

defector's husband had left the colony and she had doubts

about remaining on the colony without him.

Fifteen of those interviewed lived on colonies that they

considered to be less strict than most; I thought their
colonies v/ere liberal; 2 individuals viewed their coronies as

strict and 3 did not know. rt is interesting to note that the

rnajority of those who had doubts about remaining on the corony

lived on less strict or liberal coronies. such structural
looseness allowed for confricting ideas to penetrate the

colonies. Individuals on these colonies were faced vrith more

than the traditionar values and beliefs of their ancest,ors.

Most of those interviewed accepted their work role and

enjoyed the work that they vrere assigned. However, one

defector saw her tasks as rrhromants r¡/orkrr and another didn't
like the rrsame work atrl the time.rr Most defecÈors got along

welr r¡ith others and of those that had difficurty getting
along, it hras either viewed as natural to have occasionar

problems with others or the difficulties with others resulted
from a dislike of authoritarian rule.

The forrowing ilrustrates the two views of getting along
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v¡ith others:

...Some guys bothered me...you know, just their
personality" Nothing serious " (#1-ø¡

The peopl-e are hard to get along with...they would
be like an authority over you. They would sort of
use their influence, theír power over you.
Basically f was just doing something because I was
toId, not because I wanted to do it. you donrt
want to be told what to do all your tife. #e¡
Many of those doubting the Hutterite vray of Iife

experienced unhappiness with their lack of freedom of choice.

rn particurar they wanted freedom to worship as they pleased

and, in general, they v¡anted freedom from traditional
Hutterite rures. The opportunity for exposure to conflicting
cultural expectations and contradictions ü/as available to
then" Most of the influences which penetrated the colonies
v¡ere presented by non-Hutterj-tes and the mass media" To a
resser degree, ex-Hutterites as well as colony members

influenced some individuals to begin questioning the Hutterite
way of life.

The most conmon first doubt experience included
involvement with non-Hutterites such as friends, neighbours,

and school teachers who introduced alternate religious beliefs
and lifestyres. The second most cornpelling infruence was the
exposure to mass media, such as radio, television, and print,
in particurar, its presentation of alternate rerigious
beliefs.

These influences v¡ere well expressed by several
doubters:
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...v/e had the outside teachers coming in, we didn't
have our ohrn teachers...this Mennonite 1ady who was
a born again believer had a Iot of Christian books
and things which she shared. We would read them and
we'd be just hungry for them" This \^/as kind of
representing rny feelings that I was so hungry for,
and it was through that, through aII that material
that widened our eyes. It was through influences
like her. (#t+¡

...and his grandpa (a non-Hutterite) came every
summer and he vras a true Christian and I always had
this idea if the Hutterites are going to Heaven. I
questioned, nohr this guy is a saint. I{hat's so
different about hin to go to Heaven?...We talked to
a lot of people from the outside who v¡ere true born
again Christians.. . (#ø¡

Referring to the influence of the media 1 responded:

See, Iike us guys lre had our T.V. rs, our radios.
Vte hrere not supposed to have them. . .I would say
having a T"V. and a radio and hearing other pastors
on T.V", that helped a lot. For me anlruay, just to
see the difference. (#Z¡

while most defectors hrere infruenced by non-Hutterites
and the mass media, onry 3 responded that ex-Hutterite friends
and family influenced thern to begín questioning the Hutterite
v/ays. rn addition, 2 typicar cases included a young woman who

hras influenced by her mother, a Hutterite, to begin

questioning the beriefs. unrike most other cases, this first
doubt did not have a rerigious focus. rn general, her mother

sarÄr no future for her daughter on the colony. The second case

involved a young r¡roman who hras sexualry rnorested by 3

different Hutterite men over a period of her rife on the
colony. These Íncidents influenced her doubts about

remaining. rn generar, whether the influences hrere

specificarly from non-Hutt,erites, ex-Hutterites, Hutterites,
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the mass media or a combinations of these, the majority of
those who looked to the outside world v/ere infruenced by the
opportunity to worship as they pleased.

one quarter of those interviewed did not díscuss their
doubts about the Hutterite vray of rife with anyone on the
colony. One v/oman said,

No, you donrt talk about things 1ike tthatl, you
donrt talk to people on the colony about thàse
things" It's just something you don't do. f donrt
know; you just donrt. (#tS¡

Those who did talk about their concerns hrere cautious in
choosing the individuals with whom to discuss their doubts.
If they did not seek out those friends and relatives who r,¡ould

share the same doubts, they l/üere branded as rftroublemakersr or
Itrebelsrr " one couple felt they v/ere ignored after expressing

their doubts:

...lrle're living here with folks who are supposed toIove each other. lrlerre supposed to live ior eachother, whích we did. But where is the love? you
can't find it anymore. you go to the dinner tabre
and not a word is said. Nobody trusts anybody nomore. There hras no trust...hre used to go to thedinner table and talk. That's where f went for myvisits. Everybody goes for dinner and thatrs when
we hrere sharing everybodyrs ideas. The last years
we went there you ate and you donrt talk. you
donrt talk " (#Z¡

severar interviev/ees tried to tark to their parents but
their parents wourd become upset and respond by saying, *the

Hutterite way is the onry v/ayt,r ot react to their concerns by

telling them to rrstick it outt, or rforget your doubts things
will get better. rl
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As one defector said:

She [rnother] gave me a 45 minute sermon on how Iwouldnrt make it. I/m serious, you know, I don't
know if all parents do that, but most parents
disagree with their kids 1eaving. They usuall-y tryand talk them out of it, and v/e call iL
brainwashing out here. I mean, they sit down and
say rrOh, yoü vronrt make it. This is bad and that's
badrr. rrl,ook at so and sorf ...they [parents] are so
bound to that idea that the kids are just going to
HeI1. The parents just canrt see it. They've never
experienced it. They have no idea. #e¡ -

other than discussing the positive or negative arguements

about staying or leavíng a corony, none of the defectors vrere

offered any advice on how to deal with their doubts.

TÀBLE 2

REASODTS FOR DOUBTING THE HUTTERITE WAY OF IJIFE

REASONS FOR DOUBTING Frequency*

Religious doubts t7

Doubts about authoritarian rule 1_0

Desire for lifestyle options 6

Doubts about favoritisn 3

Desire to marry non-Hutterite or ex-
Hutterite 2

Desire for more education 1

* Some respondent,s
Hutterite way of life.

indicated more than
Each time a reason

one reason for
was mentioned it

doubting the
was recorded.
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SUITIUÀRY

First doubts occurred for those intervier¡¡ed when the

Hutterites taken for granted way of tife became unacceptable.

There were organi-zational and structurar conditions, changes

in relationships as well as specific events which influenced
first doubts. sinilar patLerns of doubts and desires arose.

rndividuars were looking to the outside worrd for freedom of
choice concerning rerigion, in particular, and lifestyle, in
general. This initial- stage of quesÈioning the Hutterite way

of rife \^/as followed by the process of seeking out and

considering an alternate ïray of 1ife. For Hutterites there
are no viabre alternatives within the corony. Either they
lived by the colony's rures or they reft. colony rife is aIr-
encompassing. However, after they admit dissatisfaction with
their present role, they consciously seek arternatives to the
Hutterite way of life.

SEEKING AI,TERNATIVES

Regardless of the reason for doubting any major role,
individuars wirr ernit cues that are recognized by significant
others. These cues ^are either negative or positívely
reinforced. Negative cues rnay halt the exit process altogether
or put it on hol-d. on the other hand, positive reactions wirr
lead the individual to the second stage of the process,

seeking alternatives. During the first stage of the role-exit
process, individuars may have a vague av/areness that there are
rore options available. However, it is when there is a crear
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and conscious avrareness of role dissatisfaction that
índividuals will seek alternatives to their existing
unsatisfactory role.

seeking alternatives involves a process of cornparing the
existing rore with any of the desired arternate roles. vühile

the advantages and disadvantages of the individuaUs exj-sting
role are werl- known to the individuar, the advantages and

disadvantages of the alternate roles are also considered and

weighed. rndividuals consider the costs and rewards of their
present role to the costs and rewards of the alternate roles.
This conscious decision to leave a role may at times be

spontaneous, nonrational, and emotionar due to certain events

or circumstances; however, in most instances the process is
systernatic, rational, and deliberate. The functions of
weighing alternatives, conscious cuing, role "¡ social
support, rearization of freedom of choice, weighing pros and

cons, shifting reference groups and . role rehearsal are

important variables rerating to the process of seeking and

weighing alternatives .

with regard to weighing arternatives, Ebaugh considers
the framework put forth by Thibaut and Kerrey (1959), as vrell
as the notions of rrt-ransratabil-ity" and rside betsr. Thibaut
and KeIIey suggest that individuals evaluate the conseguences

of their decisions in terms of costs and rewards. Rewards are

any consequences that are pleasurabre, enjoyable, or
satisfyíng. costs are a result of those behaviors that
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inhÍbit any pleasurable, enjoyable, or satisfying actions.
Evaruation of an existing rore occurs by comparing two

internar standards. Thibaut and Kelrey refer to these

standards as the comparison rever(cL) and the comparison revel
for arternatives (clart). The cL measures the degree of
satisfaction that an individuar once experienced with the

individual's present degree of dissatisfaction. lrrhile the cL

will determine the costs and rewards of a present rore, the

clal-t wirr be the standard individuals use to remain in or

leave a role. The costs and rewards of each role are

determined by individuats as they compare their present

situation with past experiences (CL) and possible alternatives
(clalt). For exampre, one defector began doubting his role
commitment because of leadership changes in the Hutterite
system. The cL would be the degree of personal satisfaction
he experienced before the organízational changes.

It,s come to the point that itrs nohr a one man
IeadershÍ-p. lrihat he [Bishop] says goes. That's
when $re said, this is not anymore a Hutterite
colony, the members dontt have a thing to say.
What's the point? There is no point in this. It
used to be a vote, a majority vote for anything
that you done. Let's say you buy something. The
majority v¡ould rule. ft's alt gone out thã door.
(#z¡

The dissatisfaction with a role reads the individuals to begin

seriously considering alternatives.
rn addition to comparing one,s present situation with

alternate roles, the individuar arso considers their
translatability as welr as the side bets that have occurred in
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a particular role. The choice of viabl-e role alternat j-ves is
rimited by the individual's perception of his or her
abilities, skirls and experj-ences. The transfer of skirts is
a major factor in determining which arternatives are viable.

The notion of side bets is also taken into account when

indíviduals consider their options. rn his discussion of
commitment Becker (l-960) offers a theory that suggests

commitment comes into being when individuals make side bets
and therefore stake something of themserves in the
organization (tirne, money, status, etc. ) . Transratabirity and

side bets constitute centrar factors in seeking and weighing
alternatives. However, after individuals have considered the
pros and cons of their present rore as werr as the pros and

cons of alternative roles, several functions become important
variabres to the process of seeking alternatives: (1)

conscious cuing, (2) anticipatory social_ization, (3) shiftíng
reference groups, and (4) role rehearsal.

The conscious decisíon to leave a role resurts in a

person actively seeking out possible arternatj-ves. rt is at
this point that individuars focus on cuing behavior that wilr
reinforce their initiar doubts and help justify the decision.
vühire leaving some roles (such as mothers' giving up custody
of their children) carry negative societal sanctions, it is
more conmon that role-exit wirr be influenced by the positive
or negative response of significant others. significant
others may notice changed behaviors and react in a positive or
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negative s/ay. Tn general, societal sanctions and, in
particurar, the response of significant others have the effect
of encouraging the individual to continue seeking alternatives
or to give up or delay the search.

After systematicarry, rationally and interlectually
weighing the pros and cons of alternate rores, individuals
often experience an emotional sense of freedom when they

realize the actuar possibility of role choices. By this point
individuals narror¡r their most viabre and desirable options.
Either they are calm and rationar about their decision making

or it is a time of emotionar upheaval and confusion. rn either
case, ât this point individuals are very close to naking a

final decision. This is evident in that many role-exiters
unconsciously begÍn identifying with new reference groups.

Potential role-exiters begin to take part in
anticipatory sociarization by considering the norrns, values,

attitudes, and expectations of those in the desired role.
rndividuals can be a part of the reference group to which they
aspire but this is not necessary. rn either situatíon the
standards and goars of the groups are used as comparative,

normative or gate-keeping functions. comparative functions
serve as a framework to allow individuars to evaluate

themselves and others. The normative function arrows one to
internalize the behaviors of the desired reference group. The

gate-keeping function provides the indivídual with others who

will herp in the decision rnaking process to reave one role for
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another. The advantages of anti-cipatory social-i_zation wirl
allow the individual to eventuarly enter the group with an

ease of adjustrnent and identif ication. The psychoJ_ogical

anticipation eases the anxiety that the nev¡ rore night
otherwise provoke.

vlhile anticipating the new role, indíviduals distance
themserves from the present role, and. in turn, the members of
the present group tend to sense the distancing and no longer
have the same expectations toward those seeking the
arternative role. rn addition, the Índividual no longer
receives any rewards from the group, and therefore he or she

no ronger sees advantages of remaining in the group. At this
point, individuars are closer to leaving their present rore,
and as a part of anticipatory sociarization prepare for the
new role through rore rehearsar. This takes prace by imaginary

role praying or by actualry trying out new rores. once

individuals have tried the new roles and they feel comfortabl-e

that they can be successfur, the decision to leave the present
role will soon occur.

sut{ltARY

The process of seeking role alternatives is, in generar,

a decision rnaking process. This process begins when one

reaches a conscious decísion to begin the process of reaving
onets current role. while negative reactions from others may

retard or stop the exit process, the infruence of positive
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sociar support r¡/il-Ì aIlow the individual- to actively begin to
seek arternatives. At. this point, individuars wirt experience

an emotionar response to the real-ization that they have the
freedom to reave an undesirable role. rndividuals begin to
weigh the pros and cons of their present rore as werr as

considering the costs and rewards of the desired role. As

part of the process of seeking alternatives individuals will
take part in anticipatory sociarization. Not only do

individuals examine the norms, values ltr,l orientations of
another rol-e but they may arso engage 'in rear or irnaginary

role pì-aying. The forrowing section witl iIl-ustrate the
Hutterite experience with regard to weighing and evaluating
alternatives to the Hutterite way of 1ife"

EEE HUTTERITE EXPERIENCE APPTJIED TO SEEKING AIJTERNATIVES

The response of Hutteríte defectors about whether leaving
the colony $ras the only arternatíve they considered, or if
they consídered other possibirities, h¡as strikingly sirnirar.
Most rearized that either one remains on the colony and rives
by corony rules or one leaves. Expecting and demanding

compliance to the Hutterite way of life does not leave any

room for alternate rore choices. Traditionar Hutterite
doctrine tends to intrude upon the individual and place the
individuar into a restricted set of rore expectations. These

feerings vrere well irlustrated by several of those
interviewed:
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!'Ie11, the onry other way besides reaving the coronyis giving in to them. rt's retting them controlyour mind....Like the only other way is to gíve into them. Let them control you. let then tãtt you
whaL to think. That is the only other way besiáesIeaving.... (#t¡

I know there was no other wây, because you couldnot corne against the leadership, because there rrere
so many that have tried before me and I guess, hohrwould I put this, a lot of people had fought hardto stay...it was just a strong motive for me to go
on and just get out of the system. (#tZ¡
lile would have liked to stay there and do what wewanted to do, but, it doesnrt work in thecolony....You couldnrt do that. lrfhen you are thereyou have to do what they do.. . (#Z1-¡

while leaving the colony was the only alternative for
most, one young man did try to cope with his doubts through
prayer, others said:

Yes, I did consider other vrays of doing it. Like,
maybe try. and change the way I think, and just
ignoring ]t gff, or just basicáIly withdrawing íntomy o$/n little world, or trying to change fningslike raise a fuss and try ana chãnge what -'as goingon. (#zo¡

...shourd r stay home and try and get permission togo to school, get teachers training -or somethingwhich I knew at that point !,¡as beginning to bepossibÌe, that would have been a- po=síbility?
Should I ju=! try to deat with my ðuriosity bygoing on a trip and leaving for a wñitel. . . Gze¡

Ebaugh suggests that arternative seeking behavior is
basically a comparative process in which alternative roles are
evaruated in comparison with other rores. Being born a

Hutterite, and onry riving on a corony, presents a restricted
scope of comparisons.

lrrithin the colony those individuars who began doubting
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their rore commitment because of changes in the system rn¡ere

able to compare the degree of satisfaction they experienced

before the occurrence of organizatíonal changes. For example,

in l-978 a nevr bishop was chosen by the colonies. According to
those intervie$/ed, the ner¡¡ bishop controrled with a more

excessive degree of rule than the previous bishop. Those

individuars old enough to have experienced life under the
previous leadership would have a measure of comparison. rn
addition, a number of individuals rearized their
disillusionment when they began coinparing other rerigious
perspectives with Hutterite teachings. Hohrever, those that
had previously left the colony and returned would have a

greater scope of exposure and experience to the choices of the
outside world.

when seeking and evaluatíng arternatives, those
interviewed rearized that they had a narrohr scope of viable
arternatives. First, members defecting are aware that they are
not. allowed to remove any property from the colony as

everything berongs to the communÍty. Hutterites thinking of
leaving are basically destiLute. secondly, they are avrare of
their narrow rore choices due to their rinited degree of
translatability of skills. As 2 women said:

What did I think about? [r]ell, rnaking a tiving forone, and we just have grade g, so you real1y haveto have an education, but r had these other slill=,like cooking and gardening and things like trrát.That's basicarry what r thought...ana wirl r be
happy doing it? This v¡iII be a big change for me.(#zz¡
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...there v¡ere a lot of girls that v¡ere leaving, and
they started out by l_ive-in babysitting, so, you
know, you kind of kiII two birds with one stone
there, and we grew up from the age of 8 to babysít.
For us it wasnrt a job, it !{as a pleasure, you
know, hre felt honoured when somebody asked us to
babysit, yoü know, for that family, so it was
something that came natural to us. (#Zø¡

Besides evaluating the arternatives that are available,
those interviewed also took into account rside bets,"
Becker(1960) suggested that individuals will remain committed

to a rrconsistent line of activity'if they place side bets.
side bets are the individual's investments in the systern.

side bets are seen as rev/arding and varuabre. For a person to
rearize any rewards or gains they must continue to support the
system. rn considering the current role in reration to an

arternative one, individuals consider the side bets that
accrued in the present rore. A sid.e bet that played a very
important part for those interviewed $ras the emotional

investment in the rerationships with fanily and friends. The

cost of giving up the daily contact with fanily and friends on

the corony and the consequences of hurting parents vras

illustrated by several of those interviewed:

Yes, that was a major concern. I didn't want toleave all my friends. I had lots and lots of
friends and because the colonies hrere so
interknit...itts you and your friends and thatrs
it. There's no outside friends, theyrre mostly
Hutterites and they's mostly colony peopte that you
can relate to. Everything you talk about they
understand because they have been there. Such an
integrated systen and they aII know the system
inside out... (#s¡
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Oh, thatts the hrorst. Thatrs always the worst.
That Í/as for rê, that v/as just the most dreaded.(#tt¡

That was probably the reason that took me so long,like because f had very special friends and myfamily, it was reatly hard to do that to them.
(#ts¡

Oh, that lt¡as the main thing, like hurting myfaníIy, especially ny mother, because I knew shé
vras really hurt about it, and that's what held me
back for a long time... (#ZZ¡

rn addition to the high cost of reaving farniry and

friends the fear of negative criticisrn and stigma from fanily
and friends Ì¡/as ar'so a consideration j-n evaluating the pros

and cons of leaving the colony. One man said, tryy mom and

dad, what are they going to say? what are my friends going to
think and say? How are they going to react?, Ho!,rever,

positive social support \Áras an advantage ín evaluating whether
to stay or leave the colony. As one hroman said, r...Irlell
fortunately some (farniry) had aÌready teftr so r had their
support on the outside. .. il A couple wíth 6 children who lrere
thinking of leaving with their entire famiry hrere concerned

about the schooling of their children:
. - -Now where are the kids to go to schoor. lrre hadvery nice neighbours. Irre began to share thesethings with them, and werr r-0 miles from our prace
there v¡as a couple with a family that had thei-r ownchildren in theír ohrn yard in ã christian Academycurriculum. And she says, rrokay...I'II just comeand get your kids wherever you are living in thisarea and we put them in our schoor, see how theylike it and give it a try for 6 months, and. then go
from there.rt At that time r didn't have a driver'slicense and thatts one area taken care of, at least
we have a place for the kids to go to school. (#ø¡

considering role ar-ternatives usualry involved an
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intellectual, rational, and systematic process. For example,

one r¡toman said, ttr wrote down all the things r wourd do

first. Arr my goals when r got on the outside and r knew that
my fírst goars v¡ere obviously to look for a job and a place to
stay and crothes.rr Along with the rational process of
evaruating life on the outside, there was often an emotional

response to the possibirity of actualry leaving. There were

feelings of elation, excitement, fascination, freedom and

fear. one vroman thought rr..it wourd be exciting, fascinating,
different, that's what r wanted.rr Another woman irlustrates
the fear felt by some:

I hras frightened because I knew it hras a very
different world. I knew the hurt that I would puL
upon mom and dad, my whoì-e fanily, in fact, because
I was the only one left there from my whole fanily.
I knew it would really hurt them so that really
frightened me. f didnrt know what my mom's
reaction would really be, because shers not too
healthy, and stuff, and I hras really frightened
about that and the possibility, I don't know, if I
would be able to get a job, because I didnrt have
much education. It was all very frightening when I
started thinking about it,. ftrc¡
Besides the emotional reactíon to the possibility of

reaving, individuals begin a period of deriberately
anticipating and looking forward to what life wourd be like on

the outside. Anticipatory socíalization for those interviewed
involved questions and concerns in such areas as famiry
relations, employment, housing, and clothing:

lrfell if you start thinking about leaving then the
other doubts start coming in. Okay, where am fgoing to live? Who am I going to livè with? hthere
am I going to work? How as I going to find a job,
T only have a grade 10 education? How easy i; it
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going to be for me? (#t¡

Yeah, ï had a lot of concerns about where I wasgoing to l-ive. I knew f needed a job, I knew I
needed to rive somerarhere, but the only thing Í^/aswhere, ruhere do I go from here. I rneJn, you áonrtgo out into the street. Therers a certain amountof pride with this too. I mean you're not just
going to go and become a drifter. (*g) -

Yes, there hrere a lot of questions, number one
employment, that r¡ras a big question. Big question
mark, and therers anticipating a change. -fts a bigcontrast from a Hutterite way of rife, and a numberof things like that. (#:-ø¡

what r would do, like the main thing was how wourdr get started? r mean you just reave with nothing,
so my thoughts hrere the only thing you realry thinkabout first. of all, is where wóu1A I go? What
wourd r do without being a bother to my fiiends and
my famiry, so r wourdn't burden them witrr it. (#ts¡
The colonies offer lirnited opportunities for work

experience. lrThile women are trained to do work in the
kitchen, garden, and home, men are trained to do work in the
maintenance and management of the colony. A serect
preachers or they teach German to the children. As a

few are

result
of these linited opportunities it is not feasible for
potentiar defectors to take part in actuar role rehearsal
invorving a variety of work rerated options. However,

religíon and appearance are tv¡o areas in which actual_ rore
rehearsar could be tried out before making a final decision to
reave the colony. secretly watching rerigious TV programs,

listening to rerigious radio programs and reading rerigious
publications r¡rere ways of preparing and easing oneself to
enter an alternative rerigious rore. rn addition, rearning t,o

be comfortabre and acceptabre to the outside world invorved
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Several of those interviewed discussed their experience with
outside clothes:

. . . in fact my sister and I once vrore jeans insideon sort of a rainy dark day and it v/as in the
evening, and my sister and I just decided to do
something different, so hre dressed in jeans and ajacket and ran around in the dark... 6e¡
...weII basically what I did more than anything wasfrom the time I was 13 I had a secret box i; mycroset where r stored clothes that r wanted to takealong when f got out so that lrd have things tohrear. I was getting ready . (#t+)

O!, yes, I even sewed some things, Iike for nysister-in-raw who had already reft.-rhen r thoughtl
o}.<.y I'l_Ì. keep the pattern for myself r so yeátr fdid experiment. (#tS) -

th, yeah. Occasionally in the evenings f wouldjust put on pants and sãe how it fee1s. (#Zz¡

It is important to note that while those interviewed had

major concerns, insecurities, and apprehensions about life on

the outside they did not have any religious fears such as the
consequences of afterlife. This nay be due to the fact that
they had the opportunity to take part in religious role
rehearsal, and they felt more emotionally prepared to move

into a nehr religious roIe, and then into a new job and

different housíng. $rith the exception of one person, arr of
those interviewed chose to discuss the possibirity of reaving
with individuats (Hutterites, ex-Hutterites, non-Hutterites)
who they thought would be understanding and supportive. one

defector said, "r did tark to the ex-Hutterites. They told
me it was easy and...God would take care or me.r one woman
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discussed her probrems with everyone on the colony inc]_uding

the minister. she was hoping to find an alternative way to
cope with her rerigious concerns other than reaving the
colony. However, she said, ttit didnrt help. n Since the
Hutterite way is considered to be the only true way to gain
sarvation, and a rack of compliance to the Hutterite vray of
life is punishabre, it is not surprising that potentiar
defectors wourd be very serective with whom they shared their
feelings. Two interviewees expressed their concerns:

The only pêrson I realì_y talked to about it was M.. (boyfriend). If you would have talked about it to
anybody, they would have watched you constantly. My
mom and dad would have watched me constantly. Iwouldn't have had no freedom... (#+¡

. . . I did say to rny brother once, let's get out ofhere, letrs just leave, and he said yeah why don't
vre. . .hre didnrt want to openly diJcuss aäa get
somebody fi.nding out about, it and it was basicaÍty
dropping hÍnts here and there and that's atl trrediä. It was not discussed at length, never. ".evenwanting to leave, even talking about 'it, ís a majorbreaking of rules, never nind actually doing it, soit has to be done secretly. (#s¡

Sttl,llrfARy

seeking and weighing arternatives, identifying with new

reference groups, and considering the costs and rewards of
leaving the corony helped the potentiar defector focus on the
norms of the nes/ rore. rt is during this stage that the
defector had reached a conscious step in the role-exit
process. At one point the decision to actuarly leave occurs.
The seeking arternatives stage makes defection a rearistic
option to dissatisfied Hutterites; however, whether this
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The point at which the ttindividual makes a

decj-sion to exitr (Ebaugh, 198g:1"23) .
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a turning point.
firm and definite

TIIE TURNTNG POINT

The third stage in the rore-exit process is the turning
point. rt is at this point that individuals make a finar
decision to actually leave their undesirabre rore. The

decision to leave ís usuarry precipitated by a turning point,
that is, a specific event that motivates indivíduals to reave
their rore. Awareness that an ord rore is undesirable,
combined with the realizatÍon that there is opportunity for
change, mobilizes the individual to reave the existing role.
rn conjunction with leaving a rore, Índividuars often formarly
indicate that a decision has been finarized by such pubric
procedures as handing in a resignation or firing for divorce.

Ebaugh suggests that there may be severar types of
turning points, and 5 major types emerged from her data:
1. specific Events - specific events refers to those events

that are eíther significant, such as a death t ot
relatively insignificant but have a symbolic meaning to
the individual such as a new organizatíonal rule.
Specific events, whether significant or symbolic, tend to
emphasize the individual's unhappíness in a current rore
and at thÍs point the individual makes a defÍnite
decision to leave.
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2. The Last straw - This type of turning point occurs when

an individual has been evaruating and doubtj_ng a current
rore for a long tíme. The last straw is usuarly an

insignificant event that occurs as a resurt of an

accumulation of negative feerings towards the current
role. The last straw happens when an individuar is rípe
and in a state of readiness to make the decision to 1eave

the current role.
3. Time-rerated Factors Time-rerated factors refers to

turning points in such areas as Lurning forty or time-
Iínited opportunities such as rrside betsrr that occur over
time to make exiting harder, such as a pension plan.

4- Excuses - Excuses refers to an event that individuals use

to justify their need to reave a role. An event (iob
related injury), the group Ítself (organízationar changes)

or authority figure (doctorrs orders) makes the
individual realize that they must leave a rol-e or that
they now have an excuse to justify an exit.

5. Either/or ÀIternatives - The either/òr alternative refers
to the type of turning point that occurs in a particurar
situation. For exampre, either people exit bad marriages
or they lose theír mental welr-being. An either/or
turníng point usualry occurs after some dramatic event.
some individuars go through a gradual and continuous

process of exiting while others can discretely identify and

pinpoint their turning point. Turning points are either
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significant events or insignificant and symbolic of the
individual's frustration and díslike with regard to a current
rore. Regardless of what triggers the turning point it serves

3 basic and positive functions in the role-exit process:

l-. Announcement of the decision to others After
experiencing the turning point individuals express their
decision to leave to others and by announcing their
decision to leave, they, in turn, make a commitment to
their decision. Those that are supportive of the
decisi.on offer assurances that the decision T¡/as a right
one and those against the decision make it necessary for
the potential exiter to explain and justify the reasons

for leaving.

2. Reduction of cognitive Dissonance I,Ieighing and

evaluating the pros and cons of a rore create tensíon and

ímbalance for the individuar. rt is the turning point
that serves to reduce the cognitive dissonance

experienced by those going through the process of leaving
a role. rndividuals are able to reduce the dissonance

and justify their actions so that attitudes and beriefs
are balanced

3. Mobirization of Resources once evaruation and

deliberation is over and a d.ecision has been made to exit
a rore it is time for both emotionar and sociar reasons

to carry the exit through. Emotions such as anger,

resentment, feelings of rerief or freedom trigger the
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indíviduar to take whatever actions are necessary to
exit. rn addition, such formar social actions as handing

in a resÍgination or firing for divorce are necessary to
carry out the exit.
once individuats actuarly reave their previous rore the

feerings they experience vary, but they do tend to pattern
themselves according to the type of exit. For exampler êX-

nuns. experienced feelings of freedom and independence rrhile
mothers without custody experienced feelings of numbness and

guilt. However, according to Ebaugh, the most cornmon

emotionar experience is the ,vacuumr, which is a períod of
feering anxious, scared and generarly rootless. The vacuum

experíence can occur at various points of the rore-exit
process. rt may occur right before the decision to exit or
just after the exit. The vacuum experience causes anxiety for
exiters since they no ronger berong to the previous role and

yet are uncertain about the future in their new role. The

individuals no longer have the anchors of the social self and

the identity of the previous role. The vacuum experience can

last for weeks or years; however, the feerings of anxiety can

be resolved if individuars can reestablish a social identity
successfully and create and adapt to their nehr roLe.
successful role adjustnent and personar happiness tends to
occur if an individual is abre to build rrbridgesr in areas of
job options, supportive friends and famiry as welr as

interests and tra¡its. rn addition, being able to reconcire
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one's past identities with the present role helps to resolve
the feelings of being anxious, scared, and. rootless.

TIIE HUTTERITE EXPERIENCE APPIJIED TO THE TURNING POTNT

Ttrenty-one of the defectors Ínterviewed reached their
decision to reave the corony betr¡reen the ages of L7 and 27.

one hroman left in her late 30's, 4 people reft in their earry
Ao's and 1 coupre left in their earry 50rs. rt is not
surprising to find that most v¡ho reave the colony are young

adults. rf a Hutterite member chooses to reave they know that
the Hutterite rures do not allow them to remove any

possessions from the community. Therefore they exit with
nothing and must secure ernployment or financial support on the
outside. rt is much easier for the young to secure jobs and

establish a nehr life on the outside. rn addition, many of
those interviewed felt that they had to reave before their age

group was to be baptized. Baptisrn syrnbolizes a commitment to
the Hutterite v/ay of rife and consÍdering leaving after the
event can be even more stressful for the defector.

After naking a decision to Ieave, 4 defectors left within
1- day. Eleven defectors made their decision to leave and left
within 1 or 2 weeks. seven left the colony v¡ithín 1 to 4

months after making their decision. putting into prace
transportation out of the corony, accommodations and

employment determined the length of tine it took them to
actuarty reave. A few women fert obligated to cornprete her
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cook week bef ore she left. Those that r¡/ere able to l-eave
within one day arready had their prans in place in
anticipatÍon of leaving. rt took one hroman a year to reave
after naking her final decÍsion. she decided when she was 17

that she would reave the corony on her i_Bth birthday and she
left one week rater. one defector left 2 years after his
final decÍsion. He would have reft sooner but was looking for
a job far from the colony.

He said:
-..there's a good chance r probabry courd havegotten jobs really crose arounã here, but r didn'twant that. r v¡as 100king ahead. trrhen r lef t rdidnrt want to come back, so the only way is goquite a j_lltance ahr-ay-so they can,t finã V"ó. 

-rn"y
try to f ind you and they want to bring vó" ï""L. rwanted to make sure that r wour_dnrt bJcio=e. rn afew weeks r wourd let them know where r had gå""because I didn't want thern to worry. . . (#Z¡

lrThile Ebaugh's types of turning points do appry to the
Hutterite experience they are not arr-encompassing. rn the
Hutterite experience it is seldom a síngle turning point but
rather a combination of turning points. There are some

examples in the interviews which irrustrate only one type of
turning point,, but there are many more which irlustrate an
overlapping of turning points"

Two types of turning points, the l_ast straw and a time_
rerated factor, infruenced one manrs decision to exit. He had
always felt that there was favoritism towards certain families
and that being the [underdogrr resulted in unfair treatment.
The rast straw occurred on a wet and windy fatr day. He was
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q¡orking in the fiel-d and his equipment kept getting stuck.
The farm boss just kept pushing him and braming hin for the
situation:

...I got fed up. ft \^ras a wet faII and r¡/e v¡eredoing field work at the time. Everybody got stuck
and stil1 they kept on blamj_ng me ánd ione of theother guys. The farm boss would just keep onjunping you . 

rryourre not doing enoughr nverfUoaykept on getting stuck...they couldn't get anywhere
wíth rain, .rain, rain, and they ï¡/ere pusning -you todo everything and nobody could ao anytning.-. . (#Z¡

His turning point was also time-related as he was approaching
the age of baptism:

I left in the faII. They !ìrere talking that they
. T¡rere going to get baptized in the wlnter time.T!"y \^rere going to do it a year ahead. . . so f

f igured, well, either go no\Ár or it' 11 be too1ate.. -so r figured rrd better make my move beforeit's too late in Godrs eyes. I know that much.
once you are baptized and you reave it's v¡orse yet.
(#z¡

Two types of turning points, the last straw and excuses,

r¡/ere evident in the experience of 2 f emare defectors. The last
straw occurred because both women experienced a gradual build
up of depression and frustration as a resurt of the
expectation to take part in the routine chores of house

creaning and cooking. rn addition, they prayed to God, and it
was made crear to them that an exit was necessary for their
mentar and spiritual werl-being. The incident of praying to
God provided thern with the justification to reave their role:

...f do ny devotions in the morning. Thisparticular mornin.g r prayed and r went aná r soughtGod and r worshipped him, standing wíth =u"h- afeeling, wondering what do f do witñ ny life? Isthis att, is this al1 Lord?...I didn4 have anyparents- r hras a singre person. r had a rot of
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time on my hands, thís $/as sort of it was stillcold outside, not much to do. Springt j_me hrasusually beautiful, you had a whole gárden, you hadflower bedsr tnrê could keep busy, i was tired of
ke_eping busy with hobbies. My wãek of cooking andbaking, which is no chaIleñge to anybody whenyou've done it for so Iong. It sort of comes easy.This particular morning I said, Lord lrve had all Ican take. I need an ansr¡¡er and I took my Bible,held it close to rny breast, and said, God this isyour promise, this is your word...What do I do?Where do I go? He shared a scripture withme...What do I do next? To go on for you Lord I
have to leave this prace because there are certainlinitations in our praise and worship in the coronyand I know of something far better...nobody cañsây, you don't, lift up your hands, and you don't dothis and this... (#tz¡

I can remember very, very vividly, and again, for
me it centered around my ietationJnip with God...v¡ewould sneak away on the sly and...there were thesecharismatic rneetings going on in winnipeg here atthe tirne. That for me wãs rike neaveirr! becausethere vrere people you know, who were chri;tíans aswell. They were singing and praising the Lord, yoüknow, and that hras a hígh, but whãn I came bãck
home it would rast for a while and then it was sortof dor¡¡n. f was really depressed and I rm not aperson given to depression. f really am not. Idon't knor,'r wlat depression. Then ðne saturdayrnorning, we had been in the kitchen and r vras, likåI hras really having a hard tine that morning. f
remembered Saturdays f scrubbed, thatrs when youclean your house, Saturday morning, and. f was at
home by myself, and I knew that iL.was ny job toclean up the house and tidy up, but I jusC d-ia nothave any energy...so I thought that I would pray,
maybe that wourd help...r r¡ras just so aepreãseä,but then I =1t up on my knees and f cried, .rrácried, and cri-ed and I just prayed, Lord I donrtlike to feel this wây, fut pfeasã you have to give
me an answer. I was seeking him, I was halfways inan$_out. My heart was out of the colony and I wasstitl there, because r wasn't sure. rhat rnornint ijust poured out every feeling that I had., whetñerit was littre or great...r just remember sort ofraying on the bed. Now that i bav¡red my heart out,r don't feel 1ike getting up and doing-my work. itook ny Bible. rt was Matthew 6 and 7..lit was asif a bornb had exproded inside of me...and it was soexquisite. I can't teII you how that fett, but f
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had my ansÌ^/er, I got üp, I was ready to paint the
town red. (#z+¡

Another exarnple of the combination of the types of
turning points invorves time-related as well as the either/or
alternative. One defector encouraged her fiancee to leave the
colony even though a corony wedding date had been set. rn
addition to the time-related turning point of a wedding date
she arso experienced an either/or type of turning point. she

felt that once she married on the corony it wourd be harder
for them to leave. They $/ere faced with the choice of
remaining on the corony and being unhappy with the situation
or leaving to marry. She said:

r guess when r really reached the decision was whenM. said he was reaving. He realry wanted to leaveand I know that he wasnrt very happy there and Ipushed hin to leave. He probàuty- rnight not haveleft because we h¡ere supposed to gãt mJrried there,so he had resigned himsel-f to staying because our
wedding date was set for us to get marriea. r toldhim if he wants to leave, hêrd better do it,because once you/re married it wourd be a rot
larder yet. That was one of the things, too, fdidn't wgnt to get rnarried yet. Not ,á.ify. Itwasn't that I didn't want to get married, it wasjust that r didn't want to get rnarried in thecolony, because f knew we wouldnrt have a home. wewould have to live with ny mom and dad. f just
didn't v¡ant to be married tñere. r didn,t wanÉ toget married and have a whole bunch of kids. . . Ga¡
The turni-ng points for another defector involved a

specific event and an excuse. she knew that somethinq rmajorrl

would have to occur to influence her to make the decision to
actuarry leave. one turning point for her was an incident
that occurred during her cooking week. she disliked cookíng
and as werr did not get arong with the head cook. Adding to
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this was the fact that her regurar cooking partner 
'nras

unavail-abre to cook with her that week and she would be

assigned a different partner every day. Being assigned a

different partner every day for a week would put more

responsibility on her and she could not handre the stress as

she already had an urcer. The specific event of the unusual

cooking week combined with the excuse of the medical probrem

hrere the turning points for this woman. She said:
I knew that something major would have to happen
before I finally, got my act together and actuáffy
made the big move. So it came somewhere in thé
sunmer of ,88. I hated cooking. It was one of the
things I truly detested...usually you cooked with apartner and there r¡/as also a head cook. The head
cook r¡ras very hard to get arong with..Irihen my week
was coming up, my turn, something happened to rnypartner. Maybe she was sick or something, f canrl
remember. That would mean I would have to have adifferent partner every day of that week to hetp'ilê, because my partner wasnrt available. I wouldsort of have a lot of responsibility that week andf was also sort of sickly, because I had an ulcer,
and r knew they woul-d put a rot of stress on me andthen r wou_Idn't carry my responsibility. Basicalry
I just didn/t want to do it. f found out about 2
weeks before my cook week that r would have to cookwith different peopÌer so r had about a week and ahalf to plan... (#s¡

For another young $roman the turning point incruded a
tíme-rerated factor as werl as excuses. Her auntr âr ex-
Hutterite approached her with a job offer that was avairable
ímmediatery. she had to make a decision whether to remain or
reave the colony and turned to God for her answer:

My aunt had said she needed to know. r needed to
make a decision if r want to leave at that time. rwanted to leave, but r didn't know exactly when,and then she said she wanted this decision aboutthis job...I guess for a week, I lvas really praying
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about it. f couldn't stop thinkíng about it, too,
and then all_ of a sudden, it just came to me. Ijust had to do it, and after I made that decision Ifelt much better. f just got up and got out and
went for a walk, and I felt real1y relieved. (#ZZ¡

whire the above examples irl-ustrate combinations of
turning points, some cases are more crear cut and can be

categorized under one of the types of turning points. For

example, the last straw occurred for 2 women, and. 1_ of thern

could no ronger do as she hras tord and refused to go berry
picking, another made her decision to reave in the sunmer

because she courd no longer torerate garden work. The rast
straw was arso a turning for one man who felt that he was not
being treated as fairly as others:

. . . r kind of fert at tímes that r hrasn't getting
treated as good as the other boys sometimes...werd
be in the field and, same field as the other guys
and they would get treats sent up to them ana wewouldn't...things like that would build up and they
would bug you. It seemed that the people that wereinvorved in harvesting got treated- beLter than the
ones that hrere generaily just on the tractor and wedidn't think that was very fair. They thought itrôras. sometimes the manager wirl iavor theirsiblings and grandchildren. It happens a 1ot. Alot of politics there. A lot of tavorítisn and
everybody sees it. (#tt)
severar defectors experienced a specific event when they

ended a romantic rerationshipr or their boyfriends,
girlfriends or spouses left the corony. These significant
events triggered their decision to 1eave. As one interviev¡ee
responded:

It was a guy okay, f might as weII tell it. I wasin love with him and r knew there was no future init. lrle broke up. That was the only thing I hadthere anyways. That was the only reaÈon thãt r was
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stayi-ng in the f irst place f or the past 2 years. . .I
didn't want to stay for any other rèason, so I left
after we broke up. Grc¡
I guess I would have to say I left when mygirlfriend, who is nor¡r rny wife, left before me.
When she left, that's when I made the decj_sion to
leave. (#tt¡

vrith regard to the Hutterite experience, the catalyst for
the turning points is the system itsel-f. rn alr cases, except

one where a r¡roman reft because her husband had previousry
defected, there is a disenchantment with the system and a

breakdov¡n of commj-tment or compliance so that the reratÍvely
unknown outside worrd holds more promise and hope than the
Hutterite way of life.

As Ebaugh suggests, the announcement of the decision to
Ieave and the resolutíon of cognitive dissonance mobilizes the
individual to use any resources necessary to make the exit.
Asking defectors how they went about leaving the colony
produced a similar pattern of explanations.

out of 28 cases, 20 teft alone (that is, no other colony

members defected with thern), 3 left with their inmedíate
famiries, 1 left with her niece, 1 reft with a cousin and 1

reft with a friend. The reason most defectors leave arone was

well expressed by a 1 man:

...I'd have to be very quiet. I mean if my parents
found out or somebody, thererd be a lot of pressure
for me to stay. (#S¡

Except for one woman who reft spontaneousry to live with
ex-Hutterite frÍends, all the other cases had an exit pran.
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Everyone made arrangements for transportation out of the

colony, lodging, employment or outside financial support. Out

of 2A cases, 22 went according to plan, 5 had minor changes

and l- did not go according to the original plan. whire each

set of arrangements is individuarry unique, the forrowing
excerpts are typicar of rone exiters whose arrangements went

according to plan:

Describe for me, in detail, exactly how you went about leaving
the colony?

Okay, I made my decision. First priority hras
employment, preferably I wanted employment that
would give me food and 1odging. That $¡as mypreference at the time. It's a 1ot easier that
way. It had to be a farm job, that's basicalty all
I knew at the time. I consulted the lrlestern
Producer and the Free press and any other farm
paper I coul-d come up with. I couldnrt come up
with anything, ry uncle didnrt come with anything,
so finally I came up with this one ad in the
Vtestern Producer. It was out of Souris, Manitoba.
I walked the 2 miles to the neighbour, to make a
phone caII. I phoned this guy up, talked to hirn.
This r¡ras a Thursday, he says I can start Mondayr so
that was taken care of. I said lrd be there. I had
my job. That hras my main concern, nohr my second
concern h¡as somebodyts got to take me away from
here. I was contemplating, how am I going to reach
my uncle. I wanted hin to give me a ride to
Portage. It just so happened that he v¡as there
visiting, so that took care of step two. Because
of my grandfather and my dad being in Brandon the
next evening we decided that would be the opportune
time and my uncle would come pick rne up anã whisk
me out of there.

Your uncle rcould pick you up?

Yes. They probably would have tried to convince meto stop if they'd been home and they would have hadthe greatest influence. It would just be a little
easier if they're not around. The next day itrained. Boy did it rain. . . it was just one Jfop.
AII I took was an apple box full of clothes. I hãdto walk 2 miles across the dirt road. I was just a
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mess by the time I got there. My uncle picked meup...

You left alone?

Yes. f left alone. Went to portage, ï spent two
evenings and two days at my uncle, s pIace. ,He
drove me to souris. rt \^ras my ne$/ boss's place.
The next morning I started work. (#ff) -

Describe for me in detail, exactly how you went, about teavingthe colony?

ft's such a long story.
I

That's okay. Did you leave aLone?

Yes, welL someone picked me up. I would have toget a job before anything else. I didn,t want totake a chance leaving without one. you don,t know
where your money is going to come from. So, there
were 3 phones on the colony, and they were all
connected, so at all times there could have been
someone listening. people had a bad habit oflistening in to other people,s phone cal1s, but for. some reason there \^¡as a phone in the teacher, s
room. The room was usually locked, and the school
was usually locked. That week the school was open
and f found a littLe pick key that got into Lfre
teacher's room 1ock, so I got a hold of that phone
and I phoned to the city. I was looking through thepaper for jobs. Nobody listened ín that whole
week. ft was still connect,ed to the other phones,
but it was a Iittle more private than the one inthe kitchen and in the minister,s house. Nobody
listened in which is quite amazing, and getting iñ
was quite amazing, too. I believã.no* tñat it was
a supernatural act of God.

Then f had. to Èhink of how I would get to the cíty. and where I woul-d stay. There was tñis lady on thä
colony who knew I wanted to 1eave. She had
actually left the colony, wÍt,h her boyfriend, and
had married outside of the colony and after they
had their first child they came båck. She knew all
about what I was going through and she offered herheIp, She said, that she had a sister in the City
of lVinnipeg who would be happy to take me in until
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I found a job, so she gfave me her number and fcall-ed. Her name is M. and I called her up and shesaid, sure she'Il make sure that she's home when Iget there. f made plans for the Sunday which was
actually the Sunday before the Monday of my cook
week. I said, yoü know, frll_ try to be there
Sunday, and then, weII how am I going to get to
tÞ" city? I knew this fel_l_ow who worÉed náybe 5
minutes from the colony on a dairy farm. I cãttea
S. and I said, yoü know, are you working next
Sunday, and he said, ttno lrm notil. That was the day
I'd have to leave. f told hin v¡here to pick me up,
at 4!00 in the afternoon, which would be the tine
when everybody hras taking their afternoon naps.
Sunday j-s sort of a Lazy day. And then you hávegot to think about your clothes. you're nót going
to wear your Hutterite clothes. So, I cal_led the
Iady who I had cleaned her house for, and told herthat lrm coming and she said she $¡as going to get
her daughter to phone all her friends and get sóme
cl-othes together and then she said her daughter
would bring the clothes over to the colony. ÃfterI hung up the phone, I said oh, wait a miñute whatif someone sees this. But she only lived. maybe ashort distance from the colony, so what I did is, fgot this little girl's 3 wheeler. It wasn'tlicensed and I didn't have a licence, but I tookit, I phoned her [neighbour]. I said, you know,I'11 come and pick it up. f don't want her to cometo the colony, itrs taking too big of a chancer soI went and picked up the clothes myself...

You brought the clothes back, and where ôid you put then?

f hid them. r had this little office that I used,this vacant old house...and so I hid it in that
house. Then one night they hrere threshing. They
$/ere on the fields, and it was pretty darlr. There
h¡ere no stars out, so I used that opportunity topack up my stuff.. My twin sister helped me get rnystuff out, pass it out the window to me and Í thenput it in this tittle play house...I hid it inthere.

sunday morning r hras supposed to get up and washdishes at the kitchen but my mom knew thãt r had ahard time _getting up on sundaysr so the day beforeshe offered to wash dishes for me. so then arr rdid in !h" morning is watched until I sahr myparents leave the house and go to the kitchen.After everyone yas gone I picked up ny clothes,took them back into a field of corn, nia them in
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the corn and came back. Then went for a shower and
went to church for the rast time. r remember church
hras over in a fl-ash because my rnind wasn't there.
tIl went for lunch and after lunch at l_:OO ny twinsister and my friend went for a walk back to thecorn. lvhen T¡/e r^/ere rounding the trees to get to the
corn v¡e could see, on the dirt road a car coming.
$ie coul_d just see the dust, and. it hras like suchperfect tining, just as hre v/ere round.ing the
corner.

Did they kno¡r you were leaving?

Yeah, I told these 2 people. So they walked me
back and we saíd our good-byes and theñ r remembergetting into the car and we r¡rere on our vray. . .

IÍhere did you stay?

To M's. I stayed at her house. I still didn't
have a job, but I hras very confident that I wouldfind one. Maybe the first br second day of stayingat Mrs. house, a family ínvited me to come to tñeii
house and babysit for thern. I wouldn't have tostart until a r¡reek raterr so r stirr had a week toget used to going around before f startedworking... Ge¡

The minor changes in pran included such things as being
driven Lo a destination instead of taking the bus, or one

individual getting caught while a colony member was driving
hirn to a non-Hutterite neighbour or making arrangements to
secretly phone someone at a specified time in order to clarify
the tine of departure and finding that the person had already
snuck onto the colony. These changes are so minor that these
cases may be considered to have gone according to pran.

However, in one instance the defector did not leave according
to plan. she had made arrangements for an ex-Hutterite friend
to pick her up, had a job waiting for her, and had planned to
stay at her friend's home in winnipeg. when she told her dad
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hethat she was leaving

would makeialternate

he told her to cancel her plans and

arrangements:

...when f told my dad that I was leaving he told meto change.those pIans. He said if you are leaving,
then we will help you. We wiII take you somewhere.
So they took me to ny unclers place and I livedthere for 3 months and f .got a babysitting job andthat's where I 1ived until f moved to wiñnipeg in
March. Gß)
Although it vras not made easy by corony members, 2

farnilies who left from separate coronies hrere abre to take
most of theír possessions, which included crothing, personal

items, linens, and furniture. one woman whose fanily herped

her leave packed her a suitcase with clothes, linens, croth,
and other necessities. However, all others left with few

clothes, some personal belongings and necessities which were

packed in suitcases, small bags, boxes, or plastic bags. some

left with amounts of money ranging from g5.oo to gl_o0.oo. one

woman said, tt!{e'd sell quirts, hy mom and r wourd go to town,

my mom would give me a couple of dorlars. rt added up after
a while. rr rn response to asking what they took along, several
defectors had sinilar replies:

werl, rike rnogt any other person that's leavingfrom a Hutterite corony, r guess just the barenecessities and cl0thes, shoeð. As little as youcan, and as much as you can...I had $S.oo. (#tøj
well' r took the kind of crothes that r knew rcould r¡rear. r had been srowry putting away a fewclothes that I knew I would be wearing. And, Iguess, just other necessities that r knew r woulaneed, like cosmetics and stuff rike that, just thenecessities. (#fS¡
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Not too much. Just a little box of clothes and a
few shirts and few pants and socks. Just a little
box, that's it.. of my o\^rn, I had gl_j_.oo and I
borrowed $30.00 or 940.00 from my brother. (#z¡

...I was lucky. Norrnally you walked off there with
the cl-othes yourre wearing on your back. I \^/as
Iucky. I knew I was going, so I had this overnight
case where I packed a few articl_es like
underwear... Ga¡

Fourteen defectors made arrangements to stay at the homes

of ex-Hutterite fanily or friends. Seven found accornmodatíon

with non-Hutterite friends. one farnily moved into an

apartment while l- man slept on a bus untir he arrived at his
employment in ontario. Most of those interviewed waited a
couple of days to a few months before moving out of their
original accommodation and into different accommodations which

often incruded rive-in jobs such as babysittíng, farn hand, or
nursing aid.

out of zg cases, t7 did not experience any negative
reactions from ex or non-Hutterite farnily or friends. several
fert that ttbasicarry there wasnrt much they could do. r The

well thought out plans of rnost to rrleave on the slyrr or nhrhen

it's darkrr, protected them from encountering family or friends
who night try to persuade them not to leave. one $¡oman hras

warned by other ex-Hutterites not to telr anyone where she was

staying so that no one wourd be abre to contact her and

persuade her to come back. The folrowing descriptions
illustrate the emotional reactions of a few colony members:

There r¡ras shock and surprise. They didnrt think r
would go, even though this had been going over in
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my head for years. Itd been turning it over, Ird
been thinking about this. It never occurred to
anybody else that f hras going to go because I
seemed too happy there. I seemed content. I had a
brand new tractor, I had a brand new swather, and I
had a band ne\lr seeder. AII these things, to a
young Hutterite are very irnportant things. Their
Iífe revolves around the farm and the implements,
and they didnrt think Ird 1eave because I had aIIthis stuff. In their eyes, I had it made. (#]-]-¡

They v/ere aII very shocked. They thought I was the
last person that would go, because I was always soquiet and not talking, Iike not outgoing or
anything like that... (#zz¡

They probably thought rrf told you soil because they
expected me to leave. Most everybody expected it.
They \^/ere not too surprised at alI. (#tS¡

Vtell, basically I imagine there was a few days ofsilence. Nobody said much about it, everybod! wasjust stunned saying tthey another oneil. After Lhat,they gradually get used to ít and start talking
about it, and get used to whatever has taken place.
(#:-ø¡

The remaining i-l- defectors experienced some form of
persuasive reactions from colony members. The folrowing
excerpts illustrate these reactions:

...we hrere hounded tbyl our friends. There ü/as
always somebody there from the Hutterite colony...
(#z ¡

...I was ly=t getting established in my job [when]my favourite uncler âr ord conservative-HutÈerite
and his wife, came to visit ne in Winkler. I hrasoverjoyed to see them, I $ras so happy. He canrthelp himself, he scolds and scolds, -b-ul when he'sthrough scording for the first 15 or 20 minutes hesettles down...he was .very hurt, there !üas genuinehurt there, and he said 'terr us what do yõu wantin this wicked world?'r r tried to explain Ëut theydidn't unde-rstand ny experience, ãnd they leftdisappointed... (#z+¡

They found out somehow. I told one too manypeople, and they found out the day before that I
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yas going to leave. They were watching. Becauseit,s such a close knit family there, tñey always
know where you are at every rnoment of evãry d.y.If you go off the property you have to tetf
somebody so they always know where you are. Ifyou're not at the dinner tabte in the Èitchen, they
l.roy. you're gone. Theyrre always, always, alwayãlooking out for each other. ftrJ very aí-tticutt Êosneak ar¡ray for g coupre of hours wittrout beingnoticedr so I figured I'd be smart and make itreally easy and jult go to town r,¡ith one of myfriends. He $ras going to go to town to do somebusiness and r '¡ras going to go arong with him,bring ny suitcase and just go on thé bus. fheyfound out. They hrere watching hê, and f didnrL
know it. lrle were going to go tó town the next day.
$Ie made an excuse to get parts and we went. ¡tetook a colony vehicle, you see, you have to ask fora vehicl-e from the boss. ft happened to be thatthe colony boss is his dad. He wal watching us ar1day to see what we v¡ere doing, and when I got intothe pick-up truck_ he .was parÈed behind a õturnp oftrees sitting an+ waiting in the van watchin| usgo. I took my suitcase and I put it on the baci< ofthe truck and that was his key that I was leaving.He knew that, because you donrt go av¡ay for acouple of hours with a suitcase ana so he cameafter me, stopped us about 2 mires from the corony
and he came up to my door. He opened the door anãgrabbed me, roughly. by the shirt èoltar and draggedme out of the vehicle and said, rryou're stayínghererr and I said, rno f rm not.il f rías, at Lnaúpoint, very deternined and very angry. No way am Istaying. He. said, rif youte Ço1n9 to Leave,yogtre.going to walk.r' Because ít was his dad, håtold his son to just go. He said, .leave nim nårã,you go to town_a_nd do your business, hers staying
here. rr so he did and 2 seconds bef ore he reftl rnífrj-end and his dad went back to his van, I tolãhim, rrphone the neighbours, f ' lI be at theneighbours.rr r tord him which neighbour it was andthat to phone. ff I'm not therè in 20 minutes,
tl.ren forget about me, and f said to him, buy a buåticket. f carríed lrny bag] home. fhis i; abouthalf a mile. r had reft a note on my bed and tord
my \mom that I hras leaving. f came home and thewhole farnily is. gathered in ny bedroom crying. Iwalked in on this and they go, rwhat happeied?n Ididn't tel_t them. I aián;t. so fucfiïy it ,"=coffee time. My brother was home with the tractorfrom field work, so after coffee f just told nymom, f said, rrI tm leaving today. n I took ¡ni
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suitcase and my brother took me to the neighbour.
Ge¡

The kinds of feeJ-ings that followed the final decision to
exit did not forl-ow a particular pattern among the
interviewees but covered a wide range of emotions incruding
guirt, apprehension, loss, determination, excitement, and

relief:

Very nervous, and in a way sad too, thinking of myfolksr I'nr hurting them most. I $¡as alwaysthinking, how v/as f ever going to face my dadagain? T always got along much better with my dadthan I did with my mom. I don't know why? t was atomboy, I guess, and f always fwent] down to the
blacksmith t¿ith rny dad and I kept thinking, how amI ever going to face my dad again? That was thehardest part, v/as my dad, because I $/as neverreally close to my sisters, not as close as I r,rrasto my brothers. I don't know why that was, but fkept thinking, dad, ís he ever going to talÈ to meagain? I felt sorry that I wãs hurting mom anddad. I knew it hurt them. They're so useã to thatkind of life. I guess you coulã say itrs sort of a
shame to parents when their kids leave. They [see]how all the other parents feer when theirs ãre alIthere and you sort of feer ashamed that some oftheirs are gone. I guess the worst part aboutleaving was hurting rnom and dad. eut, ì guess tIhavel to live my ori/n 1ife... (#t¡
It didnrt bother my conscience at all. . .I lrasexcited about leaving, about the challenge... (#J.i-¡

r fert rerieved. rt had been on my rnind for so manyyears and I didnrt know how I vras going to do iËand when and how and wherer so obviousÍy it is arelief ...so f felt free. I felt relieved. Grc¡
. . .I v/as c1Ip in my heart and I knew I \,ras doingthe right thing. I hras a little apprehensive, butsort of wondering how things were going to go fromhere, but I was no longer frightenéd. t*z+¡-
f felt guilty, f mean f fett guilty not in a sensethat I would go to helI, but I fe1t like I wasbetraying some people. r atso fert rike there rå""
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people in the system who wanted to change it andmake it. more open. I had a strong sense ofbetraying those people. But some õt my bestfriends did stay and are staying, and. are riorking
for positive changes internally. I definitely feli,that I vras betraying them. f felt like f hrasbetraying, sort of, rny brothers and sisters who had
young children and who could have used the he1p. Asrole models, hrê hrere important'to them... GZä¡

rn the course of interviewing defectors, it v/as

discovered that 2 of them had previously reft the colony and

returned. one was a man who was a conscientious objector
during !{orld Irtrar rr. The Hutterites, being pacifists, s/ere

allowed to take part in alt,ernate war work on a government

farm 30 miles from his home colony. He wourd visit his corony
every 3 weeks but on those sundays when he was ar¡¡ay from his
colony he wourd attend outsíde churches and listen to
religious programs on the radio. He ristened to Mr. Herbert
vü. Armstrong and he ordered rerigious riterature as welr
taking the Armstrong correspondence course in religious
studies. He returned to his colony after the war and remained

there until i,966 when he left because of religious doubts. He

has been ahray from the colony for 26 years and has no

intention of returning.

The other serÍal defector, a v/oman, left the colony when

she was approximately 18 years oId. Her farniry was friendly
with non-Hutterite christians and she was infruenced by their
rerigious beliefs. However, her parents pressured her to
return to the colony. After 3 years on the out,side she
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returned to the colony arong with her siblings who had also
defected. 'she remained on the corony for 3 years untir she

was pressured to become baptized. She said:

...when I was gone for 3 years I was baptized in aBaptist church. when r returned they wánted me to
.be baptized. I was 24 at the time, =o they wanted
me to be baptized. There r,r/as pressure on, andgetting baptized in the colony, yol became a memberof the colony, and at that time I wasnrt ready to
become a member. r vras stirl questioning thetradition, a,Iot of the traditionJ, and f wãsnrt
prepared t or vrasntt ready t oy hadn't quite acceptedit, yet. I didn't feel tnat I shoul_ã have t; berebaptized, just to become a member. (#Zø¡

she has lived on the outside for over l-5 years and has no

intention of returning to the colony.

TABIJE 3

SUIIÍI.ÍãRY OF TYPES oF TURNr¡IG PoINI[s

some respondents indicated more than one type of turningpoint. Each time a turning point was neri€ioned it wasrecorded.
Ebaugh.suggests there are two types of specific events:significant and symbolic. She refers to èymbolic evãntsas those that are Itrelatively insignificant, eventsr.(Ebaug!, 19Bg zL2s) rn this study respóndents experiencedonly significant events. ¡¡o onè exierienced a symboricevent.

FREQUENCY:t

Specific events **

Last straw

Time rêtated factors

Either/or alternatives

**
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In considering the third stage of the role-exit process,

the turning point, Ebaugh's model generarry fits the Hutterite
experience. There seems to be a ripe time to make the final
decision to exit. rn arI cases, this ripe time T¡ras

accompanied by turning points which v¡ere triggered by some

situation or event. l,Ihile Ebaugh,s 5 types of turníng points,
specific events, the last straw, time-related factors,
excuses, and either/or alternative, can be applied to the
Hutterite experience, they are not aIr incrusive and more than

one can be identified in many of the turning point
experiences.

The actuar decision to reave the corony occurred during
a time when the member was ripe to leave. An event such as

the decision to be baptized or a personality confrict with an

authoritarian Hutterite leader took place and rnotivated the
member to nobirize his or her resources. rndividuals needed

transportation off the colony, housing, and financal support,.

After leaving the corony and going through some initiat
transitions, a Hutterite defector is faced with the task of
making permanent changes to adjust to the defector role. This
adjustment occurs during the final stage of the rore-exit
process, creating and adapting to the ex-roIe.

CREATING AI{D ADAPTTNG TO THE EX-ROIJE

The final stage of the role-exit, process invorves
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creating and adapting to the new rore. creating and adapting

to a new role identity invorves a struggre between the
normative expectations and obligations from the previous role
and those for the current rore. one's previous identity
becomes incorporated into the present identity. rndividual_s

who exit carry the trbaggaget from the previous role.
Moreover, the process of transformation is difficult for the
individuar since signif icant others usuarly vier¡r the
individual in terms of the exiter's previous ídentity.
Exiters experience a lot of tension as they try to play down

and detach themserves frorn their ord rore. A goal of the
exiter is not to be thought of as an texr and in order not to
be identified as one, Ebaugh suggests that there are 6 major

areas of adjustment:

L. Presentation of SeIf: Cuinq Behavior

rn order to signar to others that a change has taken
place, exiters present outward slnnbolic cues to indicate a new

identity. cues such as different dress, habits or manners are
presented.to others so'that they wilr hopefurry be ar,üare of
and react to the new identity.
2. Social Reaction

As individuats present themselves as members of a neq¡

role, people begin to react to them differently than before
the exit. There are 2 types of exits. Those that carry
stigma and those that are inst.itutionarized in terms of
expected behavious. rnst,ítutionarized exits, such as
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widowhood, follow a pattern of guiderines, procedures, or
models, to úerp the transforrnation from one rore to another,

while some exits, such as a sex change, are created and

developed as the individual moves arong without crear
guidelines, moders, and precedents to forrow. rn addition,
there are also those rore-exits that are sociarly desirabre,
such as prostitute to ex-prostitute, and those which are

undesirabre, such as a sex change, and carry a stigrna and

associated negative social sanctions. The exiterts
presentation of sel-f together with society's reaction to the
creation and adaptation of the nehr role makes it easy or
difficurt for the individuar. positive or negative social
reactions from others determines how welI the individual wili-
cope with the nev¡ rore. rn addition, labelring an exiter can

conjure up positive or negative sociar reactions. For example,

an ex-con conjures up images of being dangerous,

untrustworthy, and mean. Labels tend to stereotype
individuals, and exiters have to cope and deal with these
images of their previous role.
3. fntimacies

rntimate.relationships in the area of friendships and

sexuality is often a social challenge for individuals in a nerr

role. For exampre, divorcees and ex-nuns may be faced with a

set of changed or unfamiliar social expectations, norms, and

values with regard to dating or friendship.
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4. Shifting Friendship Networks

Exiting a role often results in teaving behind previous

friends and establ-ishing new friendship patterns. Exiters
most often experience a role exit that involves some changes

in the people they value and with whom they associate as

friends.

5. Relatinq to Group Members and Other Exes

According to Ebaugh, exiters have a unique characteristic
in that they once shared a role identity with others who are

still part of the previous role as well as sharing a role
identity with cohorts or aggregates of other exes who have

left the previous group. Therefore, exes are placed in the

position of relating to both groups.

6. Role Residual

RoIe residual is also known as rrhangover identitytt, that
is, some aspects of self-identity from a previous role may

remain with the individual. Some individuals are better able

to rrshake offrr their ident,ification from a previous rore than

others and are abre to leave the role wíth rittle tcontinued

identitytt, whire others experience difficulty detaching

themselves from previous roles.
According to Ebaugh/s analysis, those exiting semi-

professionar or professional roles tend to have more rore
residuar than non-professionars. Moreover, individuals who

leave a rore centrar to their identity experience some role
residual. Those individuars are not onry aware of their
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former role but carry aspects of that role with their new role
identity. Ebaugh suggests that the more personal involvement,

commitment, and self-identity an indivídual had in a former

role, the more residual will exhibit itself in the current

identity. Role residual can be a constant attribute as in the

case of ex-alcoholics, or it. can be expressed in particular
circumstances that may trigger a memory of a previous role
such as an ex-football coach watching a giame, ot it may

manifest itself in dreams. In her analysis, Ebaugh discovered

that exiters, hrho successfully coped hrith these above 6

challenges, vrere better able to adjust to the new role.

TIIE HUTTERITE EXPERIENCE APPT,IED TO CREATING
ÀND ADAPTING TO THE EX-ROI,E

As noted above, Ebaugh suggests that there are 6 major

-areas that exes must,adjust to in order to deemphasize their
previous role. Four of them, presentation of self, social
reactions, relating to group members and other exes, and. role
residual, proved to be readily applicable to Hutterite
defectors, but the remaining 2 required some modification, as

will be demonstrated below.

1. Presentation of Self: Cuino Behavior

For the defectors in this sample, the issue of the
presentation of the self by means of external cues such as

clothing, make-up or hair is not as dramatic as in Ebaughts

examples of ex-nuns and transsexuals who were anxious and
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concerned about how they were going to present themselves to
other people. This lack of interest may be due to thbir
socialization process of deemphasizing material goods.

However, for hromen, taking off their head cover, for example,

did have a syrnbolic importance as a way of cuing theír
defector status. A hroman described her departure from the

colony:

...So they walked me back and we said our good-byes
and then I remember getting in the car and we r¡rere
on our way and I remembered oh, I still have my
scarf . I should have given it to rny twin sister.
!{e werentt gone very far, so I told S. to back up
and I gave my scarf to K. because I wouldn't needir. Ge¡

Three of the women interviewed feel more comfortabre and

prefer their Hutterite style of clothing (e.g., full skirts
and dresses, etc. ) . Moreover, they do not have the extra
money to spend on clothing. This is werl illustrated by one

hroman:

...Itm having a hard tine movíng away from the
Hutteríte clothes, two reasons, they're very
comfortable, and as a student f just sirnply don't
have the money to go out and buy clothes... ffZa¡
Money is also a concern for those women who liked to r¡rear

outsÍde clothing, such as skirts, T-shirts, or pants. one

woman $ras especiarry happy with outside crothing since she

rrhated that outfit,. fr Another woman said:

I buy the clothes when they are on sale. I never
buy expensive clothes, and I vrear pants. I don't
always wear a dress. Always on the colony you had
to wear a dress. (#1-O¡

The women ínterviewed do not seem to be concerned about
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cuing to others that they r¡¡ere no longer Hutteritês, 
, 
rattrer

their goaÌ is to adjust to, and learn about, outside

appearance. One r¡¡oman said:

I hras happy with the city clothing but your money
goes very fast and you can't afford to buy what you
want. At first I didn't know how I wanted to dress.
I went on just sort of a jeans and t-shirts
type...I didn't know how to dress and the problem
of coordinating your clothes and how to style your
hair, all that. You have to learn that, like a
baby. You have to learn that aII over again. ffe¡

Un1ike the females who all teft colonies where the

traditional female costume lras mandatory, the males came from

colonies where it was not necessary to ï¡rear the traditional
male dress of black pants and black hat since blue jeans rârere

an option. As a result, the men's transition with clothing is
not as dramatic. Hotrever, as one man indícated, there is a

difference i-n the type of clothing he wears on the outside,

namely, he could wear anything, even t-shirts with writing and

pictures.

Being socialized on the colony to believe that material
things are not 'important may be the reason that outward

appearance wÍth clothing and hairstyre is not a major factor
in the presentation of serf to others. changes in retigious
habits, orr the other hand, is an important area of cuing to
others that a role change has been made. studying a different
bible, attending different churches, and attending services
once a week rather than everyday as they did on the corony are

hrays of indicating to others that a change has been made from
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Hutterite to outside religious beliefs.

2. Social Reaction

a) Colony Members

As Ebaugh suggests, the social reactions of others is an

important dynarnic for an ex to move into an ex-role. Fron the

point of view of colony rnembers, it is not considered socially
desirable to leave the colony. Not only is it the expectation

that one remain on the colony for life, but those that leave

are considered a threat to the comrnunal way of life. As a

result, the rules and regulations that apply to those that
have left, and those who wish to visit the colony are quite
specific. One must caII and obtain advance permission to
visit the colony from the pastor:

Yeah, I have to phone., make an appointment, the
pastor has the option of sayíng no. He can say no
if he wants to...hets never said no and ltve never
given him a reason to say no...they put that rule
in because a tot of young people that leave the
colony just go halnrire. - -Thäy take the total
opposite life of what they've been taught and
trained. Thelr go to bars, they start dfinking,
they start smoking, all sorts of things that the
colony looks at that they rÀrere taught and trained
is wrong. They just let thenselves go and indutge
in whatever they feel like and that's one of the
reasons they made that rule because the kids would
bring stuf f home. They'd bring horne their
cigarettes and their ex-girlfriends, and their
girl-friends and their TVts and their VCR's. Theytd
bring a lot of stuff home to the colony that the
colony does not approve of and smoke in their
parentst houses. ftts something that you dontt do
on the colony. And then they made a rule and said
vrell, if guys are going to come home with aII this
stuff you have to let the pastor know if youtre
here so he can rule, govern, watch and just see
that things don't get out of hand. (#S¡
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Another man expressed his difficulty in calling for
permission to visit his coJ-ony:

. ..Vte go there, but the men higher up they make it.
harder every time you have to phone. They want to
know whots corning and how many and how Iong. you
know you have to ansv/er those questions. I told
the farnily I,m not phoning an)rmore. If you guys
want to go, you phone yourself and IrIt go, I'II
come along. That's it. (#Z¡

This difficult and uncomfortable procedure of seeking

permission to visit a colony may make it easier for defectors

to be more successful in deernphasizing their past identity.
Being able to vísit a colony as often and for as rong as an ex

wishes could prolong the adjustment process. However, only 3

defectors do not visit their ohrn corony other coronies. one

has no tirne but wourd like to visit, one has no desire to
visit any colony, and the third is in contact wíth corony

members by phone. vthile very few do not visit coronies, rnost

others visit rrvery rarelyrf , once per year, ot iloccasionarryil,

every few months. However, defectors are often in contact

with their farnily by phone or through visits in the city.
colony visits are often a result of a speciar occasion such as

a wedding or a funeral. contact with colony mernbers centers

around parents, in-laws, and siblings and thus refrects the

specific desire to maintain farnily ties rather then generar

colony ties. one woman who has not been to her ilhome placerr

for over a year said:

...In fact I don't have much of a desire to go
there because your thinking has changed, your
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frorninterests have changed. Theirs are different
yours. How can you even comrnunicate? (#l¡
b) Non-Hutterites

Nineteen of those interviewed did not experience any

negative social reactions from non-Hutterites who know that
they are ex-Hutterites. It does not change their
relationships and in fact, they feel accepted:

WeII, first of aII Irve tried vrith my work ethics
and to be myself, to show that Irm not any
different from them. That works out fine. So far
I,ve been accepted 100å. (#1-ø¡

One woman said she does not know any non-Hutterites and

another said non-Hutterites do not know that she is a

defector. Four interviewees feel that non-Hutterites who know

that thgy are defectors negatively affects their
relationships. This was well-irrustrated by the forrowing
responses:

Lots of people donrt have a very good opinion of
the Hutterites. So, yoü donrt really try and make
it a known factor when you meet somebody new, you
don't teII them that youtre a Hutterite because you
can see a change in their attitude pretty weII
right away. They 'seem to think yourre dumb, Iike
you don't knov¡ anything, and that's not right.
When you don't tell them youtre a Hutterite, youtre
okay. (#t¡

Some people witl be snotty about it, and it's not
worth it. Most people will be quite respectful.
Most people will be just curious, and ask questions
which I don't nind. Itrs just different for them.
flve been treated bad because I rnight have
mentioned being an ex-Hutterite. . .,tyou don't have
an education so why not just go in the kitchen you
dunb Hutrr and things like that. It's just rude.
There's a few insensitive people but most of them
are really nice. (#t+¡
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...I've never had any intention of hiding it, and I
know that's a big one for Hutterítes. I know some
Hutterites who have lived for years with people and
they've never mentioned that, but I have always
been extremely proud of it. Not that it's to my
credit, I mean, I didnrt choose to be born there.

- f've never hidden it and I've had a few negative
responses. . . rrOh, I bet you rnust be glad you
escapedrr. They're just ignorant remarks like that.
This assumption that everybody sleeps with
everybody on the colony, just stuff like that...but
overall I think I feel like I've been treated with
respect. GZe¡

One man, a carp"ttt"t, feels that non-Hutterites who know

that he is a defector positively affects his rerationships
with thern. To him, being raised gn a Hutterite colony conjures

up images to others of a rrgood workerrr and a ilversatile

worker. rl

Other than from the point of view of religious groups,

who may encourage those individuals who secretly attend

outside rerigious gatherings to reave the corony, there does

not appear to be any interest from the point of view of non-

Hutterites whether

colonies.

In addition

individuals leave or remain on the

to the reactions of non-Hutterite
indivíduals, a major consideration for defectors from

Hutterite colonies is their adjustment to a curtural
experience that is very different from the Hutterite way of
life. They have been prevíousry trained to rive in a communal

society based on 16th century Anabaptist traditions. They

then enter a worrd that has a new and different set of rules
and expectations. euestioning defectors on their rikes,
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disrikes, difficurties, and their general attitudes towards

themselves and life on the outside gives insight into how they

have adjusted to living in a society where they must rearn to
direct their own lives.

Learning to interact with outside people, handle money

and adjust to a nehr and different routine were the most

difficurt adjustments for L4 of those interviewed. The

forlowing exampres ilrustrate the difficulties in adjusting t,o

a ner¡r and dif f erent culture:
lrfell, just little things that I found strange at
first. I \nrould find it strange when neighbours who
Iive together on the same street, and. their houses
can be really close togetheÉ and they would be
sharing a lawn, you know, and one neigñbour would
cut hié grass on his side of the lawn. Even though
there Ì/üas no fence or anything, he woul_d still not
cross that ínvisible 1ine. It/s only a few more
feet, do your neighbour a favor. I find that
really strange. Maybe it's just because they are
city people. !{hen I meet someone and talk to them,
the next time I see them they wouldnrt know me.
Maybe they're just used to meeting new people all
the time, or maybe they're just shy. I ãon7t know
what it hras but I notice quite a bit that yourd
have to see them quite often and talk to them quite
often before they would acknowledge you. With me,
I would see someone and talk to them one time and
the next time f see them I'd go up and say tthi how
are you?,t (#8)

The most difficult adjustment was to adjust to the
social scene. I knew how to work, thatrs noproblem. Give mê something to do, and I'll do it.I guess taking care of myself is not a big deal,
cooking and doing laundry. .A,ny guy that movãs away
from his parents has to adjust a cãrtain amount. rthink the biggest one h¡as the social aspect andjust the getting used to the social 1ife of people
out here versus colony people. f çtuess sitting
down and .having a conversation with somebody
without being clued out as to what they're talking
about. That tüas a big thing for me. I l¡as clued
out to a lot of stuff, like whatrs going oD, who
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are the movie stars. These are things that people
talk about. I had no idea of television Àhows,
everyday stuff that people just take for granted.
I had no problem with work at all. The social
adjustment was basically how to act. How to behave
and interact with peopre which was vastly different
from colony life. f mean it's like a big family.
Imagine yourself in your own farníIy, yõu bÍckerwith each other or yourre not real- niõe to eachother all the time. you get to know a person sointimately that you just forget to be nice. Iguess that was a rnajor adjustment, I learned all
these new and different things. I think lrve donewell in 4 years... (#S¡

There was a lot to know. I didnrt know [anything]about how to write a cheque and how to aeãt wiùn
money and I had language problems...ny spelling hrasnot good either. (#]-O¡

The most difficult adjustrnent, we11, to tell you
the truth, in the coloñy it was kind of the =y=L",where men do the field work and the work iñ the
barns and then went home and sat down and reraxed.
You didn't make the beds, you didn't have anythingto do with washing dis[res, thatrs considered
womenrs hrork, you didnrt touch it. I was kind of aspoiled brat. I came out of a system wherebasically everything hras done for me. Irrhen thebeII rang, f went to eat. Vühen I got up in the
morning to go to breakfast, my sisters wouta make
my bed - Tt d come home to coffee and the sandwiches
would be ready. r left and arr of a sudden who wasgoing to do my cooking, who was going to make mybed, who $¡as going to vacuum the floor. My place
hras a mess most of the time. That was sort of thebiggest adjustment, my cooking and all that stuff.r had to learn. r had to learn the hard hray. (#tl-¡
Adjusting to living in a socíety where they can no longer

depend on the corony for financial security and emotionar
support is the most difficult adjustment for j-o defectors.
This is how they expressed these concerns:

-..r know that my kids are by themserves sometimes.
Theytre alone sometimes and r know if lve hrere at
horne they wouldn't be. r keep thinking with theplant closing down and p. getting faiA off attímes. f keep thinking what ãre wã going to do?
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You have it in the back of your mind that you know
there i-s an alternative. f keep thinking if I was
at home, I wouldn't $¡orry where's my next meal
going to come from. Are we going to be able to
hang onto the house and things líke that. You don't
have to r¡rorry about money or about eating. Your
food is placed before you and you always have a
r,trarm bed. Those are things I know I,11 have to
hrorry about with my kids. Whereas, if I would have
them at home [i.e. on the colony] I wouldn't have
to worry. I can take care of myself. ft doesntt
bother me. But, for my kids, especiatly if you
have one that has special needs. If you have a
handicapped child that you know wil-I always be
dependent on you. At home I wouldnrt have any
hrorry about it.. .yet, it would be so hard to go
back, even knowing all of that. It would be so hard
for me to go back and try to readjust to aII that.
Being told you've got to dress like this, youtve
got to rrirear your hair one $ray.. . (#t¡

The most difficult adjustment was having to be my
own person. Having not have somebody there, like
not have 30 people around you that do things for
you. You have to make your ohrn decisions and
communicate with other people. Having to make up
my own mind, am I going to do this today? tun I
going to go out and look for a job? tun I going to
talk to this person?... (#+¡

One defector who would return to the colony if her

husband, âD ex-HuLterite, would return with her, has

difficulty adjusting to all aspects of life on the outside

while another defector has not found any diffÍculties in
adjusting to the outside. One h¡oman's most dif f icult
adjustnent is her lack of education but she hopes to become a

teacher. However, with the exception of one defector who would

like to return to the colony, aII others are reasonably secure

and comfortable Iiving on the outside. Their security depends

on maintaining their job, their friendship networks, and their
religious faith. Irlhile they do not express any desire to
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return to live on their colony, they do reflect on the

financial and emotional security that a colony provides:

...the insecurities, plans for retirement, get up
and work each day, five days a week. The
insecurity of not knowing whether frl1 have a job
and stuff like that. The colony is very
secure...youtre one of their own and they make sureyoutre taken care of as far as your physical needs
are concerned. Food and clothing and your basic
needs are basically taken care of. Therers no
questions asked. You always have a job, you always
have a good time... (#S¡

when asked to describe what their life is rike on the
outside, many expressed sirnilar interests. Both sexes enjoy

attending church at l-east once per week, listening to music,

reading religious pubrications, watching TV, and taking part
in recreationar sports, such as warking, biking, miniature
golf, rollerskating, and bowling. The males enjoy playing
hockey and basebaIl. The women enjoy hobbies, such as

knitting, crocheting, sewing and baking, while the men spend

their time on such things as cars and carpentry. one man is a

stamp corlector. other than church affiliatíons, they do not
belong to any other organizations. The best and most positive
part of their life on the outside is, in general, the freedom

of choice and, in particurar, the freedom to practise a

religion of their choice. After alr, it was the lack of this
freedom of choice that motivated them to leave the colony in
the first prace. The forrowing excerpts are il-Ìustrations of
the rarge najority of defectors who enjoy riving on the
outside because of their freedom of choice:

The good points, well it is basic freedom of
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choice. You aren't given much choice and much
freedon, which to me is the greatest thing you have
here. You're not going to realize the benefj_t
until you are actually locked into a situation like
that. The freedom of just going to church here or
not going to church here, you want to work here,
you work here, if you don't like this job you get
another job, you don't like this car, you don't
have to drive that car, you donrt have to go to
church every day. (#t1-¡

!{ell, the good is the freedom you have. Freedom to
practice the religion that f believe in. I am
going to a Pentecostal church nohr, and I guess
that's the best part, is the freedom I feel to live
the kind of religion that I believe in, that the
Bible teaches me. That is probably the best part
of it all. . . #rc¡
What's good about living outside the colony is the
freedom to make your own decisions, is the freedom
to choose ttrhich church you want to go to, which
social events you can attend and cannot... (#t+¡

. . . to come to a church r¡rhere I can open myself up
and praise God and praise God to the fullest"
There is no law of how I can do it. Just as thejoy wells up inside ne f can spread it out to my
God and there's nobody to say you can't lift your
headr you cantt do this, you can't do that. (#l-Z¡

...Iike the religion I used to have was more a
bondage type thing, it was based on rules and
tradition, nohr outside it,s more beautiful, itrs
more free. (#ZO¡

For defectors, living and adjusting to a new and

different culture resurted in personarity changes vrhich were

specificarry rerated to becoming more independent and serf-
reliant individuars. Most of those interviewed felt that they

had become more confident and decisive and less shy and tirnid
since riving on the outside. rn addition, 2 interviehrees said
they had become more tolerant and accepting toward the
rroutside worrd. rr one man fert that his attitude toward the
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outsÍde changed. He was taught to bel-ieve that a Hutterite
should rrbe not of the world t ot in the worldrr sj-nce the

outside world is considered to be evil. He did, hor^rever, begin
rrto realize that there are good people outside the colony.rl

These changes in beliefs may have occurred out of the

necessity to acquire the skills to cope in the outside world,

the opportunity to feel free to express thernselves as well as

the inner strength derived from a commitment to religion. one

person said he hopes he has changed, and another, a v/oman,

said she does not think she has changed, and except for the

woman who was depressed because she wourd like to return to
the colony, aII others experienced what they seem to view as

positive personality changes. They have the foll-owing to say

about how they have changed as a person since 1eaving the

colony:

I,m a lot more outgoing. Irm not scared to talk to
people. Itm not scared to tell_ people how I feel.
f've just become a Iot stronger. Irm able to stand
up for nyself now and that to me means a l-ot. GU¡
I think f've opened up more. Irve learned to
communicate more. I think I've got a long way to
go but that's the right direction. I guess f'm not
as withdrawn, I guess because I'm happíer. (#ZZ¡

...Yes ltve learned to stand on ny own two feet.
I'm still dependent on a few people for my ride but
Itve become more independent. Not as much as I
want to be but as time goes I'm gonna get there.
Nothing is done overnight. yes, I think I've
changed, very much. f'm not always happy to follow
somebody else in order to make something of life.
Step up and do sonething of your ohrn and beyourself. (#]-Z¡
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The biggest change, I rras not a true Christian on
the colony and now f am. I accept Jesus as my
saviour and he's changing me every day. (#l-ø¡

when asked specificalry if they had any second thoughts,

doubts, oE regrets about leaving the colony 23 responded that
they do not. The other 5 respondents expressed a variety of
reservations. Two individuars felt that when 'times are

toughrf, both emotionally and financiarry, they think about

colony rife, but they wourd never go back. one man who has

been gone from the corony for 6 years had second thoughts for
2 years after he l-eft but he is now adjusted to rife on the
outside. one \¡üoman said she does not have doubts but if her

farniry needed her she r,r¡ould return to the corony; however she

feers they want what is best for her and wourd not ask her to
return. The r¡¡oman who would return if her husband would

return with her has many regrets about reaving and feers that
she should never have reft. she misses everything about

colony life, including peopte, work, food, and financial
security. Another vroman regrets that she cannot give her
daughter the opportunity to be raised in a communal setting
where ttchildren can be children a lot rongerrf and where they
rrlearn how to work in the conmunity settingrr and rbelong by

working. rr There is no indication that any of those

interviewed wírl return to the colony, and arl but one seems

to be adjusting werr to the outside. However, an emotionar

overtone throughout the interviews suggests that they have a

longing for the financial and emotional benefits of corony
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3. Intimacies
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compromise their chosen

of the colony.

Ebaugh discovered that a primary area of social
adjustrnent for exes has to do vrith sexuality and intirnate
rerationships (Ebaugh, l-988: 1-63 ) . This adjustrnent may be

rerevant for ex-nuns and ex-príests, whose association with
the sexes v¡as infruenced by the nature of their religious
rores. while the socialization of Hutterites incrudes

restrictions on their sexual- conduct (e.q., no sexuar contact
before marriage), those defectors interviewed. did not reveal
any problems of adjustment to intimate rerationships.
Defectors, who are available for dating, tend to sociarize
with other defectors and ex-Hutterites who have the same

sexual expectations.

4. Shifting Friendship Networks

Ebaugh suggests that exiters usualry experience a change

in the people they value and with whom they associate as

friends (Ebaugh, 1989:t-68). rn the present study, defectors
interviewed tend to associate with other ex-corony members.

while they do have contact with non-Hutterites, through church

groups and the work pIace, the majority of their sociarizing
centres around other defectors and ex-Hutterites. of those

interviewed, no one indicated why they did not regularly
sociarize with non-Hutterites. This may be a result of their
sociarizat,ion process where they are taught not to trust
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outsiders. However, ar1 those interviewed are sociatly
involved with a netv¡ork of other defectors and ex-Hutterites
and they often get together at reast once per week. The

forlowing illustrates a typical example of their pattern of
socializ ing:

$le get together many tines because I have a lot offriends. lr7e get together at Thanksgíving and
Christmas dinners, sunmer potluck, picnlcs i; thepark, barbecues. lrle have a lot of fun playing
çtames. The boys get together and ptay hockey and
then we go to watch them. Alsor wê go to church, f
always see them there. There's actually a 1ot of
them qoing. I have a lot of friends and nieces...(#tz¡

Not only do defectors and ex-Hutterites from different
geographical areas of.the city sociarize but one hroman, a

bakery or^rner, ímplied that a sub-group of exes have basically
recolonized in a neighbourhood:

My life is still very communal. f think that's
something I carry and v¡iII always carry...like inthe morning when f go to the bakery therers
something that is such an o1d pattern f know. In a
way I feel like frve set up my life so it is verycommunal. My mom Lives with us so I have the
extended family. R. (her sister) is close by. Irmin very strong connectioh, two of ny niecés have
nor¡r grown up ?nd leftr so theyrre ín and out of myIife and Irm in and out of theirs. My best friendlL., is my cousin, who 1ives righÈ over there.
AIso, Itm part of an intentional church community.
One of the things we strongly encourage people todo is to move into the areaf so there's a þersonover there, ang a person over there. AIl arã part
of ny church life. #Za¡

5. Relating to Group Members and Other Exes

The defectors' rerationship toward those colony members

who intend to defect and need financiar, emproyment,

accommodation, and transportation assistance is very
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supporti-ve. concern and support is irrustrated by the
following excerpts:

r basically just took them away frorn there (colony)
and gave thern a ride to wheiever they wanted togg...just one guy I hetped fínancialiy a littlebit. . . tike when you want to leave the óoIony, yòukind of get anybody who wiII possibly come tå ô"tyou to come and get you. ,roh, yean f know tñis
9uy, IrlI phone hin, maybe he'Il comeil, things 1ikethat. you know, you help them. .. (#l-i,) '

some of them r didn't know personally before but
when r heard they wanted to reave, we1r, r arwayswanted to help someone. r don't think that ki;dof life is .good. r would just sooner help thern l_ivehere than in the corony because r know they couldbe happier out here. (#e¡

...sure I support them, I mean. especíally if theywere like myserf and were reaching-out for- a croserwalk wíth God. rf they're just interested incoming and having a good tine ãnd whooping it ul,if their varues are completery different or r knowthat they wouldnrt rea11y serve the Lord I Iwourdntt bother, r wouldn't encourage them verymuch... (#z+¡

r picked up one cousin from her corony and herpedher leave. she phoned rne and asked mã if r roi,tapick her up near stonewall, there's a corony there,and I helped her. She had a place to stù and Idrove her into !,rinnipeg and took her for coffee andgave her a bit of counse_I.ling. yeah, it's a longprocess for people to adjust. you need a rot otgupport just to get rid of- the insecuriti-es, tofind jobs, to get a ricence, learn how to open'bankaccounts. r did theír income tax. r took ã coursea while âgo, rast year and helped them do their
income tax. Just giving them rittie hints auoui-nãwto do things. Like how to apply for a job, g"t -.
resume' get a reference, get a referral. - Atr Lhes"things.r had to rearn. 1've herped a lot of ex-Hutterites. These general things itr.t they need ioget used to. Take them to a Uanf and say-go up to, the teller: _and Fay you'd like to open a Ëankaccount and deposit your cheque. r mean therers somany things that they neeá to rearn. you're
bombarded. your first year is difficult. co*"February and getting you-r licence oh man therersjust so much stuff to iemember. r had to learn ít
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by hook or crook and I asked ny friends to help
when I first came. How to do aII this stuff and
things like RRSP's and planning ahead and budgeting
ang handling money and just general everyday
things. (#s¡

6. Role Residual: Hangover Identity
Ebaugh suggests that a rnajor area in adapting to the

outside world invorves the degree of ilhangover identityr,, that
is, continued identity an individual carries from a previous

rore. Analysis of those interviewed shows that 22 think of
thernselves as ex-Hutterites. As one defector said:

Tough question. I think I will always be an ex-
Hutterite, no matter what. ftrs 1ike being an ex-'con. You never, ever escape. ftrs there, and Istruggle with it. I'm not insecure about it. frealize the value of thÍngs that ilve learned about
reality and tife in general and how Irve made it so
far and how people have responded to just theperson that I am and the person that f was raised
to be. I think that itrs a qua.lity being an ex-
Hutterite. It is not a bad thing and I toók at it
as being a good experience.. . (#S¡

The exceptions to identifying themsel-ves as ex-Hutterites
are 2 vromen who view themselves as Hutterites. one woman who

thinks of herserf as Hutterite wourd rike to return to the
colony if she could convince her hudband to return. The other
woman is not sure whether she wilr rernain on the outside or
return. Rore residual v/as evident for the ratter woman.

lrlhenever she had to pick up her paycheque she was reminded of
her previous role.

She commented:

...actually the hardest part for me was and stillis to pick up a paycheque. Every t,ime I pick up a
paycheque f feel I shouldn't have to do it. ILrs
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Ìrard for me to do it because I'm so used to having
work and not getting paid for it. I always wish Icould reach in somewhere and pick it up so nobody
sees me. Yeah, f still feel strange asking for my
paycheque every week. Even after l_1 years, I thinÈ
of it every time I have to pick it up. (#zs¡

Two men identified themselves as christian. one man who

carled himserf a reber tried in conjunction with his famiry to
practise evangelical christianity on the colony. However, he

and his family hrere told to either tive by the Hutterite $ray

of rife or to leave the colony. The other man v¡ho identified
hímserf as a christian reft the corony with his family when he

was 3 years old. The fanily returned to the colony when he

hras 10" He said:

I don't feel a real affiliation of closeness. fnever felt part of thern, put it that way. Maybe
because of the fact that r just joined thern wheñ rwas 10, that night have something to do with it.
Because I kind of felt 1ike I was just there for ashort while, and going to leave some day, you
know. (#1-1-¡

Two others thought of themserves as non-Hutterite.
However, whether they thought of thernselves as ex-Hutterites,
Hutterites, christians, or non-Hutterites an overwhelming
positive response to corony rife was expressed. Even those
that have left and do not have any intention of returning
still continue to look upon their previous corony rife with
nostalgia. rt is these remnants of continued identity that
indicat,e that role residual exits. This response to their
previous life courd be due to their previous socialization,
or the realízation, gained from rife outside the colony, that
there is much about corony rife that is positive. one man, who
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identified himself as a ChristÍan said:
You will get thoughts of going back because you areso used to it. Let's say 2 years or so after you
have left, you'Il know it was not a good way to
Iive but still you have these thoughts...going -back
there I wouldnrt have to do that, I wouldnrt have
to worry about that car payment. f could just go
fill up gas over at the tank, I wouldnrt have topay for it but those thoughts go al¡ray. . . (#1-ø¡

A woman, who thinks of herserf as a non-Hutterite, said
rr...f try to forget that lrve been a Hutterite.r However,

this same vroman had the folrowing to say about corony rife:
It's not so bad anymore. Like in the beginning
when I first left itrs hard to adjust becauseyou,re used to having your fanily around. hlhen youget a job then you're busy making new friends ãndthen you dontt miss them as much. lrfhen I left Icould come home and visit pretty well any time f
wanted to. They weren't that strict as they areno$r...the hardest tine for me that r can remèmber
was when the kids $/ere born. Like I know if I wasat home rtd have my mom there. she would take careof me for 6 weeks. I wouldnrt have to r,{orry and
here I come home with rny first baby, therers nobodythere to help me. f can hardly move and what do Ido with it? Mom isn/t there, the sisters arenrtthere to help. Tor keep thinking why did I ever get
myself into this...if I think abõut K.(her sãn)
being handicapped r think at home Íd never have to$rorry. Hetd always have sornebody there to take
care of hirn. r know that at home Íd never have toworry about that... (#t¡

A woman, who identified herserf as an ex-Hutterite,
expressed her fondness for col-ony rífe when she said:

...one of the things I miss the most is the lack of
cornmunity. r rearry miss conmunity and the doingthings together in large groups. I mean in oneinstance Ím working out in a garden where r spendhours and hours arone. I{hereas in a cotonf it
would be a.group of 15 _or 20 people they wouldïipeout that fierd in no tirne, like that sort of thin|,the sociarizing, the cooking together, the workingtogether, the playing together. (#Z+¡
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ïn summary, 4 of Ebaugh's 6 rnajor areas that defectors
must adjust to in order to deemphasize their previous identity
apply to Èhe experience of Hutterites: presentation of self,
sociar reactj-ons, relating to group memebers and other exes,

and rore residuar. The renaing 2 areas, intimacies and

shifting friendship networks, require modification.
rn presenting the self to the outside world, symbolic

cuing in retigious habits is evident among those intervier¿ed.
For exampre, attending church ress often than on the corony is
one of the symbolic cues that a change in religious beliefs
has occured. Regarding sociar reactions, defectors experience

negative reactions from colony members, positive reactions
from ex-Hutterites and generalry indifferenece from non-

Hutterites, other than positive reactions from ferlow non-

Hutterite church members. rn the area of relating to group

members and other exes, Hutterite defectors, like Ebaugh's

sampre, share an identity with both those of the previous role
and those in the new rore. Defectors rerate to both potental
defectors and those that have already left the colony. with
regard to role residual most defectors identified themselves

as rrex-Hutteritesrr which fits with Ebaugh's argument that when

a rore is centrar to an individuaUs identity exes wilr
experience rore residuar. concerning intimacies, defectors
tend to socialize with other defectors and ex-Hutterites, and.

unrike Ebaugh's sampre, do not indicate any difficutties in
estabrishing intinate rerationships. Again, unlike Ebaugh's
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study, defectors do not shift friendship networks, but tend to
associate with other defectors and ex-Hutterites. rn
general, defectors indicate that they have found successful
sorutions to the challenges of adjustment. However, their
challenges involve not onry deemphasízing their prevíous

identity but they have learned a very different rifestyle
compared to life on a colony.

CONCLUSTON REGâRDING THE FOUR STAGES

rn considering the first step of the role-exit process,

first doubts, Ebaugh's model generarly fits the Hutterite
experience. There T¡rere organizational and structural
conditions, changes in relationships as werl as specific
events which influenced the first doubts of those interviewed.
I{hile there were some exceptions, the majority of those
interviewed had doubts about the restrictive Hutt.erite
religion. rndividuars s/ere lookíng to the outside worrd for
freedom of choice concerning religion and general rifestyle.

hÏith regard to the second stage of the role-exit process,

seeking alternatives, Ebaugh's model generally fits the
Hutterite experience. Those considering leaving do take part
in a deliberate and systematic preparation for life on the
outside. They consider housing, employment, and religion as

werr as the ross of fanily and friends who are on the inside.
However, rore alternatives for Hutterites are limited compared

to Ebaùghts sampre of physicians, nuns, teachers, and other
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exes. Because of the restricted expectations of colony tife,
there really is no frexibility of choice if one remains ín the
colony: ej-ther the traditional Hutterite rules are follor¡red or
one leaves. Those that did try to find alternate rirays to cope

with their doubts and remain on the colony realized it was not
possible to have any options within the Hutterite system.

Also, unrike individuars on the outside who seek alternate
rores, the Hutterites have a narrower scope of viable rore
alternatives because of the rack of opportunity to further
their education and expand their job skilrs beyond what is
expected in the colony. social and financial support on the
outside is a major constraint when weighing and evaruating
life off the colony. rn the stage of seeking arternatives,
Hutterites in the process of leaving not only experience a

rational and intellectuar process but they also experience the
emotionar process of possible disengagement. The prospect of
leaving the colony and entering the outside worLd hras werr
summarized by the defector who said, ,pretty scary. r mean,

scary and exciting both, I mean ecstasy and agony. rl

rn considering the third stage of the rore-exit process,

the turning point, Ebaugh's moder generarly fits the Hutterite
experience. There seems to be a rrripe timer to make the final
decision to exit. rn all cases, this ripe time was

accompanied by turning points which hrere triggered by some

situation or event. I{hire Ebaugh's 5 types of turning points,
specific events, the last strahr, time-rerated factors, excuses
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excuses and either/or alternatives, can be applied to the
Hutterite experience, they are not alr incrusive and more than

one can be identified in many of the turning point
experiences.

The last stage of the rore-exit process, creating and

adapting ,t" the ex-role, applies to the Hutterite experience

in most instances. Like Ebaughts sample of ex-nuns, and ex-
poricemen, the Hutterite defector struggres with a number of
social and psychologicar processes. For example, they must

learn to deal with social reactions to their nerôr status,
relate to members that are stilr part of a former group, âs

werr as rerate to other exes and to shifting networks of
friends. There is, however, a fundamentar difference between

Ebaugh's sampre of exes and ex-Hutterites. unrike Ebaughrs

sampre, defectors have no previous experience other than that
of being a Hutterite. They have never experienced a previous

role. The exes Ín Ebaugh,s sample can return to serf-
identifers that vrere intact before their exit" For exampre,

before being a nun, policeman or physician an individuar was

not a nun, policeman or a physícian. A nun or policernan

enters into his or her rore change wíth more experience, whire
Hutterites approach the role change with less experience.

This, however, does not suggest that finding successful
solutions to any ex-role is not a charlenge in terms of
establishing the role change.
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CIIAPTER 6

ANÀrJYsrs oF THE DATA ÀND lfEDrATrNc RoLE-ExrT VARTABTJES

This chapter will discuss the mediating variabr-es of the

role-exit process and how these variables apply .to the

Hutterite experience. According to Ebaugh, the experience of
indivl.duals in each stage of the role-exit process can be

infruenced by l-l- variabres. rn chapter J-, the 4 stages and l,l-

variables of the role-exit process were outrined. rn chapter

5 the 4 stages hrere apptied to Hutterite defection. what

remains is to consider to what extent Ebaughrs 1j- rnediating

variables are applicable in the Hutterite context.

CENTRAI,ITY OF THE ROIJE

centraríty of the role refers to the sariency and

Ímportance of a given role to an individual/s self-identity
(Ebaugh, 1988 z2O3). According to Ebaugh:

rrSome roles serve to organize and prioritize a
sense of self. They are what hre caII ilmaster
rolesrr. Other roles that we have play a relatively
minor part in defining who we are. it is possiblé
to mové in and out of thes" minor roles wit-h littte
shift in our identity. On the other hand, when
individuals exit a master role, they usually
experience a radical transformation in seli
identity, a fact that makes the exit process a
major decision in life with repercussionJ in terrns
of adjustrnent and adaptation to a netr self rt

(Ebaugh, 1988:203).

Ebaugh goes on to state that while her study of role-exit
was limited to roles whích the índividuals considered central
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to their ídentity, she hypothesizes that the process
,characterizes alr role exits...and that the same variabl_es
wirl describe the process regardress of how central the rore
is to the exiterrr (Ebaugh, l_988:203).

The present study does not provide a test of this
hypothesis because the role of being a colony Hutterite is
certainly what Ebaugh refers to as a rmaster rore. in that it
plays a very major role in defining who they are.

VOIJT'NTARTNESS

voluntariness refers to the amount of choice an

individuar has in whether or not to leave a rore (Ebaugh,

l-988:203). Like the subjects in Ebaughrs, study, Hutterite
defectors are largery voluntary exiters even though some of
the respondents did report that they experienced pressures to
leave. Dissident Hutterites are occasionally exconmunicated

and forced to leave their coronies, but this did noÈ apply to
any of the defectors in our sample

REVERSTBrI.,TTY

Reversibility refers to whether or not an individuar has

the opportunity to return to the role he or she has reft.
Ebaugh suggests that reversibirity affects the role-exit
process in 7 v¡ays:

1. rrrrreversible roles tend to be centrar to anindividuaUs identity, that is, to be master roresthat organize and order other roles, whilereversibre role-exits are more comrnonry exits fromrores less central to identity that are not arr-
encompassingrr (Ebaugh, 1989:1g7) .

Ebaugh's basic hypothesis on the effects of reversibility
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do not apply in the case of Hutterite defection. Although this
hypothesis may be true for the irreversibre role of an ex-
mare, ex-female, ex-nun or ex-priest and the reversibre role
of a divorced or widowed person, ít. does not appty to
defectors. Being a Hutterite is indeed central to an

individuals identity, but a defect.or nevertheless has the
opportunity to return to the corony. The members are
socialized to understand their group as a ilGemeinschaftrl

this inplies a community of place, mind and spirit. !ühen

first doubts arise about their commitment to the Hutterite way

of life, individuals would be av/are of the consequences of
leavíng and then returning to the colony. similarl_y, when

colony members weigh the pros and cons of leaving the corony
they would be aware. of the rewards and costs of their present
situation. Although subject to specific rures and

expectations, a defector may return to the colony. rf a

Hutterite member wants to come back, he or she will have to
confess that what he or she has done is \,ürong, wirl have to
apologize to arl memb-ers, and in addition, witr have to give
to the colony arl worrdly possessions acquired on the outside.

rrBecause irreversible rore-exits tend to involvecentral identities and master roles tend to be theorganizing factor for rnultiple roles, irreversiblerore-exits tend to upset ana initiate change for anarray of rol-es. Reversible rore-exits tend morefrequently to be singre exits that are more easiryisorated from other aspects of an ind.ividuarr'slife" (Ebaugh, 19gB:187) .

above hypothesis does not appry to the case of potential

2.
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Hutterite defectors. since being a Hutterite is central to an

individual's identity, it is the master rore which organizes
and orders other roles. The a defector role is reversible but
ít does not involve a single exit, in that it does not seem

possibre to isolate the rol-e of being a Hutterite from other
aspects of the individual's rife. when doubting or
considering options to the Hutterite way of life the potential
defector wirr be a$rare that they will withdraw from the
physicar environment as welr as from the rights and

obrigations, rules and regulations of beronging to a corony.
withdrawing commitment to the Hutterite way of life
encompasses many roles for the potential defector. rt is not
a single rore-exit but rather a rnultíple role-exit. Defectors
leave rerigious, famiry, and work roles. Leaving a corony

will result ín many role changes.

3 - trrndividuars rnaking irreversíble role-exits t.end totake ronger to deriberate and weigh arr thearternatives because they realize that theirdecision is irrevocableil (Èbaugh, lgg8:187).
Again, the above hypothesis rerating to irreversible rore-
exits is contradictory to the reversibre rore-exit of a

Hutterite. No one interviewed reft the colony irnpursively or
spontaneously and, on the average, deliberated for several
years.

4. rrBecause of the far-reaching conseguences ofirreversibre rore-exits, iñaiviauarL *ãri'girreversibre rore-exits tend to be highly.r.r" ãrraconscious of the exiting whereas indiliaüars rnakingreversible rore-exits tend to be ress ahrare andless deliberate about the processrr (Ebaugh,
1988:187).
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The above hypothesis on the effects of reversibility
contradicts the ar¡/areness of leaving the colony during the

seeking alternatives stage of the role-exit process. When

seeking alternatives to the Hutterite vray of life a Hutterite
would be acutely avrare of the consequences of leaving the

colony and then returning. Not only do defectors know that
they have the opportunity to return to the colony under

certain conditions, they are also aware that if they leave

they will in most cases be encouraged to return. Therefore,

Ebaugh's hypothesis does not apply to those colony members

that are evaluating the possibility of defecting. She argues

that reversible roles are less central to an individualrs
identity then irreversible roles; reversible roles are not as

encompassing as irreversible roles and the decision to leave

a reversible role takes less time than the decision to leave

an irrevocable irreversible ro1e. Ebaugh views irreversible
roles as being a master role for the individual. Horr,rever,

her hypothesis does not apply to the case of Hutterites.
Being a member of a Hutterite colony is all-encompassing and

central to an individual's identity, but leaving the colony is
nevertheless reversible.

5. Itlndividuals making irreversible role exits tend to
participate in more role rehearsal and anticipatory
socialization than individuals making reversible
role exitsrr (Ebaugh l-988:1-87) .

Those individuals considering atternatives to the

Hutterite !Ì¡ay of rife do take part in rore rehearsar and

anticipatory socialization. They are ablg to privately try on
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outside clothes or secretly prepare for a nehr rerigion by

reading rerigious literature or listening to religious radio
programs. However, their partÍcipation in role rehearsal and

antícipatory socialization is influenced by the restrictive
opportunities of colony life and not by the reversibirity or
irreversibility of their role.
6. ttlndividuals nakíng irreversible role exits are

more like1y to actively set about reestablishing a
nevr identityr on exit, than individuals rnaking
reversible role exits who tend to be ress active iñ
reestablishing their identity" (Ebaugh, l-9BB:l-88) .

The present study supports the above hypothesis. Arl the
defectors intervíewed maintained affiriations with other
defectors and ex-Hutterites. Arl but one female defector did
not want to be identified as an ex-Hutterite, however, even

she still maintained close associations with other ex-
Hutterites and defectors. No one interviewed reveared they
would actuarly or purposefully seek to reestabrish their
identity.

7 - Itrndividuars who have made irreversibre role exitstend to have fewer regrets and doubts about theexit. This is due to the fact that suchindividuars have tended to be invorved in a ronger,
more deliberate process prior to the exit and álsoto the fact that cognitive díssonance operates
after the exit in such a h¡ay that these indiliduals
feer a greater need to justify the irrevocable
decisionrr (Ebaugh, 19BB:188) . -

The above hypothesis does not apply to the case of
defectors from Hutterite coronies. As previously stated, the
role of a defector is reversible. onry one vroman regrets
leaving and wourd return if her husband, an ex-Hutterite,

"'i.qÊ



\^/ould also return. The others, are adjusting to ]ife
outside even though they are aware that they rnay return
coÌony at any tine.
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DURATION

Duration refers to the rength of time it takes an

individuat to make a decision to leave a role. Ebaugh outlines
7 relationships and characteristics that are rerated to
duration.

1. rrrr'reversible rore exits are characterized by longer timespent in the deriberative staget (Ebaugh, tgge:rae¡.
The above hypothesis is not appricable to the case of
Hutterites since their role exit is reversible.
2- rrPositive sociar support facilitates the process ofrole-exiting, whereas negative reactioné halt orretard the process. positive support functions inthree hrays to facilitate role-exit. First there isreality testing, whereby significant others provide

assurance that there are problems in the current
role and that doubtíng concerning one's comrnitment
is justified. Second-, significa-nt others suggestalternatives which the individuar can begil toconsider seriousry as possible opportunlties.
Third, rnaking. a private problem public can changesociar dynamics for the individuar and provide
dif f erent def initions of eventsil (-nbaugh,
1988 : 188 )

Most Hutterite doubters who did not receive positive and

supportive reactions from others sought out those friends
and reratíves who had the same doubts. As a resurt of
seeking out only like ninded significant others, fehr

alternatives are suggested. The Hutterite vray of rife
does not allow for any alternatives or choices. Either

on

to
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members abide by the rules and expectations, ot they can

reave. Ebaugh's basic notion that positive public
support facilitates the process of rore-exiting nay appry

to Hutterites. However, her reverse notíon that negative
social reactions halt or retard the rol_e-exit process

does not necessariry appry to the Hutterite experience.
Negative reactions from others can arso reinforce the
doubting process and not arways halt it. For exampre,

one couple who publicly voiced their doubts about the
Hutterite r¡ray of life vrere soon ignored and shunned by

colony members. This negative response to their opinions
served to reinforce, rather than retard, their doubts and

they began their plans to leave the colony.

Making the pubJ-ic announcement to leave a role may

speed up the process of actuarly reaving. For example,

telling an ex-Hutteríte of plans to leave the colony may

resurt in securing a job in less tirne than it wourd take
to do from the corony. on the other hand, announcing the
decision to the vrrongi individuats may result in
persuasive measures to remain on the corony and

consequently retard the actual exit.
3. 'rExits in which individuals are ahrare and consciousof alternatives and consequences tend to extendover longer periods than those in which individuarsare less deliberaterf (Ebaugh 1989:188).

The above hypothesis applies to Hutterite d.efectors. As

a resurt of the outside worrd penetrating the coronies,
individuals begin to rearize there are alternatives to the
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Hutterite Tnray of lif e. Def ectors are aware of the
consequences of reaving. They abandon an emotionally and
financiarly secure lifestyre. Therefore, they do not reave
impursively but deriberate for severar years on thei-r exit.
4' rrExiters rh9 weigh arternatives carefully and gothrough a serf-conscious process of decisión måxing(a process that usuarly iakes time) tend to h.-r"fewer regrets after teaiing and to .âiu=c to án-'"x-status more easilyil (nbau-gh, fgeg:188).

The above hypothesis appries to the case of Hutterite
defectors. Arr those interviewed took part in a thorough and
sel-f-conscious decision naking process. vgith the exception of
one r¡roman who wourd return to the colony if her husband would
also return, alr others are successfurly adjusting to their
ex-status.

5. ttUp to a point, the longer the exit process, theeasier the adjustment afÈer exiting beèause rãngthof time is posirivelv associarea wltlãã"giàä'"rdeliberation; howevel, when deliberation extendsover many years, it is as though the same materialis revieweã and no new in=ig'ht= resurt. Thereseems tg. be a. rrripe'r tÍme for exiting 
"ft"J"àf fknown arternatives-and pros and "ár* are weighed.Frequently this rf ripenèssr corresponds to somesituation or event tñat triggãrË-in" decision andserves as a turning pointrr (nbaugh, j_9g8:189).

All those interviewed seemed to be experiencing an
ongoing process of adjusting. There was no indication that
the rength of time from first doubt to actuarly exiting
affected the adjustment process. rn addition, Ebaugh suggests
there is a rrrips' tine to exit and usuarry this ,'rips,, tirne
corresponds to some situation or event that triggers the
turning point. Arr the defectors interviewed v¡ere abre to
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identify particurar events or situations that triggered. their
decision to leave. Moreover, once the decision was final, the
duration between the decision and the actual exit was rapidry
moved along.

SINGIJE VERSUS !'IULTTPIJE EXITS

singre versus multiple exits refers to the fact that the
nature of one exit may be related to another exit.

frlrlhen an individuar begins doubting one role, especiallyif that role is centrar to his oi her iaentity, thesèdoubts often spread to other role involvementsfr lhUaugtr,1988:1_89).

rn the case of the Hutterites, this hypothesis is supported by

the data. lrlhen members begin doubting their religious rore,
a role centrar to their identity, they also reject a

commitment to other aspects of the Hutterite vray of life. The

rejection of Hutterite relÍgious beliefs is arso a rejection
of the group life itself. Being a Hutterite encompasses a
dedication to all the rore involvements of colony 1ife. lrrhen

seeking alternatives to the Hutterite hray of rife, indíviduals
took Ínto aicoùnt the advantages and disadvantages of several
roles simultaneously. part of the deriberation process
incrudes the ahrareness of the interreratedness of reaving
several roles. Those interviewed were preparing to leave
their rerigion, hrork, home, family and friendsr âs v¡ell as

emotional and financial security.
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TNDTVIDUAT VERSUS GROUP EXITS

rndividuar versus group exit refers to the notion that
individual-s can leave a particurar rol-e alone or
simurtaneously with others. hlith respect to the Hutterite
experience, this variabre affects first doubts, seeking
alternatives, and creating the ex-role.

Many of those interviewed discussed their doubts about

the Hutterite hray of rife with others who arso had doubts

abouL colony life. In these discussions individuals provided
understanding and support for each other. rn addition, being
a$rare of the success and experience of ex-Hutterites
influenced some to begin doubting the Hutterite way of rife.
I{hen asked if other ex-Hutterites were an impetus to begin
doubting, one woman said,

ftm surel yeahr yoü cantt escape that. A Iot of mycousins had leftr...there/s pèople who did thesethings...I think one of my regreLs is that I am aninf luence whether I want to be or not for Ìnynieces. you can't help it. ffZe¡
with regard to seeking arternatives, those that

experience the role-exit process along with others have the
opportunity to share ideas on the pros and cons of reaving the
corony, and this rnight well facilitate the deriberatíon
process. rn the case of those colony members who are
considering reaving the corony, the opportunity to see how ex-
Hutterites are coping helps in evaluating the advantages and

disadvantages of leaving corony rife. lr]hen asked if she

discussed the possibirity of leaving with anyone erse, one
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woman said, "r did talk to the ex-Hutterites. They told me it
vtas easy, and things would be okay, God would take care of
me. rr rn addition, those that are considering reaving at
approximately the same time know that they witr have

companionship and support on the outside.

Ebaugh suggests that as groups of indivíduars leave a

given role it becomes easier for society to accept such an

exit. fvith regard to the defectors'experience it is not
easier for Hutterite society to accept a singre defection than
ít is to accept a group defection. whíle the outside society
may be very accepting or indifferent to whether an individuat
or a group leave the colony or not, this ís not true of the
colony.

DEGREE OF CONTROTJ

Degree of contror refers to the idea that individuals
wanting to leave a rore do not operate in isoration but are
dependent on other institutions or peopre to faciritate the
process. This variabre has an irnpact on first doubts and

seeking alternatives.

Most colony members expect to remaín on the colony until
they die. rt is expected that they wilr never doubt the
Hutterite hray of rife. However, those interviewed hrere

exposed to arternate ways of riving as a resurt of roosening
colony structures which arrowed the outside worrd to
penetrate. A tight corony structure would not arrow for
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freedom of choice and there would be ress room for consci-ous
consÍderation of arternatives. Becorning a!üare of other
options through non-Hutterites, ex-Hutterites, and. the mass

media allows individuals to rearize that they do have some

control over their situation. Even though there is an

ar¡/areness of the possibility of reaving, there are some

restrictions which do not alrow for comprete control over the
process. For exampre, whire some of those intervievred were

conscious of their doubts and av/are of the possÍbirity of
leaving, their young age made. them dependent.. on theír
faniries. one defector said, rrr wanted to leave the corony
when r was 15 years, and my mom had to hold me back because r
was too young. t Hutterites have a degree of contror over
their commitment to the corony by delaying baptisrn. once they
become baptized their commitment to remain on the corony
becomes stronger. As one man said,

r probably wourd have stayed another year or so butit was the !i*g-..my cerÈain age wal ready to getbaptized and when you reave be-ing baptizeã...iÉ'sharder yet... (#z¡

During the stage of seeking and weighing arternatives,
potentionar defectors are dependent on supportive Hutterites,
ex-Hutterites, .ld often non-Hutterites in the decision making
process. Hutterites who l-eave wourd be basicarly destitute
without such support. Not onry are they prohibited from
removing anything from the corony, but everything belongs to
the community. potentiar defectors are very dependent on

others and, therefore, have a relatively low degree of control
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over several aspects of the decision rnaking process"

rt is in the third stage of the role-exit process, the
turning point, that individuals make a plan to leave their
existing role. As previousry stated, Hutterites making a plan
to reave a colony are basically destitute and consequently
depend on others to help them with transportation, housing,
emproyment or financial support. while they have a high
degree of control over the finar decision to leave, their
dependency on others for the necessities of survival resuLts
in a relatively row degree of contror over the final exit.

SOCIAL DESTRABIIJITY

social Desirabilíty refers to the degree of social
approvar or disapprovar of the exit. when seeking and

weighing arternatives to the Hutterite hray of life, sociaÌ
desirabirity enters into the decision making process. From

the point of view of the outside world, there does not seem to
be any cost to the potentiar defector wíth regard to sociar
desirability. However, it is from within the colony that it
is not desirable for Hutterites to leave. rt is expected that
a Hutterite will remain on the corony from birth to death. rn
this sample, approvar for seeking alternatives most often came

from those that r¡¡ere also considering defecting. on the other
hand, disapprovar toward potential defectors courd be expected
from those rnembers who berieved the Hutterite way is the onry
vray. rn order to avoid disapproval from some colony members,
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those weighing the pros and cons of colony life tended to
discuss the.possibirity of reaving onry with those that had

the same intentions of defection. For exampre, one man said,
rr-.-r did say to my brother once, ret's get out of here...and
he said yeah hrhy don't hre. . . even wanting to leave, even

talking about it, is a rnajor breaking of the rules, never mind

actually doing it, so it has to be done secretly. r Social
desirability from within the corony was a major concern for
those members evaruating the advantages and dísadvantages of
Ieaving.

DEGREE OF ÀTÍARENESS

Degree of Awareness refers to the extent that individuals
are conscious of leaving a rore. Those individuars
considering alternatives to corony life were very aware of the
rules and regiulations of defecting, as well as what they wourd

leave behind. Potentiar defectors knew that they courd not
leave with any possessions, they woul_d need .enotional_ and

financíal support on the outside and that they would reave

behind their farnily and friends.

SEQUENTIÀIJTTY

Ebaugh (1988.2o1) defines sequentiatity as *the specified
progression of some exitsil. As Ebaugh suggests, sequential
roles often create doubts in individuars and sometimes trigger
the turning poínt as individuals reatize that they must
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continue to the next stage of their present role or rrdrop out
of the rol-e progessionsr. Baptism is a very important process
in this sequence for Hutterites. once they are baptized they
feer a strong rore commitment to the Hutterite way of life and

it becomes more difficult for them to consider reaving the
colony.

coNcrJusroN REGARDTNG rEE tfEDrATrNc vaRrABrJEs

rn general, the nediating variabres were appricable to
the Hutterite experience. Howeverr âs previously discussed
there are contradiótions concerning Ebaughrs concept of
irreversibre and reversible role-exits. Ebaugh argues that
írreversible roles are central to an individual/s identity
whereas reversibre roles are not as encompassing, but thís
does not appry in the present study. This discrepancy is the
result of the difference between Ebaughrs sample of such
individuals as ex-poricemen, widor^¡ers, ex-nuns, ex-physicians
and the unique situation of the Hutterite. Hutterites are
socialized from birth in a sacred communar society r¡rith
physical and symbolic boundaries. Ebaugh's sample did not
capture groups that hrere comparable to the Hutterites in this
respect. colony rife is arl encompassing and does not arrow
for any alternatives. The choice is to live wi-th the rures,
regulations and expectations of colony life or to leave. For
exampre, members must folrow the dress code, moraÌ code and
rerigious teachings of the Hutterite way of rife.
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Reversibirity was also found not to apply to the second.

stage of the process, seeking arternatives. rt is interesting
to note that with the exception of social desirability and

degree of avrareness, those variabres that irnpact on f irst
doubts are the same variables that affect seekíng

alternatives. This is due to the overlap of the doubting
process and seeking and weighing alternatives. During the
doubting process individuals wilr begin to consider the pros

and cons of leaving the colony.

The variables associated with the third stage of the
role-exit process, the turning point are duration,
sequentiality and degree of control. once individuars made

the decísion to actually leave the corony the tine between the
decision and the exit was usually not very long. Baptism,

being an important sequential point in a Hutteriters life,
affected the potential defectors decision to reave. Either
individuals rnove to the next step of the role-exit process or
commit thernserves to the Hutterite rr¡ay of life through
baptisrn. rt is during this time of baptÍsm that individuars
can exercise a degree of control over their decision to
remain and be baptised or to leave before this time-related
event. The final exit for a Hutterite depends on outside help
and support. Dependency on others resul_ts in a Iow degree of
control over the final exit.

üIith regard to creating the ex-role, none of the
nediating variables affected this finat stage of the process.
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Ebaugh defines the variable of duratj-on as the rength of time
it takes an individuar to adjust to the new role. The

duration of the ex-Hutterite adjustment hras not directly
measured, but based on the responses of defectors the
adjustment to outside life is ongoing. with the exception of
one individual interviewed., the respondents r¡rere generally
successfulry adjustíng to the outside worrd and expressed

satisfaction with their decision to leave.
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CHAPTER 7

HUTTERTTE DEFECTION: THEN ÀND NOW

one goal of this study of defectors from Hutterite
coronies hras to update the work on Hutterite defectors
conducted by Mackie (1965). There are many simil_arities
between the two studies and a few differences. Both studies
emproyed sirniliar methodorogies inctudíng semi-structured
interviews, snowbatl sarnpling, and. a topicar rife history
approach. rn both studies similar sample sizes hrere used.

Mackie interviewed 37 defectors, and the present study
interviewed 29. rn addition, both studies involved only
permanent defectors as opposed to temporary defectors. There

are arso some di-fferences in the studies. Mackiers study
involved defectors from the Dariusleut and Lehrerleut colonies
in Alberta and the present study interviewed only those
defectors from Schmiedeleut colonies in Manitoba. Vthite these
groups are similiar in their traditions, ranguage, and in-
colony schools, they differ somewhat in their culturar traits,
rnarriage patterns, and rures of order (Hostetler, 1_965:9).

Another difference was that, unlike Mackie's exproratory
study, the present study was guided by an explicit theoretical
framework. By examining similiar types of data from two

different decades, the 1960/s and 1990's, an analysis of the
dynamics of defection over this period of time.
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RELATIOIISHIP WITH COLONIES

Many defectors still remain in touch with their famiry on

their corony of origin, but have no desire or interest in
visiting other colonies. visiting colonies has more to à"
with maintaining personal relationships than with a desire to
remain connected to the Hutterite colony. Most defectors are

successfurly adapting to rife on the outside and onry one

defector feels negative reactions from non-Hutterites. on the
contrary, most feel that the Hutterite work ethic was admired.

They are more Iikely to experience negative reactions from

colony members (with the exception of famity mernbers) than
from non-Hutterites. Mackie states that the colony rrrarely

slams the door behind defectorst (Lg6szt24). According to her
findings, the colony hopes that it is onry curiousity that
infruences a member to leave and eventuarJ-y the defector will
return. rn Mackie's study, only 4 defectors do not regularry
visit their ohrn or other coronies (Mackie , L96s:L22) .

However, in the present study most defectors r,arery visit
their home colony. Although the defector knows that the door

is arways open and he or she can return to the corony, the
uncomfortable feelings and hostíle attitude they experience
when visiting a colony operates agaÍnst the colony's hope for
members to return, and ernotionally ,slams the d.oorr for
defectors. one woman does not like to visit the corony

because of the rrhypocrisy and self-righteousnessrr of mernbers.

several of those interviewed felt that it was too difficult to
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obtain permission from the preacher to visit the corony. one

man said, rrthe preacher, he used to give me such a rougTh time
that r got tired of phoning and trying to visit., However,

the Hutterite ideology concerning deviance (including
defection) has remained the same. since alr of mankind are
born sinners, forgiveness and compassion are shown (Hostetler,
L965z2o-2L).

REIJATIONSHTP WTTII OTHER DEFECTORS

vlhile defectors are in contact with non-Hutterites at
work and at church, their close associations are with other
defectors and ex-Hutterites. A1I those interviewed live with
one or more defectors or ex-Hutterites. rt is often groups of
friends and relatives from the same colony that live in close
proximity to each other. They see each other at least once a
week at church. They arso spend time with famiry and friends
doing errands, rollerskating, biking, walking, and gathering
at each other's homes. This is very símiliar to the situation
described by Mackie whçre the rnajority ,of the relationships
are wíth famiry and friends who tend to originate from the
same colony (Mackie,Lg65:11g). The trend in this study, as

welr as Mackiê's, is for family and friends to maintain ties
rather then exhibit a concerted effort to form distinctive
sub-groupíngs with other ex-Hutterites (Mackie , tg6s:119) .
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AD{IUSTIÍENT TO IJIFE OUTSIDE TRE COLONY

None of the defectors are associated with any outside
group beyond a church, a work organization, ot an educationar
institute. rn general, this is similar to Mackie's findings.
she argues that "this dísincrinatíon to join clubs, service
orgTanizationsr or lodges, appears to refrect more the
affiliative patterns prevalent in the social class to which

they berong than their rack of adjustment to the broader

societyr' (Mackie, l-965:1-06). rn addition, this disinterest in
joining such groups as clubs or service organizations may be

a result of the socialization practises of the Hutterites.
Hutterite living restricts the range of individual expression

and abilities. Defectors tend to be involved in activities
that h¡ere a part of their corony rife. For example, the males

enjoy carpentry and auto mechanics and the women do crafts and

enjoy baking and cooking. Both genders are invol_ved in such

activities as ristening to music, bowringr, praying miniature
goIf, and walking.

rn both studies those that left the colony have

religious, education, and work interests that the corony can

not meet. However, they feer an emot,ional bond to their
family and friends on the corony. The transition from a

colony to the outside is not without its probrems of learning
and adjusting to a new and different curture as werr as being
responsible for their own well-being.

Mackie's (1965) study of Hutterite defectors found that
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the development of new economic patterns, the desire for
personal property, disorganized colonj_es and a curiousity for
life on the outside read to defection in the present study was

a young, single mare. untike MacKie's study, the main reason
given for defection in the present study !{as a desire to
practise a religion of choice. Also, defectors interviewed in
thís study T¡rere more often young síngle, femares than mares.

rn addition, z cases included married couples who reft wíttr
their children as a famiry unit. According to Mackie (l_965:g4)
ffdesertion is rarery considered by those past their 2orsr.
The data from the present study discovered that not onry $rere

those in theír Zots defectíng, but the sample also incrudes l_

invidual over 30, 3 over 40, and l_ person over 50.

CONCLUSTON REGÀRDING DEFECTION

until recent decades, the Manitoba Hutterites, like
Hutterites in the rest of North America, v/ere insurated
geographically, ringuistícally, rerigiously, and socialry from

the outside worrd. rnsurtion from the revil_, outside coupred

with a structurally tight. society produced in Hutterites a

restricted way of riving. one of the main characteristics of
their insulated curture is that their traditions, as werr as

their environment, keep the members on the ,narrohr pathr to
salvation. This linited opportunity for arternate paths has

allowed the Hutterites to successfurty resist assimilation,
even in the midst' of a materÍalistic and individualistíc host
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society. Hgwever, this ideal Hutterite desire for an

insurated and protected life from the outside worrd is no

longer applicable to Hutterite socj-ety today. Technorogicar

adaptations and cultural evolution have altered the Hutterite
society. Channels of communication, tinking Hutterite society
to the outside world, have opened up to an extent that, tras

probably unforseen. The rink with the outside worrd has

become a crucial factor in fostering new perspectives and

attitudes ín the younger Hutterites which increasingly read to
defection.

As was true decades â9o, the Hutterites cannot maintain
their present colonies without being invorved in the
competitive market economy. They have become dependent on

mechanized farm equipment and other materiar goods. Material
changes on Hutterite coronies tend to be particurarry
noticeabre: milking machines, state of the art trucks and

tractors; and more eraborate and expensive kitchen and food
st,orage and preparation facírities. rn the past these
technologicar changes had mainry been mechanical ones, helping
the members improve their farrning methods. Now, they are
affecting rifestyles. rt has been observed that cars, trucks,
and tractors are frequentl-y equipped with two way radios.
lilalkmen, terephones and cornputers are also becoming a part of
colony rife. Not onry do these items expose members to the
hrays of the outside worl-d, but outside education is required
to understand and apply the technology of such items as
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computers. The development of a more open and rooser
Hutterite soci-ety leads to increasing individualism and

personal decision rnaking (peter et al.,Lggz:336). rn addition
to exposing members to the outside, technological changes also
affect leisure time. Leisure tine poses difficulties for the
Hutterites. They equate leisure time with idleness and

idleness with sin. rt is a conmon saying among Hutterites
that, rrthe devil will find work for the idre to d.o.r Too much

leisure tirne will tend to encourage individualism which erodes

the traditional goal of collectivism. !'Ihile Mackie's findings
show that a ress insular society is open to outside
infruences, the main reasons for reaving a colony are no

ronger to explore the world and tsow their wild oatsr. These

defectors, usualry young single mares, .wourd most often return
and become comrnitted and conformed members of the corony

(Peter eL âr., l98zz329l . The results of the present study
discovered a more serious form of defection motivated by

religious concerns (a deveropment first described by peter et
aI. L982) and not J,irnited to young males.

Hutterites have been taught that in order to obtain a

place in heaven they must turn away from the evir outside
worrd. rn the past, in a closed society, this berief hras easy

to maintain as the tnembers had little contact with the outside
worrd other than through the English school teacher. rn
today's more open nilieu, the interchange between the corony
and the outside worrd has become more conmon and familiar.
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Members have contact with business associates, non-Hutterite
neighbours, and ex-Hutterites off the corony. Males and

females, young and old, are more involved in the outside
world. They are at doctors, offíces, restaurants and

department stores. This famiriarity wourd lessen the fear of
the once unknown outside. This continued contact with the
outside suggests that the Hutterites no longer find the
outside worrd to be entirery evil. one defector said:

. ..she (rnother) carried a strong ahrareness of otherpeople out there and always had a desire to
reconnect with her kindred spirits beyond the' Hutterite worrd. she carried on correspondónce withfriends frorn other christian conmunity movements
that she had heard about and read about, and thesepeople would visit us...I had an awareness that
there v¡as another worrd out there and there werepeople in that world that hrere okay. GZe¡

Being taught that the outside j-s evir but then discovering
that it is not necessarily true, und.ermines and weakens basic
beliefs of the Hutterite religion.

The more open structure of the colonies may also affect
a basic tenet of the Hutterite way of rife, that is, the
position of women. Hostetler explains:

rrThe position of the sexes in the social andspiritual hierarchy of the Hutterite Brethren isvery important in the charter. rt is berieved that
God has set each sex in itrs right place in thedivine order in rerationship to tñe oÈher. Man ascontrasted to rromen, is made in the image of God
and reflects some of God's glory. He has been put
in a superordinate prace in the divine order inreration to woman who v¡as taken from man and put ina subordinate prace in reration to him. rr (HosLetler
1_965:18)

There is no question that women in Hutterite socíety are
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subservient and that Hutterites are aware that r^/omen on the
outside have a higher status. This vras werl ilrustrated by

one man who had been away from the colony for 4 years and

returned for a visit:
...you need sal_t, girls junp and get the salt, yoü
need a cup, girls jump, yoü need coffee, girlsjunp. I couldn't get used to that. Irve been ahray
for 4 years and I couldnrt get used to that...I
guess the females are expected to be servants. They
do all the work, the men eat and go home. Vühat
they do, they do well. Theyrre not given anyoptions to do anything else. Some reseñt it anã
those that do usually leave. (#S¡

what has happened is that the women are now in a position
to compare their options and opportunities with varues and

lifestyres of those on the outside. Thís comparative frame of
reference has an irnpact on their present situation. Hutterite
vromen are not allowed to have a driver's license, they have no

direct say in the financial matters of the colony, they have

no vote on policy matters, and in general they are excruded

from decision making. They are expected to marry earry and

have children. As mentioned, earrier, Mackie found it was

young, singre mares who left the coronies to experience the
outside world. rn the present study, however, 20 of the
defectors intervievred vrere femare, and the sample included
married couples. until further stud.ies are done it is
difficurt to know whether these findings are an anomary or a

trend. However, it is inevitabre that Hutterite r¡romen, as

werr as men, are aware of the status of women in the
surrounding outside world. Even though Hutterite women may not
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choose defection, they may begin to assert thernserves within
the Hutterite system. They may demand the right to vote, the

right to practise birth control, ot the opportunity to be

involved in the decision rnaking process of the colony. rt
will be important for sociorogists to observe what wirl happen

to the relationship between males and females if the

boundaries that separate the outside world continue to break

down.

Hutterites cannot maintain the same closed society that
v/as possible a century âgor when a horse and plough was all
they needed to help them farm. Graduarry, they have adopted

the changes that have occurred in atl western socíeties. rf
the Hutterite rerigion and way of rife is based on isolation,
then the Hutterite system may be .in jeopardy. so far they
have managed to maintain their boundaries in the face of these

new threats, but whether they can continue to do so remains to
be seen.

The original purpose of this thesis was to test Ebaugh's

claim that rore-exi.t is a generic .sociar process. Apprying

Ebaughts model to the case of Hutterite defectors confirmed

her claim, in general terms. However, her theory did not
adequatery exprain the phenomenon of reversibility/
irreversibírity as appried to the case of Hutterites. Ebaugh

views irreversibre rores as being the master rore of the
indÍvidual and reversible rores as being ress central to the
indivíduails identity. This is not true for Hutterites since
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being a Hutterite is an arl-encompassing role and a role that
is central to their identity. Moreover, being a defector and

then returning to the corony is an optÍon for the voruntary
defector.

rn order to test the reversibirity/irreversibility
variabre it wourd be necessary to study other communities that
are similar to the Hutterites. This concept of
reversibility/irreversibirity nay not be unique to Hutterites
but may appry to arr communities that strive for insurarity.
A population that wourd be sinilar to the HutterÍtes in their
intention to maintain their unique identity are the

Lubavitchers. The Lubavítchers are an urtra-orthodox
rerigious Jewish sect who are simirar to Hutterites in that
they have an all-encompassing ttway of liferr. Being a

Labavitzer is central to the individuarrs identity. Like the
Hutterites, they not onry experience defection from their
group but welcome back the frbaar tisvcharr (those that return) .

Apprying Ebaughts moder to the case of the Lubavitchers and

comparing the resurts to the case of the Hutterites would

provide a further test of Ebaugh's model.



DEFECTOR #

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
o

l_0.
11_.

L2.
13
L4.
15.
46.
17.
l_8.
19.
20.
2I.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

GENDER

F

M

F

F

F

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

F

M

F

F

F

M

F

F

F

F

F

F

M

F
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YEARS SINCE DEFECTION:K

9

23
1_0

t4
4

4

4

2.5
4

5

6

3

5

2

5

2.5
5

3

2

12 Days
l-. 5
26
59
L9
l_3

72
L6
26

AGE

38
43
28
35
26
52
55
22
26
25
25
43
29
20
27
22
48
22
29
22
22
63

82
44
35
36
43
69

* For serial defectors the most recent defection was considered when recording
the years since defection.
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APPENDTX A

INTERVIEIÍ SCEEDUI¡E

fntroduction:

To begin r would like to thank you for meeting with rne.

rn order to help me rernember our talk, r am going to use a
tape recorder. rf r have to write everything down it wourd

take too long. r want you to know that arl of this
informatíon is confidential and no one except myself wilr
connect your name with your anshrers. r need your name in case

r have to be ín touch with you at a later date. Not onry wirl
this tark help me with my work on Hutterites who have left the
colony, but most peopre find that by answeríng these questions

they learn a lot about themsel_ves.

Obiective Events:

l_.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

First, r would rike to get some background information.
$Ihat is you name?

!{hat is your present address?

What is your telephone number?

Irthat is your birth date?

Vühere r¡/ere you born? (Colony)

ltlhat grade did you complete (on the corony, off the
colony) ?

8. $Ihat occupation did you have on the colony?

9. Irlhat occupations have you had since leaving the colony
(from first to most recent) ?
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10. What was your father's occupation (on the colony)?

1l-. lrlhat is you marital status?

L2. fs your spouse an ex-Hutterite?
If yes, how did you meet?
If no, how did you meet?

l-3. Do you have any children? If yes, what ages are they?

L4. Did you ever previousry leave and return to the corony?

l-5. How long is it no!{ since you teft the colony for the

first time?

First Doubts:

Now, r wourd like to talk about something carred "first

f.oubtsrr. First doubts happen when a person begins to question
)

(and have doubts about staying on the colony. Most Hutterites,
of course, believe that the tHutterite l,llay' is the right way

for people to rive and to ensure sarvation. At some point you

must have started questionÍng and having doubts about his.
New these first doubts, of course, happened before you ever
reft (for the first tirne) and so what r wourd rike you to do

is to try to put yourself back on the colony and try to
remember your first doubts. Letrs talk about them.

16. When hrere your first doubts (approxímate age)?

L7 - why did you have doubts about remaining on the corony?

Probe: a) Irrere you tempted by the outside world?

b) Irtas your colony well run by the council?
htas it, more strict or less strict than
other colonies?

c) l{ere you happy with the work you vreregiven to do on the colony?
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d) Did you get along vrell_ v/ith the other
mernbers of the colony?

e) Did you have doubts about religion?
How did it come about that you rñrere influenced to begin
questioning the Hutterite ways?

Probe: a) Was it the mass media?

b) lrtas it other ex-Hutterites?

c) lrlas it non-Hutterite friends?

d) Was it a non-Hutterite school teacher?

Did you discuss these doubts with others on the colony?

Probe: a) ff so, with whom and how did they react?

b) Vtere you of fered any advice or
suggestions on how to deal with your
doubts?

seekÍng Arternative (Thoughts about the possibility of
leaving)

At some point your doubts about the Hutterite way must

have become strong or serious enough that you decided to try
to do something about them - to actively search for a way to
deal with your doubts that is what we mean by mseeking

alternaLivesrr. Now one obvious alternative is to reave the
colony, âs you eventuarly dÍd, but before we get to that try
again to think back to when you first decided to think about
rtrays to cope with your doubts about the Hutterite v¡ay.

20. When (at what point) did this happen to you?

Probe: a) How long after doubts first arose, etc.?

19.
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$Ias leaving the colony the only alternative that you

thought about, or did you consider other possible ways of
coping with your doubts? (probe for details if other
solutions r¡/ere considered. )

Now, you obviously did start to think about the
possibilitv of leaving the colony because of your doubts

about the Hutterite sray. Let's talk about that. At what

point did you actively begin to think about the
possibility of leaving? (Later on we'11 talk about your

decision to actually leave. )

You must have had many questions and concerns about the
t¡ossibility of reaving. You must have thought about what

is wourd be like to rive on the outside if you díd decide

to leave. vùhat hrere your thoughts at that point? (Allow

subject to respond but make certain the folrowing are

22.

23.

covered. )

Probe: a)

b)

c)

Job/ income

Housing/expenses

Clothing/dress (Did you experiment v,rith
different clothes?)

d) Language/accent

e) Loss of fanily/friends (loneliness)
f) Feelings of not wanting to hurt family

and friends
g) Religious fears (the consequences fornafter-Iiferr)
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24. Did you discuss the possibility of reaving v¡ith a.nyone

erse? vrho corony members, ex-Hutterites, non-
Hutterites?

Turning point (Decision to actually leave)

Norrrr, at some point you reached a conclusion about these
qood and bad points about the possibility of teaving and

actually decíded to leave. This is what we carr the ilTurning

Pointrr the point at v¡hich leaving is no longer just a
possibility, but an arternative that you have thought about
and decided to take. you have rnade a choice.
25. $Ihen, exactly, did you reach this decision?
26. How soon after rnaking this choice did you actuarly leave?
27. lrlas there a specific event or incident on the corony that

brought you to the concrusion to actuarry reave?

28- Describe for me, in detair, exactly how you went about
Ieaving the colony?

Probe: a) Did you leave alone or with others?
b) Did you have a plan?

c) How did you actually leave?

d) hthat, díd you take along?

e) hthere did you stay?

f ) $ihat, i:f anything, did people on thecolony do?

g) How did you feel about what you were
doing?
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serial Defectors (Àpplies to multiple defectors only)
29. Describe what happened after you reft the colony the

first time.

30. Vùhy did you decide to return to the colony?

3l-. hlhen did you decide to return to colony?

32. What happened when you returned to the colony?

33. Why didn't your return work out?

(Repeat as necessary - then move on to creating the /Ex-Rore,

with respect to final defection. )

Creatincr the Ex-Role

Finally, f wouÌd like to talk to you about how you have
t

I adjusted to life outside the colony.
, 34. How long has it been since you left?

I 35. Earlier you talked about v¡hat you thought would be the
annÄ rn¡l lar¿l na.i*+^ ^l^^,rt 't:--.:-- ^--4-i -r^ !r-good and bad points about living outsid.e the colony. Now

that you have actually lived outside, could you teII me

again - but this time based on your actuar experience - ,,

,t.whatarethegoodandbadpoints?(A1lowsubjectto

respond but make certain the folrowing are covered. )

Probe: a) Job/ income

b) Housing/expenses
. '

c) Cl.othing/dress

d) Language/accent

) Loss of farnily/friends (Ioneliness)

) :;åtåll:";=t "". wantins to hurr farnily
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g) Religious fears (the consequences for
tf after-1if err )

36. overalI, what was the most diffÍcult adjustment that you

had to make?

37. What do you like best about living outside?

38. Describe for me what your life is like nor¡r.

Probe: (re home, friends, organization, recreation,
hobbies, religion, job other?)

a) Are you happy with your present job

salary?

b) How would you describe your religion?
c) $fhich church do you attend?

d) How often do you attend?

39. OveraII, do you nohr feel reasonably comfortable and

secure living al¡ray from the colony (If rnon - probe) .

.4o. Have you, as a person, changed since leaving? rf so,

hor¡?

41-. Do you think of yourself as a Hutterite, ex-Hutterite or
non-Hutterite?

42. Do you stilr remain in contact with peopre on the colony
you left? How about other colonies?

43 - Do you have contact with other ex-Hutterites? rf yes,

a) How often?

b) How do you get together?

c) Do you help other ex-Hutterites? How

many?

d) Do they help you?
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e) Are they your friends?
44- Do you have contact with other ex-Hutterites?
45. Do the non-Hutterites whom you have contact with know

that you are an ex-Hutterite? rf so, does this affect
your relationship with them? If so, how?

46- Do you have any second thoughts, doubts, or regrets about
your decision to leave?

Interview f.acts:

Place of interview:
lime of interview: Beginning

End

Date


